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v1~eocable transmission
tó\ ynu¡: technical library

es, for a limited time only, you can
eceive a free copy of this helpful new

Hpook, with absolutely no obligation!
111ustmail the coupon, use the litera
ure request card or drop us a note
nd we'll reserve a copy for you.
Published by DYNAIR, a pioneer
the field of solid-state video cable

ransmission equipment, this book
overs in detail the problems en
ountered with routing video through
ables ... and presents the solutions!

¡¡
llJ
••
The photographs shown are sam

le pages reproduced directly from
'Video Transmission Techniques"
nd are typical of the material pre
ented. Pictorial diagrams, supported
y easy-to-understand text and nu
erous photographs, charts and

ables, make system design simple.
This book includes useful design

nformation for a multitude of sys
ems, both unbalanced and balanced
.. simple and complex. It covers
verything from cable types to com
lex electronic terminations. The
roblems involved in selecting the

>ECEMBER,1972-BM/E

Published by DYNAIR, this book covers
problem areas such as hum, equalization, resolution/
bandwidth, balanced-line transmission and many oth
ers. This is a limited printing ... order your copy today.

equipment for a particular applica
tion are discussed with the exact
equipment detailed for many systems.

DYNAIR video transmission
equipment is installed in numerous
facilities throughout the world. We
have supplied systems for transmit
ting video information over many
miles of cable. DYNAIR systems are
available with video bandwidths as
great as 30 MHz, providing optimum
high-resolution performance.

The practical building-block con
struction techniques used in solid
state DYNAIR equipment allow
systems of virtually any size to be
easily assembled. Plug-in modular
etched circuit boards are used in most
cases, assuring ease of maintenance.
Equipment can be provided to suit
almost any system requirement.

DYNAIR also manufactures a
variety of other solid-state television
equipment, including modulators and
demodulators, video and pulse am
plifiers, local and remote-control
switching systems, switcher-faders,
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special effect generators, sync gen
erators and sideband analyzers.

If you use this type of equipment,
you might like to receive either our
complete catalog or literature on spe
cific devices; DYNAIR product in
formation is available upon request
-just write, outlining your needs.

DYNAIR ELECTRONICS, INC.
6360 FEDERAL BLVD., SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

ZIP 92114 PHONE(714l 582·9211
Please seno tree copy of "ViOeo Transmission
Techniques"

Have you seen "Video Switching Techniques"?
Yes O No O

NAME ------------ I
I
I
I
I

TITLE __

COMPANY

ADDRESS _

CITY

STATEL..----- ZIPNO. __ _ ...•
3
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For Gourmet Listening,
Use Multi-Channel
Mixdown. Says it all.
Recipes begin
on page 28.

BROADBAND
INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.
274 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10016
212-685·5320

Editor
James A. Lippke

Associate Editor
Robin Lanier

Contri bu ting Editor
M. L. H. Smith

Assistant Editor
A. E. Gehlhaar

Art Di rector
Gus Sauter

Production Manager
Arline G. Jacobs

FCC Counsel
Pittman Lovett Ford
Hennessey and White

Advertising Director
Charles C. Lenz Jr.
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DECEMBER 1972/VOLUME 8/NUMBER 12

6 Broadcast Industry News
OTPopposes cross ownership limitations

16 Interpreting the FCC Rules and Regulations
Coping with renewal challenges

28 What Broadcasters Are Learning From The Recording Studios
Top quality sound calls for control; CBS Neve unit goes from con·
ventions to air-show production

29 University Radio Station Goes to 24 In, 8 Out in New Console
WHA progressive non-commercial station

30 Recording Audio And Broadcast Audio Converging
Two arts on same track.

32 Sound Too Dry?
Enhance your signal with a reverb unit

34 See It, Measure It
Spectrum analyzers are handy devices

38 "Live" Rock Builds An FM Audience
How WLIR has scored on live rock

40 AES Convention: The Latest in Audio
AESConvention show in print

44 Survey of Audio Processing Amplifiers
Latest information on compressors and limiters

46 To Produce "Custom Commercials" for Radio-An Array of
Advanced Audio Equipment
All-purpose recording facility spares no expense

49 Programming The Munich Olympics
Perceptive account of engineering and operating practices

54 Sharpening Vertical Resolution In TV With Video Delay Lines
New modules make it easy to fit your system's needs

57 Broadcast Equipment
New and significant products for broadcasters

62 New Literature
Useful reading materials

64 Crosstalk
Manufacturers comment on stereo cart phase problems

CM/E MAGAZINE: For those with cable interests/Following page 56

iiiiiii!ii BM/E, BROADCASTMANAGEMENT/ENGINEERING,Is publlShedmonthly byBroad·
~ band Information Services,Inc. All notices perta1n1ngto undeliverablemail or sub-

scriptions should beaddressedto 274 MadisonAve.,NewYork.•N.Y.10016. BM/E
Is circulated without charge to those responsiblefor station operationand for specifying
and authorizing the purchaseof equipment used in broadcast facilities. These facilities
include AM, FM, and TV broadcast stations; CATVsystems; El'V stations; networks and
studios; audio and video re-:ordlngstudios; consultants,etc. Subscriptionprices to others:
Sl5.00 one year, $25.00 two.
Copyright© 1972 by BroadbandInformationServices.Inc., NewYorkCity.
ControlledCirculation postagepaid at EastStroudsburg,Penna.
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Cable Plus-Broadcasts
Could Make Networks
The future, as discerned from the
President's Office of Telecommuni
cations Policy. might include some
combination of broadcasting and ca
ble to create additional networks, it
became clear recently. Clay White
head, director of OTP, told the San
Francisco Chapter of the National
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences, in September, that OTP
recognized the need for more pro
gram diversity and was not against
additional networks, just against
government-owned or operated net
works. Acknowledging the difficul
ties in starting more present-style
broadcast networks, he said: "New
networks do not have to look like
present ones ... (there is no reason)
why new networks can't be combi
nations of broadcast stations and ca
ble systems." He also said that OTP
was studying what to do about
reruns and about the prime-time ac
cess rules.

CBS Test Plan Shows
Effectiveness of Radio Spots
A plan for testing the effectiveness
of radio spot campaigns, developed
by CBS Radio, has shown gains in
both product awareness and sales in
every test made so far, according to
a report from CBS. Scott Schanzen
bach, director of marketing and re
search for CBS Radio, said that
gains in awareness ranged up to
more than 60%. The test is based
on 600 telephone interviews before,
and 600 after, the radio campaign.
"Our test plan has proved the effici
ency of radio," said Mr. Schanzen
bach.

NAB Opposes Fees to
to "Consultants" Contesting
License Renewals
Tn comments filed with the FCC, the
National Association of Broadcas
ters has warned that payment of
"consulting" fees by broadcasters to
license-renewal contestants is "an
open invitation to a wide range of
groups to seek such consultancies
... citizen participation will not stop
with a few minority groups." The

6

comments went on: "A new era of
public participation is dawning, and
we should not (endorse) the indeci
sion, intimidation, and outright
blackmail which characterized the
(earlier) era ... the only limitation
on such activity would be the total
number of diverse groups which
make up our society."

Video Cassette With Chrome
Tape Coming From Memorex
A %-inch videocassette with chro
mium dioxide tape will be marketed
by Memorex, the Santa Clara, Calif.,
firm announced in October. The
cassette will be compatible with
Sony, Japan Victor, Panasonic, and
Wollcnsak video recorders. The
blank cassettes will come in 60, 30,
20, and I O minute versions, with
first shipments expected in January
1973.

NAEB Produces Seminars on
Rights of Broadcasters
A series of seminars intended to
alert educational broadcasters to
their rights and obligations under
the rules of the FCC will be held by
the National Association of Educa
tional Broadcasters over a three-year
period, James Fellows, NAEB di
rector of professional services, an
nounced recently. The seminars will
be held in various parts of the coun
try in coordination with license
renewal dates, which are staggered
on a regional basis. The first seminar
was held in Atlanta in October.
Future dates and places are avail
able from NAEB at 1346 Connecti
cut Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036.

The Movies Are Free
Another hotel-movie-on-TV system,
this one developed by Creative
Cinetcl, Inc., of New York and Los
Angeles, has the movies on Sony U
Matic videocassette machines, which
are fed continuously onto unused
TV channels through the master an
tenna system. The room occupant
can tune in either of two movies at
any time; there is no extra charge.
In addition to the Sony U'-Matic
machines, the system includes a spe-

cial unit built by TeleMation of Salt
Lake City, which shifts automatical
ly from one cassette machine to the
next. The system got a start in Octo- '
ber at the Downtowner Inns.

Ampex Halts Development
Of lnstavideo System
The Ampex Corporation said in Oc
tober that it was halting its work on
the development of the Instavideo
cartridge video recording system.
Charles A. Steinberg, vice president,
referred to market studies that indi
cated there would not be an ade
quate return on the projected invest
ment.

I
r
.Ir

NAB Says
Keep Fighting for License
Renewal Bill ílllC
Richard W. Chapin, board chairman ~ll
of the National Association of n •

Broadcasters, told his constituency I on
that they must keep pushing for a \I
license-renewal bill from Congress. k
"We've played a great first half, but 11e~
it takes two halves to win a ball- r
game," he said, noting that while ro
sorne 256 Congressmen and 49 Sen- n I
ators had pledged support, there
could be no action at this session.
"Our second half begins in January
when the new Congress assembles,"
he added.

TelePrompTer Readies
Program Packages for
Cable Network
TelePrompTer Corporation showed
previews of three packages of syn
dicated programs at the Northeast
Cable Exposition in Hartford,
Conn., in November. TPT's Group
Communications Division is offer
ing the programs to the CATV
Regional Distribution Network, set
up by TPT and the Columbia Ca
ble System. The "A" series will be
80 same-day cable-casts of New
York Nets basketball and New
York Isl anders hockey games. The
"B" series includes 25 hours a
week of daytime programs for
women and children; evening pro
grams include an adventure series,
old-time movies and operas. Pack
age "C" includes Broadway the-

continued on page8
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Entente Cordiale

A friendly understanding.
A phrase that perfectly

escribes the relationship between
Revox tape recorders and Beyer
icrophones. One fine piece of
quipment uniquely
omplementing another.
Wherever you go, you'll find

hese two thoroughgoing
rofessionals working together.
n location and in the most
emanding studio situations.
Both Revox and Beyer are

xpressions of the same European
edication to meticulous

.traftsrnanship and superior
echnology.
For example, take the new

Revox A77 Mk III. It's the
uccessor to the critically ac
laimed Revox A77, the machine
hat moved Stereo Review to
omment, "We have never seen a
ecorder that could match the
erformance of the Revox A77
n all respects, and very few that
even come close"

Or take the new Beyer MSOO
microphone. You've never used
anything quite like it. It combines
the sharp attack of a condenser
and the sturdy reliability of a
moving coil with the undupli
eatable warmth of a ribbon.

And Beyer makes a number of
other microphones to satisfy
virtually any broadcasting or
recording requirement.

Together or separately, these
sophisticated instruments provide
the ideal solution to the problem
of versatile, high quality, low
cost recording.

Your nearest Revox-Beycr
dealer will be pleased to
demonstrate any of these fine
products for you.

After that, you can arrive at
your own friendly understanding.

For additional information and
complete technical specifications,
write: Revox Corporation.
155 Michael Drive, Syosser.
New York 11791.

California: 3637 Cahuenga Blvd. West, Hollywood 90068. Canada: Revox Sales and Service. Montreal.
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Little
m.y p er delivers
1Olull walls dislorlion free.

Applications:
General purpose power
amplifier.
Studio monitors.
P.A. systems.
line amplifiers.

Specilicalions:
Input Impedance: t 0.000 Ohms

Nominal (G.:11nControl)

Oulput Impedance: 3 Ohms Typical
Input Voltage: 300 MV for 1OWalts Output
Output Load: 8 Ohms
Frequency Response: '2 DB 20-100,000 HZ
Power Output: tOWalts AMS
(Harmonic Distortion:<.....0.5°/o)
S/N Ratio: 90 DB Typical
Idling Current: 30 MA Typical
Size: Rack Mounting, 19112"Long, 3" Wide

Delivers power for:
Hi-Fi stereos.
General purpose power
amplifiers.
Studio monitors.
P.A. systems.
Line amplifiers.
Musical instrumenl amplifiers.

Specifications:
Input Impedance: 10.000 Ohms

Nominal 1Ga1nControl)
Outpul Impedance: 2 Ohms Typical
lnpul Voltage: SV for 25 Watts Output
Output Load: 8 Ohms
Frequency Response: '2 DB 20-100,000 HZ
Power Output: 25 Walts RMS
(Harmonic Distortion:. O5°/0)
S/N Ratio: 90 DB Typrcal
Idling Currenl: 30 MA Typical
Size: Rack Mounting, 19h" Long, 3" Wide

RHA
AudioCommunicotions Coq2_

625 - 60th Street,
West New York, N. J. 07093

201-854-1950
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atre, rock and classical concerts,
and other cultural material.

Network Viewing Is Breaking
Records, SaysTvB
Overall television audiences contin
ue to reach higher totals than ever,
the Television Bureau of Advertis
ing reported. Network nightime
programs are reaching an average
of 13.6 million homes; average
minute home nightime viewing has
increased from 60. 7% last year to
61.9% in October, 1972. Homes
viewing television went up 2.4 mil
lion to a total of 40.1 million per
minute. Daily viewing time went to
6 hours, 2 minutes, up 7 minutes
over 1971 and 15 minutes over
1970, said TvB.

NCTACableMarketing Study
Available in Transcript
The first annual marketing work
shop for cable operators, held by
the National Cable Television As
sociation in Denver in July, can
now be bought in transcript from
NCT A. It is a comprehensive as
sembly of information on how ca
ble television is currently being
marketed under the title "The Sell
ing of Cable Television, 1972."
Copies are $l. 95 to NCT A mem
bers and $2.95 to others from
NCTA at 918 16th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006.

FMStations Pledge$1 Million
To Push FM In Cars
FM stations around the country
have pledged $1 million for adver
tising to urge buyers of new 1973
cars to include FM radios in their
options, John Richer, president of
the National Association of FM
Broadcasters, reported recently.

Memorex Introduces Video
Master Tape "Previewed"
by Maker
Memorex has started to sell a video
master tape, each reel of which has
been completely inspected for drop
outs which are pinpointed on the
inspection chart furnished with the
tape. Memorex says this will elimi
nate the need for inspection by the
buyer, with consequent important
savings of time and money.

TV-FMRockSimulcasts
To BeSyndicated in 1973
A series of rock music concerts,
produced in video form with sound

continued on page 10
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When our RFcircuit ,.,/
brought condenser 1'!!':'- LI
microphones out
of the recording
studio and into
the world, even
we had no idea
of the many ap
plications you'd
put them to.But what
our technology made
possible, your inge
nuity extended in
many different di
rections. What was
once a fragile
luxury, you made a
necessity in loca
tion filming, audi
ence participation
shows, press
conferences,

rock concerts, opera,
cinema verite ...
the list grows daily

in recording,
broadcasting,

filmmaking,
education and
technology. We
havenot rested on

achievements either.
Creating and improving
condenser microphones
with new features, new

capabilities. And happily, you
adopted them to an extent that has
made us the industry standard.

Perhaps though, you are
unaware just how large the "first

family'' of professional condenser
microphones and accessories has

become. For the latest infor
mati on, please write or call us.

~SEl\ll\IHEISER
ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

10West 37th Street, New York 10018 (212) 239-0190

Manufacturing Plant: Blssendort.,Hannover, West Germany

Circle I05 on Reader Service Card
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Once you look inside
the STUl)IOETTE 80, you'll buy _it.
You'll see why the new Studioette 80 is the quality buy of solid state,
4-channel audio consoles.

In the Studioette 80, 13 inputs into 4 mixing channels provide
maximum flexibility. All inputs and outputs are protected by isola
tion transformers. Wire-wound, step-type attenuators, used in each
of the 4 mixer channels, assure quiet and reliable audio operation.

For more information,
write Gates Division,
Harris-lntertype
Corporation,
Quincy, Illinois.

HARRIS
~~GATES DIVISION
~ Quincy 111.no1s62301 US A

¡.
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The
~ParaJDetric
Equalizer

Of the many Equalizers available today,
the ITI ME-230 Parametric Equalizer is
the only one that offers you all these
truly outstanding recording features-
• All controls are continuously variable.

No more working with arbitrarily fixed
positions. With the !TI Parametric
Equalizer-you record using your mind
and ears, with your hands only trans
mitting the orders of what you hear.

• Remarkable frequency range. 10-800
Hz. 100-8,000 Hz. and 400-25,600 Hz,
each accurately calibrated, with boost
or cut up to 12db about any center
frequency.

• Continuously variable Selectivity or
"Q". From 4 to 14dB/octave with no
effect on the absolute magnitude of the
center frequency.

• No inductors used-In the Parametric
sections. Ringing on transients is vir
tually non-existent.

The ME-230 Parametric Equalizer-our
Super Equalizer-is for all those who
want more than "just good enough"
sound recording. We invite you to call or
write for more details about its high de
gree of flexibility and superb perform-
anee.

fiiiiml INTERNATIONAL=.;..;¡ TELECOMM, INC.
McCormick Road and Schilling Circle
Hunt Valley, Maryland 21031
Telephone: 301I666-7770

10
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i':1 stereo so each concert can be:.;
simulcast by a TV and a stereo FMl>i
station, will be syndicated national-I
ly during 1973 by the Tubeworks
Production Company of Southfield.,
Mich. Called "Detroit Tubeworks,"
the series is already slated to start
early in 1973 in more than 20 mar
kets. The producers have an-

1nounced the purchase of new trans- •
portable video and audio pickup I
equipment, for remote originations. 1

Armstrong Committee to
Give $4000 for Best
1972 FM Programs
The Armstrong Awards Commit
tee, formed to memorialize Edwin
H. Armstrong, inventor of FM, an
nounced that it will give eight prizes
totalling $4000 for FM programs
produced in 1972, with entries due
in the Committee's hands by Janu
ary 31, 1973. Awards will be made
at the NAFMB Convention in
March. Categories are news, com
munity service, education, and mu
sic, for both commercial and non
commercial stations. Address: Ken
neth Goldstein, Room 510 Mudd
Building, Columbia University, New
York 10027.

Cable Test Date Under
Consideration by FCC
As stated in the new FCC cable
rules, adopted February 1972, per
formance tests are due at least once
each calendar year from each cable
operator. Thus the first tests would
be required on or before December
31, 1972. However, according to
the FCC, a number of cable opera
tors and engineering consultants
asked for an extension, saying· that
the scarcity of experienced person
nel and general unfamiliarity with
economical test methods would
make the 1972 date very difficult
for many cable operators. The
NCTA suggested December 31,
1973. The FCC asked for comment
by November 5th; no action had
been announced when BM/E went
to press, so comment may still be
appropriate. Docket No. is 18894.

FCC on "Staging" of News
Answering a request by the House
Special Subcommittee on Investiga
tions of the Commerce Committee,
the FCC said its area of concern
with "staging" of news reports did
not extend to matters of journalistic
judgment, but to the deliberate por
trayal of a significant event which

continued on page 12
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~111rlHlllNIKl
S>YNC

SYNCHRONIZE ANY
TWO MAG TAPES ...

MULTI-CHANNEL AUDIO
sprocketed or unsprocketed

QUADRUPLEX VIDEO
HELICAL VIDEO

'.'füEECO's new "Sync Team" is RIGHT ON for

such assignments as ...

• Converting a 16 track and 8 track

to 24 track.

• Synchronizing TV and stereo FM

simulcasts.

• Precision sync in audio sweetening

of video tapes.

The EECO synchronizer has an initial cap

ture range of -+-JO seconds and maintains

.sync, or manually adjusted offset, for any

length of time regardless of tape stretch or

shrinkage.

SEND FOR INFORMATION TODAY!

Discover how the new EECO "SYNC-TEAM"
... BE 450 Synchronizer and BE 420 Edit
Code Reader ... can solve your particular
tape synchronizing problems and help you
tackle challenging assignments with digital
electronic precision.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
1441 East Chestnut Avenue• Santa Ana, California 92701
Phone:(714) 547-5651TWX:910-595-1550 Telex:67-8420

DECEMBER,1972-BM/E
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ALL·IN·DNE
SPORTSCASTER HEADSET
This sportscaster can roam about a football field, rubberneck at a basketball game, or
quickly position himself for an important golf shot. All with just one piece of equip
ment. The new Telex CS-90 Sportscaster headset lets him broadcast live (fixed station
or mobile) listen to production cues, and monitor his own transmission, all with hands
free convenience.
He can do all this because Telex has now combined the finest professional microphone
available, one of proven broadcast quality, with an equally high-performance
headphone.
This wide-range, dynamic, boom microphone has a low frequency response to transmit
his voice clearly and crisply, and an omni-directional design to pick up colorful
crowd noise. The two channel headphone fits comfortably with a padded headband
and foam filled earcushions to screen out ambient noise. It is adaptable to any appli
cation or equipment by means of non-terminating cordage and features exclusive
Telex audiometric type driver elements. And both headphone and microphone are
designed to stand up even if the sportscaster has to work in all types of weather
extremes and can't avoid some hard bumps. In fact, if the sportscaster doesn't hold up
as well as the CS-90, there is a "push-to-cough" switch that mutes the mike when
necessary.
Constructed of high-impact ABS plastic
and stainless steel. Styled in non
reflective black and grey to eliminate
glare on camera. Write for
further information.

PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH

TELEX®
COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

9600 ALDRICH AVENUE SOUTH
_____..- MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420

CANADA OOU8LE OIAMONOELECTRONICS.LTO Sc.,oo,ough 4, On1a<lo
EUAOPEROYALSOUNDCOMPllNY,INC 409No••hMamStreet F1eooor1.Ny 11520us A
INTERNATIONALTELEXEXPORTDEPT 9600Ald1icnAY8So Mmneaoollt,Minn 55420US A
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did not in fact occur being acted at
the behest of news personnel. Criti
cal factor making inquiry or investi
gation appropriate, said the FCC, is
extrinsic evidence that a licensee
has staged such a "news" event.
The announcement also said that
the Commission has asked ABC
and OBS to comment on reports
conéerning a number of specific
programs.

Burch Supports Bills To End
Local TV Sports Blackouts
Chairman Burch of the FCC, in
Congressional testimony, supported
the enactment of a bill which would
end local television blackouts of
sports events. Two such bills are
now before Congress. One would
make the blackout illegal for Na
tional Football League games if the
game is sold out 48 hours in ad
vance; the other bill would end all
such blackouts whether the game is
sold out or not. Burch said that the
FCC position was based on its re
sponsibility under the law to pro
mote "the larger and more effective
use of radio."

Waivers of Prime Time Rule
Ease Network Problems
The FCC recently granted waivers
of its prime time access rule which
allows the networks a little more
room for their own programs in the
hot-spot 7-11 p.m. period. ABC,
CBS, and NBC got permission to
continue until March 31, 1973 to
present "one-time-only" network
news and public affairs programs
without counting them as part of the
permissible three hours of network
in prime time.

A somewhat similar waiver of the
rule was granted to stations in the
Mountain and Pacific time zones to
present network news, without its
counting in the three-hour al
lowance, following a network sports
event or other live programming.
The main reason was the necessity
for putting live shows on earlier, in
local time, ehan Eastern and Cen
tral zone stations.

Briefs
New station KAA T in Denver went
on the air in early November with
50,000 watts, AM, with program
ming emphasis on the 25-49 age
group, but also some programs
aimed at younger listeners . . . A

continued on page 14
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Using a Bruel & Kjaer Type 3347 Real-Time 1/3-octave
Analyzer, we plotted room response in some of the busiest

recording studios in the country.

Then we repeated the response measurements, I f • I tl substituting a new Electro-Voice
• +, SENTRY IV speaker system forea .proa ' 1nrea 1me, the existing studio monitor.

at .' rd f 1·- · In every case the
i SENTRY IV was measur-
i . a new o er o qua 1ty ably tlatter. Measurably• h wider range. Even where broad-bandIs ere equalization had been attempted and was in use

• (versus the SENTRY IV unequalized).

But perhaps most impressive, the working studio
engineers judged the SENTRY IV subjectively better

sounding than the speaker systems they had been using
for years. In every single studio!

There are a host ot good reasons why, including lower
distortion and outstandingly uniform dispersion from the first

new sectoral horn design in 25 years. With response at
60º off-axis that is identical to on-axis performance.

Plus three new drivers, full-range horn loading,
and a computer-aided design that led to more

efficiency and higher power handling than any of
the standard monitors.

You can read about SENTRY IV design in an
AES convention preprint we'll send you. It was

written by our Ray Newman (left) the man
behind the SENTRY IV. We can also show

you curves and specs that make impressive
reading. And even better listening.

But we know you won't be truly
convinced until you hear the

SENTRY IV. That's why
we're scheduling studio

demonstrations now
all across the country.

You can arrange an
audition through your
E-V sound specialist.
Or write us today. But
be prepared to accept

a new standard in sound.
The Electro-Voice

SENTRY IV monitor
speaker system.

Sentry IV Professional Monitor and Sound
Reinforcement Loud Speaker

Responso: 50 - 18,000 Hz. Drsporston : 600 x 1?00 trom 600 to 15,000 Hz. Sound Pressure LcvC'I: 117dB ot 11' on nx!s. with 50
watt input. Drmcnslons: 27·3/4" w. x 20·5/B" d. x 50-1/4" h. es shown. Wmoht: 148 lbs. $501.00 sunoustcd nrorcss.onct retad net.

aGulton
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 1221EM.614 Cecil Street, Buchanan, M1ch1gan49107

In Canada: EV ol Cenada. Ltd.. .MS HC'1bt'fl Street. Ganenouue. Ontano
In Ewooc>: Elecho-Vo1cc, S. A .• Romcrs.trassc 49. 2560 Ntdau. Swdzcttand
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Systems Wire and Cable, Inc. is
another firm greatly expanding ca
pacity to make CA TV cable; the
firm's Rome, N.Y., plant was en
larged to double capacity, starting in
November ... And still another is
Belden Corporation, which has be
gun construction of a new $4.5 mil
lion plant in Monticello, Ky., for
wire and cable production, princi
pally CA TV cable.

Cable Information Systems, Inc.
has bought 80% of the stock of
Good-Vue CATV, Inc., which holds
cable franchises for Clarkstown,
Ramapo, and Spring Valley, N.Y.;
the addition will bring to 110,000
the homes passed by CIS cable sys-

NEWS
radio series, "Your Home Han
dyman," has 260 45-second seg
ments covering easy do-it-yourself
home repairs, helpful hints for
homeowners and apartment dwell
ers; it is available from Alan Sands
Productions, 565 Fifth Ave., N.Y.

Times Wire and Cable Co., Phoe
nix, Ariz., will increase CATV cable
production capacity by 30% with a
40,000 square foot addition to the
plant ... GTE Sylvania will move
its CATV equipment and installa
tion activity from Seneca Falls,
N.Y., to El Paso, Texas, over the
next several months.

The
incompar~~~ •l:1111j[]

World's finest
cartridge tape

equipment
Here is the bold new standard in cartridge tape performance, versa
tility and ruggedness-the equipment that has everything! Five models
of the magnificent Ten/70 are offered to meet every recording and
playback application. All have identical dimensions. Any combination
of two will fit in our sleek 19-inch roll-out rack panel, just 7 inches high.

Control features and options include manual high-speed advance,
exclusive Auto-Cue with automatic fast-forward, automatic self-can
celling record pre-set, front panel test of cue and bias levels, built in
mike and line level mixer, color-coded design for easiest possible
operation.

Inside is a massive U.S.-made hysteresis synchronous "Direct Drive"
motor, solid state logic switching, modular construction and premium
components throughout, separate heads for A-B monitoring, full bias
cue recording, transformer input and output,
flip-top access to heads and capstan.
THE CLASSIC 500 C SERIES. Long the industry
standard, SPOTMASTER'S 500 C series is still
offered. Performance and specifications are
second only to the Ten/70.
For complete details about SPOTMASTER cart
ridge units (stereo, delayed programming and
multiple cartridge models, too), write or call today. Remember, Broad-
cast Electronics is the No. 1 designer I producer of broadcast quality
cartridge tape equipment ... worldwide!

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
------A Filmways Company------
8810 Brookville Road, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 • (301) 588-4983
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terns ... GBC Closed Circuit TV.
Corp. has obtained a contract from
the Commonwealth of Massachu
setts for a $156,000 CCTV system
at Worcester State College. .

Schafer Electronics Corp. has '
formed an agreement with EMI i
Ltd. of England for distribution by
EMI of Schafer automation systems
throughout the world, except in the
U.S., Canada and Mexico ... To
com Inc., Dallas CATV manufac
turer, reported sales of $1,786,520 1
for the year ended June 30, 1972, '
the first full year of operations, with f
net of $218,302. . . . The Grass
Valley Group announced record
high sales of $3,257,000 for the nine
months ended September 30, 1972,
with earnings of $642,000, up 74%
from the 1971 net.

Ampex Corporation reported
$68,809,000 in sales and net loss of
$3,155,000 for the three months
ended July 29, 1972, a sharp drop
from earlier large losses; order back
log was said to be more than $100
million.

People
Cascade Electronics made these ap
pointments: Jan Spiser, vice pres
ident engineering; J. Peter Rudder
ham, secretary-treasurer; Jerry
Conn, eastern regional sales manag
er; Joe Derocher, western regional
sales manager . . . Russell Ide be
came vice president, sales, corporate
marketing division of TeleMation,
Inc .. : Donald R. Calver is the new
director of marketing, audio division
of Audiotronics Corporation.

William A. McCullogh was
named quality control manager of
CATV for GTE Sylvania Inc ....
Richard R. Peterson has joined Op
tical Systems Corporation as vice
president and general manager on
Channel 100, the firm's pay-cable
television subsidiary.

Richard Goldstein was named
vice president engineering, of Dy
nascan Corporation . . . Gay C.
Kleykamp became manager of pro
ducts, CATV, and Richard P. Wal•
ters became manager of products,
AML, both for Theta-Com . . .
John J. Leay was named manager,
technical systems, Imero Fiorentino,
Inc ... Bill Toomy, Olympic deca
thlon champion, joined Video Cas
sette Industries, Los Angeles, to di
rect videocassette and broadcast
programming on physical fitness,
sports, and related topics ... Ken•
neth B. Schneider rejoined Visual
Electronics to direct marketing for
Garron Electronics, subsidiary sell
ing audio cartridge tape equipment,
and also Visual TV equipment in
the west.
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System Engineered Audio Components.

Model 2520 Operational
Amplifier, sockets, card
mounting frames, power
supplies and other acces
sories available.
Our staff is fully equipped
and stands ready to provide
engineering services, from
applications assistance to
complete system design
and fabrication.

COMPRESSOR-LIMITER
Model 525
Push-button selection of Compression. Limit
ing, De-essing and release time. Single knob
20dB Ceiling Control. Lighted meter. Trans
former isolated. Size: 1112"x 5114"x 6114"deep.

MICROPHONE PRE-AMPLIFIER-Model 312
Transformer coupled input and output with exceptionally low noise
(-129 dBm) and high output power capability with low distortion.
Adjustable gain. Utilizes Model 2520 operational amplifier.

LINE AMPLIFIER-Model 325
Bridging input, low noise. Output power capability greater than
+30 dBm. Adjustable gain, transformer coupled output. Can func
tion as line amp, booster amp or "no-loss" combining network.
Utilizes Model 2520 operational amplifier.

In both components, the output transformers are unique, per
mitting simultaneous multiple outputs. Both are PC cards (23/4"x
4V2" x 1V2") permitting standard modular use. Power supply
decoupling and reverse voltage protection are provided.

LINEAR FADER-Model 440
Illuminated scale; infinite resolution; low-noise and long life;
multi-gang and cue switch units available. Size: 7" x 1V2" x
2Va" deep.

EQUALIZER- Model 550A
Concentric High, Mid and Low fre
quency range switches allow a
choice of 15 center frequencies with
up to 12dB boost or cut in each range.
Additional switches provide inde
pendently selectable low and high
frequency bell or shelf curves, band
pass filter, and in-out function with
indicator light. Output +28 dBM,
transformer isolated.

EQUALIZED PREAMPLIFIER
Model 330
Models available for RIAA Phono, NAB
Tape, and Magnetic Film. Low noise, ad
justable gain, high output capability.
Equalization adjustable. Film model pro
vides both 16 and 35 mm. curves, extern
ally selectable. Utilizes Model 2520 opera
tional amplifier.

DECEMBER,1972-BM/E
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INTERPRETING THE RULESLA&TIONS
REGU

Licensees' TV Programming Autonomy:
Prime Time Network Access Rule And
Renewal Challenges By Activist Groups
In the overview. the Communications Act of 1934,
as amended. grants the Commission station licensing
authority. if the public convenience, interest, or
necessity will be served thereby. One of the basic
duties of the Commission in considering such appli
cations for licenses is contained in Section 307 (b)
of the Act. This section requires the Commission, in
considering such applications, to make a fair, effici
ent. and equitable distribution of radio (and, hence,
television) service among the various states and
communities. The service referred to is both a trans
mission and reception service. Thus, aside from the
technical quality of the signals, the basic purpose of
broadcasting is to provide programming for the edu
cation, i11/or111a1io11,and entertainment of the public.

There are a number of provisions in the Act
relating to programming, including the political
broadcast provisions (Section 315); the fairness
doctrine (also Section 315); sponsor identification
and payola provisions (Section 317); prohibition
of Commission censorship or interference with free
dom of speech (Section 326); and the prohibition
of obscene, indecent or profane language by means
or radio communication (18 U.S.C. §1464). No
legislation has been enacted as a result of the pro
visions of Section 307 (e) of the Act concerning
the allocation of fixed percentages of radio broad
casting facilities to particular types of or kinds of
nonprofit radio programs, and after these many
years presumably none will be enacted. The authori
ty to program a station, however, has historically
been committed by Congress to the broadcast licen
see.

In the Statement of Commission Policy on Pro
gramming of July 29, 1960,1 the Commission re
viewed the authorities with respect to the free
speech provisions of the Act and the application of
the First Amendment to broadcasting. Tn recognizing
the programming pre-eminence of the broadcaster,
the Commission stated:

An examination of the foregoing authorities serves to
explain why the day-to-day operation of a broadcast sta
tion is primarily the responsibility of the individual sta
tion licensee. Indeed, Congress provided in Section 3 (h)
of the Communications Act that a person engaged in
radio broadcasting shall not be deemed a common car-

' 20 RR 1901.
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rier. Hence, the Commission in administering the Act
and the courts in interpreting it have consistently main
tained that responsibility for the selection and presenta
tion of broadcast material ultimately devolves upon the
individual station licensee, and that the fulfillment of
the public interest requires the free exercise of his in
dependent judgment. Accordingly, the Communications
Act, 'does not essay to regulate the business of the licen
see. The Commission is given no supervisory control
of the programs, of business management or of policy
. . . Congress intended to leave competition in the
business of broadcasting where it found it . . .' The
regulatory responsibility of the Commission in the broad
cast field essentially involves the maintenance of a bal
ance between the preservation of a free competitive
broadcast system, on the one hand, and the reasonable
restriction of that freedom inherent in the public inter
est standard provided in the Communications Act, on
the other.

Despite this delegation by Congress to broadcast
licensees, Congress placed on the Commission the
burden of determining whether an application for a
license or renewal will serve the public interest. As
such, the programming authority of broadcasters is
not absolute. The problem presented is how best to
balance the broadcasters' freedom and responsibility
to program his station with the Commission's re
sponsibility to make certain that the public interest is
being served.

The Commission's solution was as follows:
To enable the Commission in its licensing functions to
make the necessary public interest finding, we intend to
review Part IV of our application forms to require a
statement by the applicant, whether for new facilities,
renewal or modification, as to: I) the measures he has
taken and the effort he has made to determine the tastes,
needs and desires of his community or service area, and
2) the manner in which he proposes to meet those needs
and desires.

Thus we do not intend to guide the licensee along the
path of programming; on the contrary the licensee must
find his own path with the guidance of those whom his
signal is to serve. We will thus steer clear of the bans
of censorship without disregarding the public's vital in
terest. What we propose will not be served by pre
planned program format submissions accompanied by
complimentary references from local citizens. What we
propose is documented program submissions prepared
as the result of assiduous planning and consultation with
leaders in community life-public officials, educators,
religious, the entertainment media, agriculture, business,
labor-professional and eleemosynary organizations, and
others who bespeak the interests which make up the
community.

By the care spent in obtaining and reflecting the views
continued on page 21

(~
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Freeingupreel-to-reel VTRs for production use:
The"Cart"keeps rolling along.

Milwaukee, reports that the Cart di
rectly supports production at Studio
12, the station's commercial-produc
ing arm. When the dubbing schedule
gets heavy, commercials are put on
the Cart in the necessary order and
dubbed to spot reels for outside' dis-

source' was just not possible most of
the time before we got our Cart," he
note

But freeing reel machines for other
uses isn't the only way the TCR-100
helps producers. Ralph Kuehn, pro
duction director at WISN-TV in

Chief engineers all over the country
are sold on the TCR-100 Video Tape
Cartridge Recorder. They've told us
as much.

But what is the Cart doing for pro
duction people?
Well, we talked to production man

~ :i· agers in all parts of the country, and
·rt the consensus was overwhelming!
i· ' The Cart's main advantage for them

is that it frees a station's reel-to-reel
VTRs for more production.

New Orleans' WWL-TV, for in
stance. They report that with their
Cart and four reel-to-reel machines,
they're able to make reel-to-reel re
cordings even in heavy playback
times, such as local news shows.

They were able to tape a pilot of
a jazz show at a time of day when
they'd have been hard put to do it
in pre-Cart days. And they're plan
ning more new shows.

One imaginative use of a. reel-to
ree! VTR freed up by the Cart is at
KNTV, San Jose. According to Stew
Park, program director, they use the
reel machine to make two studio

, 11 cameras act like three. They record
a few shots like inserts or special'! closeups on a "wild" basis, and roll

' I them on cue onto the work reel of
another machine. "Using a reel-to
ree! machine as an extra 'camera

Freeing up recl-t o-rcel machines al Studio 12 in M ilu-nula:« lui» incr<'a.<rrl
the out put of t aped commercials for local and rl'gion(l/ Sf)(!//.'•".'
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tribution. "We have as many as three
machines going at once," Kuehn
says. "We couldn't do it without the
Cart. The engineering is amazing."

More and more stations arc tend
ing to record all their commercial
spots, promotions, announcements,
and other short segments on the Cart
so that their reel machines arc avail
able for usos they're better equipped
for. Many stations predict that "car
tridgc" and "tape spot" will even
tually be synonymous.

It scorns that everybody agrees on
the desirability of having a TCH-100
around. That's probably tho reason
for another trend that stations ad
vised us about. When people from
one station sec it in operation ~at
another, they very often sec to it that
their own station gets a Cart.

If you haven't seen the Cart at
work yet, contact your HCA rcpre
sontativo. He'll arrange for a demo
at your convenience,

Circle 114 on Reader Service Card

TCR-100 Box Score
Number delivered
Number of commercials broadcast
Present rate (commercials/day)
Man hours saved
*Estimate

66
959,000*
3,500*

39,700*

TCR-100's Delivered
KARO-TV, Wichita, Kan.
KCEN-TV, Temple, Tex.
KHO-TV, Spokane, Wash.
KIRO-TV, Seattle, Wash.
KNTV, San Jose, Calif.
KPLR-TV, St. Louis, Mo.
KPRC-TV, Houston, Texas
KPTV, Portland, Ore.
KRON-TV, San Francisco, Calif. (2)
KSLA-TV, Shreveport, La.
KSTP-TV, St. Paul, Minn.
KTBS-TV, Shreveport, La.
KTSM-TV, El Paso, Texas
KVRL-TV, Houston, Texas
KWGN-TV, Denver, Colo.
KWTV, Oklahoma City, Okla.
NBC, Network, N.Y. C. (4)
NBC, Network, Burbank, Calif. (2)
WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge, La.
WAPA-TV, San Juan, P. R.
WBAL-TV, Baltimore, Md.
WBAY-TV, Green Bay, Wisc.
WBNS-TV, Columbus, O. (2)
WBRC-TV, Birmingham, Ala.
WBRE-TV, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
WDAF-TV, Kansas City, Mo.
WDAY-TV, Fargo, N. D.

WDCA-TV, Washington, D. C.
WEAT-TV, W. Palm Beach, Fla.
WECT-TV, Wilmington, N. C.
WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N. C.
WGN-TV, Chicago, Ill.
WGR-TV, Buffalo, N.Y.
WISN-TV, Milwaukee, Wisc.
WJAR-TV, Providence, R. l.
WKBW-TV, Buffalo, N.Y.
WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, O.
WKRG-TV, Mobile, Ala.
WKYC-TV, Cleveland, O.
WMAL-TV, Washington, D. C.
WMAQ-TV, Chicago, Ill.
WNCT-TV, Greenville, N. C.
WPTV, Palm Beach, Fla.
WRAL-TV, Raleigh, N. C.
WRC-TV, Washington, D. C. (2)
WSAV-TV, Savannah, Ga.
WSB-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
WSPA-TV, Spartanburg, S. C.
WTAE-TV, Pittsburgh, Pa.
WTAF-TV, Philadelphia, Pa.
WTVC, Chattanooga, Tenn.
WTVN, Columbus, O.
WUTV, Buffalo, N.Y.
WWL-TV, New Orleans, La.

Austarama TV, Melbourne, Australia
CHAN-TV, Vancouver, B. C., Canada
London Weekend TV, London, United Kingdom
TIMSA, Mexico City, Mexico
Venevision, Caracas, Venezuela

Our new UHF Pylon Antenna
handles more power ...without a new tower.
If you're planning to switch to a
higher power UHF transmitter,
here's a tip: Watch out for the prob
lem of "critical overturn moment".

That's the difficulty you run into
when you try to install a big, heavy
antenna on a tower designed for a
smaller, lighter one. The tower may
not be able to handle the extra
weight.

One solution is to build a stronger
tower. But that runs into moncy
Jots of it.

So we anticipated the problem and
came up with a less expensive an
swer: the new TFU-24J UHF Pylon
Antenna.

It's shorter and has a lower over-

18

turn moment than previous TFU -
"D" series antennas for comparable
channels. It could save you the price
of a new tower.

It's a direct replacement for early
RCA and certain competitive an
tennas-an omnidirectional "J"-type
antenna using bar couplers, a 5-inch
harness, and a 10%-inch (0.D.)
outer pipe.

Power input is 60 kW at Ch. 14,
decreasing to 38 kW at Ch. 70.

For more information, see your
RCA representative or use the Prime
Timesaver Information Card.

After all, new towers don't grow
on trees.

Circle 115 on Reader Service Card RCA PRIME TIME
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Revolution in the Film R•m:
Consistent quality for all your fUIDS
Year after year, color film reproduc
tion has been a big problem forbroad
casters.
Stations get their film from a lot of

different sources, and the variations
in picture quality are both numerous

1s and obvious.Maintaining continuity
J ofcolorquality is a difficultand some
t times almost impossible task.

But now, finally, there's a revolu
tionary new colorcamera that tackles
these problems and solves them
automatically.
It's the new RCA TK-28. And it

does for picture quality what no other
color film camera has done before.
It actually improves on the repro

duction oforiginal filmwherever nec
essary - automatically, dependably,
economically.
Result? The kind of performance

>[ long needed to achieve continuously
u uniform picture quality from begin-

ning to end. Even in difficult multi
source sequences.
To realize fully how much the

TK-28 can do foryour station, you've
got to see it in action. But basically,
it can correct the following common
filmfaults: lowsaturation, wide vari
ations in density and contrast, and
color errors in the film-base.

Here's how it works.
Exclusive new automatic color cir·

cuits maintain color balance and
automatically correct for printing
errors and color temperature varia
tion from projector to projector. Pre
selected chromacomp, RCA's system
of colormasking, givesa boost to low
saturation color films, compensates
for scene-to-scenevariations, and cor
rects dye transfer errors.
White and black levels are also

maintained automatically to handle

Line overlay shows how TP-55B 11111/ti
plexer permits «poce-saoing in tern al in
stallation of TK-28 ca111<'ra.

DECEMBER,1972-BM/E

wide variations in film density and
contrast.
And a neworder of circuit simplic

ity with three tubes (vidicon or lead
oxide) gives performance approach
ing that previously associated only
with livecamerassuchas theTK-44B.

Tomorrow Telecine System Today.
Couple the TK-28 with RCA's new
TP-55B multiplexer and the savings
in space are also revolutionary. Two
film islands can be installed in essen
tially the same space now occupied
by one. The TP-55B permits numer
ous configurations ranging from a
simple one-projector, one-camera
system all the way through an inter
active four-projector, two-camera
island.
The camera can be installed within

the multiplexer cabinet for really
compact arrangements. Moreover
solid state logic in multiplexer con
trol units makessuch systems readily
adaptable to cost-effective automa
tion plans for the future.

Circle I Ib on Reader Service Card
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A simple, pleasant fact for anyone
interested in high-power, remote controlled UHF:

One transmiHer costs less than two.
With the new RC'A 60 kW TTU-60B
UHF Transmitter, it's easy and eco
nomical to convert to remote opera
tion. All you need is our new standby
power package.
You don't need to spend money on

a parallel or backup transmitter to
meet FCC requirements for once-a
week inspection. Equipped with its
standby power option, the TTU-60B
meets them all by itself.
The big reason it docs is its three

identical klystron power amplifiers
two diplexcd in the visual PA and
one aural klystron. They can be
switched in a number of combina
tions to maintain more than the
minimum 20~~ operating power re
quired for remote operation with
weekly inspection.

These are the latest vapor-cooled,
integral-cavity klystrons, and they're
super-reliable. But should one ever
fail, it can be quickly replaced using
our unique "klystron carriage".

However, to get to the heart of
what makes the TTU-60B a major
step forward in broadcast technol
ogy, you've got to look at the exciter.

J.¡¡.;--••••••
_!.: ~--·--·· •

It's all solid state for unprece
dented reliability and stability. And
for even more savings, there are no
tubes to replace.
The TTU-60B. Easily converted

to remote operation. Solid-state ex-

~r

citer. And with its standby package,
it gives you the redundancy you
need. Consider the possibilities ...and
get in touch with your RCA repre
sentative. Or use the Prime Time
saver Coupon.

Circle 117 on Reader Service Card

Introducing Prime Timesaver Information Service.

r.C~d~ys~ - - - -
Building 2-5

I Camden, N.J. 08102
Attention: Editor. PRIMETIME
Gentlemen:I Please send me more information on the circled items.
TCR-100Cartridge Recorder

I TTU-60B 60 kW UHFTransmitter
TFU-24J UHFPylon Antenna
TR-70CHigh Band Color Recorder

I
TK-44B Color Camera
TK-630 booklet
TK-28 brochure

I
O Please have an RCA representative call.

Name---------------------------~Title _
I Company _

Address·--------------------------~

--

L;ity- - - .; _ - ~ip- -
20

.,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I.I

For further information, fast, on any
subject covered in this issue of Prime
Time, circle the appropriate items,
clip the coupÓn and mail to the ad
dress at left. We'll see that you get
the details by return mail.

New and free from RCA.
TK-630

Informative booklet explains how
the new TK-630 easily portable, low
priced broadcast color camera de
livers quality pictures. Circle item on
Prime Timesaver Coupon.

Circle 118 on Reader Service Card
TK-28

14-page brochure introduces the new
TK-28 Telecine System, which auto
matically corrects color film errors
for improved television reproduction.
Circle item on Coupon.

Circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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FCC RULES continued from page 16

thus obtained, which clearly cannot be acceptedwithout
attention to the businessjudgment of the licensee if his
station is to be an operating success,will the standard
of programming in the public interest be best fulfilled.

With this background on programming, an evalu
ation of specific problems of I) the Prime Time
Network Access Rule (47. C.F.R. §73.658 (k), and

_ 2) contracts and agreements with activist groups
i')ll con~e~ning programs related to the renewal of licen
a ses is in order.

Prime Time Network Access Rule (See also BM/E
November 1972, "The Prime Time Access Rule")

Sometime prior to 1964, independent program
producers began importuning the Commission to
guarantee them reasonable access to evening prime
time. This raised the specter of delegating control of
programming content to non-licensees of the Com-

111 mission. Such had occurred in the packaging of ra
dio programs by advertising agencies, also the sub
ject of Commission concern. Moreover, such a
course involved the Commission in the economics of

111 who would make the money on programming with
out having any potential for increased variety and
an improved program product because substantially
the same producers were involved. ln addition, an
arbitrary limitation of access by local stations to
network programs in prime time would arguably,
constitute a predetermination by the Commission of
the source of programs to meet the needs or prob-

lems before they were determined by the licensee.
In adopting the Prime Time Access Rule, the Com
mission conceded the experimental nature of the
rule and indicated it could be readily rescinded if it
failed to achieve its purpose."

Today, broadcasters contend that the hope of in
creased programming variety to the American public
would have warranted the experiment in the early
1960's. However, beginning in 1968, with the de
velopment of cable television (and the requirement
for originations in the markets affected), video cas
settes, satellite potentials and other forms of com
petitive visual-aural entertainment and instruction
it is agreed the networks have not and will not in
crease their domination of television sets in this
country or the people who own them. To the con
trary, many broadcasters contend that an objective
examination of television trends would indicate that
the networks arc less dominant today than they were
five years ago. Hence, because of I) the future eco
nomic battles that lie ahead in the program distribu
tion fields and 2) the fractionalization which many
technologies will introduce, broadcasters may well
see the restraint by the Commission of access to
network programs rescinded, or at least curtailed
someday.

Contracts And Agreements With
Activists Groups Concerning Programming

There has been a growing tendency among vari
ous groups to file objections to applications for

'Para. 24, Report and Order, Docket No. 12782 (May 7, 1970).
continued on page 22

Can't believe it? We'll prove it.
Neve can install a sophisticated,
perfected, thoroughly tested Sound
Mixing Console (like the one shown)
in your studio in less than a day.
So you can start using it immedi
ately. Instead of waiting indefinitely.
Reason: All modular components
are built precisely to specs. Design
ed for ultra-fast installation. Another
surprise: no bother with in-studio
modifications later on. Neve Console
craftsmanship is unmatched. For ex
ample: fantastically low distortion
(never above 0.075% at 1 kHz)
On-time delivery? It's always a mat
ter of policy with Neve. And a matter
of honor aswell. We'll custom-design
a console for your particular needs.
We also offer a wide choice of stock
audio control consoles. Neve Con
soles are used in major studios for
music recording, broadcasting. ad
commercial. and motion picture pro
duction - in 24 countries.
The sound of Neve is world wide.
Write for more facts. Now You'll
never be disappointed - with Neve.

Rupert Neve, Inc.: Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel, Conn. 06801. (203) 744-6230. Ne••IR/A
Hollywood: Suite 616, 1800 N. Highland Ave.. Hollywood, Ca. 90028. (213) 465-4822. --- .,N
Rupert Neve & Co., Ltd., Cambridge House.Melbourn. Royston.Herts, England.
Rupert Neveof Canada,Ltd., 7528 Bath Rd.,Malton, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. (416) 677-6611. Write for Bulletin BME-1
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FCC RULES continued from page 21

renewals of broadcast licenses. This activity incurs
legal as well as other expenses. For the most part,
objections to renewal do not go to the qualifications
of the licensee. but appear to have, for their pur
pose, obtaining concessions from the broadcaster to
carry particular types of programs. ln some in
stances, these challenges are designed to force the
broadcaster to commit substantial sums of money to
particular types of programming, including consul
tants. and to obtain reimbursement for such expen
ses. In return for such conscessions, the objecting
groups agree to drop their objections to the licensee's
renewal.

Such agreements, whether or not they arc entered
into under duress. may well be violative of the obli
gation of the broadcaster under the aforementioned
Statement of Program Policy. Arguably, the obliga
tion of the broadcaster to seek out all program prob
lems and needs of the public, to evaluate those
needs and to design programs to meet them is being
transferred to private groups with sufficient leverage
to impose their own programming interests upon the
broadcaster. To the extent that the broadcaser sub
mits to such pressures. he may be abdicating his
programming responsibilities.

Although the Commission issued a Report and
Order" in 1971. adopting the Primer on the Ascer
tainment of Community Problems by Broadcast Ap
plicants, it has not yet utilized it to answer many of
the program problems presented by the challenges
of some activist groups. In the future, the Commis-

----
---- --- - -- - - -- - - --·-----. - -·-· -- ' - --- --- - - ---- --- -- ---

••••••

sion may refer" these problems back to the broad
caster for a more detailed showing of the ascertain
ment of problems or needs coupled with innovative
programming designed to meet these needs. This
procedure would 1) preserve the program authority
and responsibility of broadcasters, as well as 2)
eliminate private groups from dictation, the terms of
license renewal (with Commission approval), and
3) permit the Commission, in many cases, to more
expeditiously dispose of objections under the demur
rer procedure."

Analogous to the drop-out merger provision of
Section 311 (e) of the Act, agreements to either 1)
pay the expenses of parties challenging a renewal of
license or 2) program certain types of special
interest programming as a quid pro quo for dropping
the challenge raise many public interest questions.

Initially, the Commission would not dismiss with
out prejudice an application when it appeared that
the surviving applicant would pay the dismissed ap
plicant's out-of-pocket expenses." When a compet
ing application was dismissed, the surviving appli
cant was removed from hearing, making his applica
tion subject to further competing applications.7 Be
cause of the backlog of hearings on applications for
television station construction permits, the Commis
sion instituted the drop-out-merger procedure by
which the surviving applicant would be retained in

'21 RR 2d 1507.
• Section 3, House Report No. 1800, 86th Cong., 2d Sess.. I P & F,
Current Service 10:418.

0 47 USC 1309(d) (2).
• Fo11rStates Broadcasters, lnc., 3 RR 1545 (1947).
'Wichita Beacon Bf casting Co., Inc., 8 RR 527 (1952).

continued on page 24

••••
The VK-2140 offers quality chroma keying from many previously restricted sources:
•Video-tape • Networks• Mobiles• Single line cameras • Requires no separate R G B inputs
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Now ... Belar. Belar is the only company thal has the necessary type approvals
on all three monitoring systems. Belar accuracy permits use of the maximum power
allowable and maximum powe< means maximum profit. Add to this that all

Belar equipment is immediately available.Isn't it lime you stopped running around and finally se\\led íor a company that can
handle oil your lrequencY and modulation monitoüng needs? Contacl Arno Meyer ..
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FCC RULES continued from page 22

hearing and the payment of reasonable and prudent
out-of-pocket expenses permitted. In this way, many
hearings were eliminated by the payment of out-of
pocket expenses or the merger of applicants. This
procedure enabled the Commission to permit the
introduction of television service to many areas on
an expedited basis. No such public policy consider
ations apply to the payment of expenses to a group
objecting to the renewal of a license when other,
more effective procedures are available.

The Commission presently has pending a Notice
of Inquiry and Proposed Rule Making in Docket
No. 195188 concerning the reimbursement of ex
penses to parties objecting to renewals, such as was
considered in the United Church of Christ case. In
that case, if the Commission approves an agreement
between a broadcaster and a protesting group,
whereby the broadcaster agrees to carry programs
the group desires and pay their expenses, the Court
will require approval of reasonable expenses. This is
true, even when the agreement to pay expenses is
not disclosed to the Commission until after the pro
gram agreement is approved.

In conclusion, the most effective defense to this
result, by either the Commission or the broadcaster,
is to refer these types of objections to renewals back
to the broadcaster for a more detailed showing on
the ascertainment of problems, as suggested above.
Such a procedure is in keeping with the legislative
history of the 1960 amendment to Section 311 (e)
of the Act. Such procedure should also expedite

inauguration of any new programs found to be desir
able by the broadcaster in exercising his statutory
obligation. BM/E

• 2 P & F, Current Service, p. 51:35

Your answer•
please
ii your name Is
picked
BM/ E is about to launch a major study
of the broadcast industry. We will seek
statistical information concerning your
equipment and opinions on how well
manufacturers are currently serving you.

Should you be selected to participate
by either a mailed questionnaire or a
phone interview, we hope you will
respond. We thank you for your
anticipated':' cooperation.
*Our thanks, too, to those of you who send
comments on Reader Service Cards, and those who
have already responded to recent ad readership and
equipment-use surveys. Feedback is vital.

Ever feel like the
White Rabbit
on his way to the
Mad Hatter's tea party?
Any broadcast station runs on a tight schedule. Tn fact, your clock
may be the most important piece of equipment you have. And lots
of clocks aren't everything they could be. So lots of stations end up
worrying about the time. just like the While Rabbit.

That's why we've developed the DIGIT-SYNC"' Clock/Timer
System. Tt keeps all your clocks on time and synchronized. Real or
lapsed. On a 12 or 24 hour format. And it never loses more than
three seconds per year.

The DIGIT-SYNC Master Clock synchronizes impulse clocks,
60-Hz clocks, event timers, station breaks, programs, and as many of
its own digital or round faced slave clocks as you need. An optional
built-in character generator is available. In fact, the modular design
of the DIGIT-SYNC System allows you to expand it from a
single clock to a clock system of virtually any size or complexity.

The only thing you don't get with the DIGIT-SYNC System is a
Jot of complicated wiring. Time data and power supply are
transmitted by built-in modems via a single pair of shielded wires.
Time information can be recorded on your tape recorder.

And, incidentally, if the power fails, it switches to an external
battery. Automatically.

So if you're in a time bind, don't be a White Rabbit. Get a
DIGIT-SYNC Clock/Timer System or arrange for a demonstration.

!T'1 t:!'T1 TIME& FREQUENCY
J I LCJI L TECHNOLOGY INC

2950 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, California 95050 (408) 246-6365
Circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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patterns, etc., etc. Audio had almost the quality of
an afterthought. On the third level were the sound
distributors, in charge of projecting voices into air
ports, stadiums, etc.

As far as the broadcasters are concerned, a big
change is underway. A few stations have been com
mitted to high-grade sound for a long time and
recent stories in BM IE have indicated that the
number of such stations is now rapidly increasing.
Benefiting from that trend, and also contributing to
it, is the current "look" in console technology. In
particular, the firming of large console design around
a modular channel of very high quality has had one
perhaps unanticipated result: broadcasters are tech
nically and psychologically enabled to use the same
modules since the number of channels and switching
arrangements can be adapted to each user's need.
This tends to make "customized" console design
with high-quality modules the norm for both re
cording and broadcast applications, and the basic
quality of broadcast console performance is shooting
up toward the same level as that of the top recording
studios.

Although many broadcasters need less elaborate
audio switching than a recording set-up, where 16 to
32 input channels and up to 16 outputs are com
mon, the availability of the very compact and flex
ible switching, developed for recording is beginning
to attract broadcasters to many-channel console de
sign. Such design suggests to them new approaches
to audio production for radio. That is a story in itself
which BM/ E hopes to return to in a later issue.
Here we describe several recent recording studio
set-ups and some specialized console designs, that
highlight the trends noted.

Whal Broadcasters Are
I.earning l'rom The
Recording Studios
On two main counts-the importance of top-quality sound
and the relevance of state-of-the-art audio consoles
broadcasters are beginning to swing into line with the
recording studios.

FoR A LONG TIME there was a hierarchy among pro
users of audio technology. The movies and the big
company recording studios demanded the best sound
and they used the most elaborate equipment to get
it. Second in audio quality came broadcasting. The
average radio engineering staff had a lot of other
things on its mind: RF stage efficiency, antenna

One of the most advanced consoles at the AES
Convention: the Olive 2000 priced at $50,000 and up.

Good Example: Neve Vnil al CBS
THE KIND OF OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY and per
formance quality broadcasters are getting in top
grade audio consoles today arc beautifully exem
plified in a Neve unit bought by CBS for use at the
political conventions last summer and then perma
nently installed in New York to aid in production of
network television and radio shows.

The console has the now almost classical overall
audio console configuration with 16 modular input
channels, each complete with line and microphone

28

Va

inputs, slide fader, adjustable equalization, and
push-button output routing. Each of the four output
busses has a limiter-compressor and slide fader and
can be used as a sub-mix bus with output to be fed
back for a final mix-down. Any input channel can
be connected to any combination of the output bus
ses by push-button switching.

A push-button cuts a pan pot into any input
channel which can then be panned to any combina
tion of odd or even outputs. There are two reverb
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The Neve console purchased by CBS.

sends and returns, switchable to any input or to any
Jloutput buss. There is an eight-track monitor circuit,
switchable to the program at various stages of prog
ress through the console.

Once modular channel design is accepted, this
super-flexibility becomes relatively easy to provide,
and is the basis for easy multi-channel mix-down
and creative use of "sound shaping" techniques. But

illclever push-button circuitry is only half the story.
The performance characteristics of a console like
the Neve, as pointed out in the story on page 30,
are extremely valuable to the broadcaster, not only
to help in producing a super-fine sound, but to raise

ríthe whole level of the audio quality so that legal

performance requirements are more than met
there is never any anxious jacking-up of the station,
painful bit by bit, to reach FCC standards.

The maker of the Neve consoles guarantees sig
nal-to-noise ratio under realistic conditions to be 77
to 80 dB (usually it is better), total harmonic dis
tortion at .075 % at 20 dBm out, into 600 ohms, and
frequency response within 1 dB, 20 Hz to 20KHz.
Other console makers are providing similar per
formance quality: the simple fact is that audio tech
nology, in really expert hands, has reached a super
level today. And the broadcaster can benefit from
that in a number of important respects, as outlined
in this issue.

Univ. Badlo Slallon Goes To 24 In, 8 Out
STATION WHA, AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
IN MADISON, is one of the most progressive non-

11commercial FM stereo operations to be found any
where. Recently WHA put in an Audio Designs
Model 24/8 console, one of the new breed we've
been talking about in other stories in this issue. The
new console has 24 inputs, 8 output busses, quad
capability, and elaborate switching for use in
shaping and mixing the program material. There is
highly available echo, panning of any input around
four outputs in quad production, and adjustable

11equalization on each input as in most of the top-
grade consoles.

Among the early applications of the new console
is the production of a radio play by another campus
organization, the National Center for Audio Experi
mentation, which has been pioneering for several

i1years in specialized applications of audio to taped
material for non-commercial radio broadcast
drama, music, and much other material. "Transistor
Radios on The Moon," the play, is carried by just
two voices. By using the switching and sound
shaping facilities on the new console in a mix-down
to quadraphonic sound, NCAE will produce such
effects as panning the voices around the listeners,
having the voices, with strong reverb added, re-
peated from the rear channels; bringing voices in

DECEMBER,1972-BM/E

over the listener's head, audio "wipes," and many
others.

The complete play will be available on quad tape
for use by public radio stations around the country.
Broadcast in two-channel stereo, the play will still
have effective drama, but of course without front
rear differentiation. NCAE is hoping to encode it
for matrix broadcasting. BM/E

The Audio Designs console at station WHA can
handle quad production.
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Mr. Grundy teaches a class at the
Institute of Audio Research

FoR A LONG TIME, as everybody knows, the audio 1bt
art practiced in commercial recording was a different ¡~x
breed from the audio in the average broadcast sta- ·in~
tion. Both used compression, but similarity ended lhl~
about there. The recording engineer had to be strong- (
ly concerned with quality because that was an impor- m'"
tant part of what he was selling. In AM-only days !aíl
the radio man didn't have to think about audio quali- fOI

ty very much. The main pressure on him was to get !o
the strongest possible signal out to the maximum m~
number of listeners. 1111

The coming of FM brought sound to the front of \tie

the radio engineer's concerns, and stereo FM inten- ,t11
sified this new focus. Many station managements 100
today are trying to put out the best possible sound. I
But while radio sound was moving substantially 1xi
ahead in quality, recording audio also moved ahead mm
into a new world in which multi-channel recording 1ie
and the mix-down are used to reach a new level of ciar
sound effectiveness. The gap between the two audios, ~u
by and large, has stayed wide. rill.

When a recording engineer today works toward mor
getting a "good sound," he aims not only for wide mcr
frequency response and vanishing-level distortion, 1!11
but for effective microphone technique, use of 1~,
"sound shaping," and careful mix-down to produce mr
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clarity and identity of individual instruments, lead
voices with appropriate echo, solid bass with clear
beat. Each individual sound may be treated for the
most pleasing "quality." He has a large bag of tricks
at hand to help him-several kinds of echo, selec
tive equalization, the ability to vary microphone
technique individually for separate parts of his
pickup.

The broadcaster will find it more and more de
sirable to aim for at least the main elements of the

Recording Audio And
Broadcast Audio: Two Aris

On Converging Tracks
By Albert B. Grundy

"We in the recording field
happenedto get there first,
sowe know that the future
will demand more and more
from audio in broadcasting."

30

"new sound,"-clarity, pleasantness, and effective
ness of individual instruments and voices, exciting
balance. Without such a sound he is going to lose
an important segment of his audience, the young
generation who do most of the listening to records,
who know what a well-produced and well-repro-

Mr. Grundy has long been one of the best known
figures in professional recording in the New York
area. Currently he is director of the Institute of Audio
Research, which is very successfully producing a
series of courses in audio design and recording studio
practice.
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duced recording sounds like. These listeners use
ipome equipme~t that aver~ges very high in fidelity,
a~d their audio expectations are correspondingly
igh.
Consider first the general basis for the new sound,
ulti-channel pickup with mix-down. The broad
aster may find it hard to imagine a program which

¡Would need 16 inputs, but the mix-down principle
n )s one he can adopt to advantage. Using, say, four
11rinputs to produce commercials, having elements

ecorded on different tracks, he has a way to update
•t~he commercial after the original has been used or to
hange something the sponsor changed his mind
bout, without redoing the whole thing.
If musicians are used who have recording-studio

11.¡experience, they are likely to expect at least a mini
r mum of mix-down capacity, so they can get the
Ileffects they want. But entirely aside from what rnusi
ians may want, the effectiveness of the commercials
ith the listener, no less than of entertainment mate-
ial, is riding on a "pro" sound today. Nothing is
ore deadly to the hi-fl-conscious hearer than a com
ercial simply read by the relief announcer in a

mall, dead studio. The great body of commercials
hich are the bread and butter of smaller stations
verywhere, for which there is no money, personnel,
equipment to make an elaborate production, can

ften benefit from judicious use of re verb (Editor's
ote: see page 32), and perhaps of equalization, or of
orne of the "sound shaping" referred to in a mo
ent.
What has been said so far, and practically all of

¡J!Íhe rest, points to one basic need of any radio station
dhat wants a competitive sound: one or more top-
ight tape machines with at least four tracks, so that
ix-down with sound shaping can be used on any
rogram that is recorded before being aired. Once
he broadcaster gets used to this approach, he will

.•hink of more and more ways to be creative with it.
the station is producing its own music programs

r doing that on a custom recording basis for outsid
rs, four tracks are not likely to be enough.
An area of technique that becomes fully available
ith mix-down production is the creative use of au

ii:lio processing equipment. The recording engineer
J!oday uses compressors, limiters and expanders not
nly as level adjusters for automatic avoidance of
verloads, but as sound shaping devices. He listens to
hat the compressor settings are doing to the sound
uality, and makes esthetic judgments that are just as
mportant as the technical ones.
The same applies to other audio processing units,

[eedback to echo chambers, spring r_everb u~its, et~.
Even the Dolby system, while certainly desirable Ill

he first place for noise reduction, can also be used as
sound-shaping tool. This points to the fact that

oday's broadcast audio man needs the habit of using
is ears as measurement devices much more than he

iaid in the past.
Another corrollary is that the audio monitoring

quipment has to be absolutely top grade. You_ ca~'t
orne even near to knowing what you are doing Ill

his area without monitoring amplifiers, speakers, and

>ECEMBER,1972-BM/E

rooms that reproduce the whole range with good
balance and with vanishing-level distortion of all
kinds. The days of the five-inch audio monitor
speaker stuck in a corner of the control room started
to disappear some time ago. Now that old system is
literally impossible.

That brings us to the general question of equip
ment quality levels. Another thing that has happened
in the last decade or so in the recording studios is
reduction of noise and every form of distortion in the
equipment by almost an order of magnitude. This
reduction became a necessity when a program, or
parts of it, had to go through the equipment three,
four, five or more times. Advancing technology, the
swing over to solid state, made drastic reduction of
distortion levels possible. The Dolby and similar sys
tems have pushed noise far down, freed the recording
engineer of the severe limitations noise used to im
pose.

Broadcast audio needs to come up to these stan
dards straight through the audio chain. The consoles,
and all of the processing equipment, have to reach
today's state-of-the-art quality levels if the broadcast
er is to be free to manipulate his sound in creative
ways. The equipment has to be maintained properly.
The interfaces between units must be right, with the
correct impedance and level relations, to keep noise
and distortion well below troublesome levels.

Finally, a word about the very elaborate switching
now built into the larger audio consoles for recording
studios. Anybody who has looked at such consoles at
audio shows, or read specifications in ads, knows that
switching is common these days that allows every
processing element to be added to any channel sepa
rately, orders to be reversed, new combinations
made, etc., etc. The broadcaster has generally got
along without this kind of audio flexibility, and he
still can go without it.

The point of having it, though, is that once you
can make new and unusual combinations simply by
punching up the control console buttons, you begin
to think more creatively about your sound. Probably
few broadcast stations want to go as far in this
direction as the more elaborate recording studios.
But any broadcaster who is concerned about sound
quality and prepared to spend the time to "shape" his
sound to make it more attractive will find some
approach to recording-console flexibility highly use
ful and stimulating. The console makers today are
prepared to deliver any degree of switching flexibili
ty, built around the "modular" console channel that
is emerging as the standard. (Editor's note: see page
29). That modular channel, with equalization built
in and top-grade performance characteristics, makes
it easy for the broadcaster to get the quality he wants
as far as the console is concerned.

As quad broadcasting becomes more common it
will intensify the drive toward top-grade, profession
ally-shaped sound in broadcasting. In effect, quad
throws an even stronger focus on the quality of the
sound. All of us, both in. recording and in broadcast
ing, are going to have to learn how to handle quad
in the most effective way. BM/E
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Sound Too Dry? You
Need Arlilicial Reverb
By George Alexandrovich

rooms had to be protected from outside noise. Such
rooms did very well for the recording companies for
a number of years, but the advent of multi-channel
recording made them uneconomical. Can RCA
afford I6 echo rooms?

The easiest substitute was the delay line, nothing
more than a hollow pipe with a microphone at one
end and a speaker at the other. This does produce a
delayed sound that simulates the delay heard in
large halls, but does not produce the continuing
series of back and forth bounces that is so important
in real reverb. In addition it is sensitive to ambient
noise, and suffers from losses in the transmission line
and the transducers.

Another method that also worked reasonably well
(and still does) is the large metal plate, with energy
fed to the plate and picked up from it with dynamic
units. The plate had to be acoustically isolated from
the building structure to keep rumble out of it, and
well insulated from ambient noise in general.

Spring delay units, with the vibrational energy fed
to one end and picked up from the other, have the
convenience of small size, lower susceptibility to
ambient noise, and low cost. Spring units were first
used for reverb in the enhancement circuits of the
Hammond electronic organs. The energy not only
travels from one transducer to the other but bounces
back and forth until it dies away, very much like
real reverb. Each spring has many minute
resonances which show up as peaks in the frequency
response. 1f several springs are paralleled, each
tuned to resonate at a different frequency from the
others, the overall response can be made quite
smooth.

Other refinements that have been developed for
spring units are careful equalization of the frequency
response, limiting, advanced suspension systems for
the springs, and special mechanical damping for op
timum decay characteristics. These refinements have
greatly improved the "sound" of spring units, pro
longed the decay time, and improved the signal-to
noise ratio.

It is important to distinguish between a true re
verb effect like that produced by a carefully
designed spring unit or reverb chamber, and a sim
ple echo, which can be produced by feeding back the
output of a tape machine into the input. In a limited
number of cases, the one-shot echo can be pleasing,
producing the effect of a fairly large room; but in a
great many cases the results are most unpleasing
in fact, awful, not to mince words. If the delay is

Artificial reverb has been used in recording for a long time.
Here is a run-down on today's inexpensive, convenient
reverb devices, and what they can do for the broadcaster.

Irs TOO DRY-LIVEN rr ," has been a standard in
struction in recording studios for years. The broad
cast engineer in a station that cares about the quality
of its sound must understand what the instruction
means, and have the equipment to put it into prac
tice.

Jn a word, it is artificial reverberation, judiciously
used, that changes a sound from dry and weak to
full, spacious, and powerful. Reverberation is the
bouncing of sound back and forth in a room after
the original sound source stops. Every room and hall
has its own complex pattern of reverberation, which
gives that space its own acoustical character. With
out some reverb, a sound is dry, weak, thin. That's
why there has been work for years on methods of
producing artificial rcverb which could be added at
will to musical program material.

At first audio and acoustical engineers built small,
hard-surfaced rooms with non-parallel walls to get a
lot of bouncing sound without standing waves. The
signal is fed into the room through loudspeakers,
and the signal plus the reverb in the room is picked
up by one or more microphones. To get decent
results, the rooms had to be large, walls hard, and
the microphones and loudspeakers of top quality,
strategically placed on the inside. In addition, the

Mr. Alexandrovich is vice president of Fairchild
Sound Equipment Corp.

AKG Uses Spring Modified To
Produce Statistically-Distributed
Response in Frequency and Time
Several sophisticated artificial reverb units using
springs as the delay medium are described in the
accompanying story. Another is made by AKG, and
sold in this country by North American Ph.lips.
To produce the required density of resonances and
statistical distribution of response in frequency and
time (achieved in some other units by using mul
tiple springs in parallel), the AKG unit alters the
spring mass, diameter, and other parameters at
randomly-selected points. Adjustable damping al
lows for alteration of the decay time over the range
from 2 to 4.5 seconds. Each of the two springs
(one for each stereo channel) is folded at two
points to get the whole assembly into a cabinet
less than four feet high. The entire unit is sus
pended inside the cabinet, with a natural reson
ance below 1 Hz, for protection against shock and
outside noise.
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1r more than about 35 milliseconds, a distinct, separate
echo will be heard. Even with a shorter delay, there
isn't a true reverb effect because the reverb does not
bounce repeatedly in a random manner, with the
total energy slowly dying away. In a real room,

1 1 every note in the program is extended by the re-
1 peated bouncing from wall to wall. The time delays
t and amplitude patterns of the bounces will be char
t i acteristic of the particular room and will establish its
1 acoustic character.

To continue the explanation: consider that sound
acts pretty much like light (although light travels
almost a million times faster), with sound filling the
room, bouncing off the first flat surface, diffusing, or

1 focusing if a curved surface is present. Thus rever
beration, as opposed to echo, is like replacing a para

c¡ bolic reflector behind a spotlight with a flat mirror
1 dispersing the energy in a wide pattern.

Well-designed artificial reverberation produces the
ttl effect of having the "dry" sound, arriving directly

from the sound source. followed by a multiplicity of
1:1 reflections that become a part of the sound. The
ul direction and time delay of each of the reflected

sounds is most important to our perception of the
IJj quality of the sound and of the room acoustics. Our
ri hearing system acts as an acoustic analyzer, deriving

from the reverb pattern information about the size,
rnshape, and sound-absorptive character of the room.

Duplicating in a recording or transmission chan
n• nel the tremendously complex pattern of natural

reverb is difficult. Phases. levels, directions of each
element of the reverb, as well as the delays, would

r;j have to be ~dentical to th.e original. That is why no
n one can claim so far an ideal audio system produc

ing a sound that cannot be distinguished from the
original. We are trying to approach that ideal with

r• four-channel sound reproduction, but in actual life
sound comes from an infinite number of directions.

11No one can spare enough tracks or speakers to do
1r the same job artificially.

However, we can do quite well in fooling the ear;
ni and this is the name of the game. Artificial reverber-
1 ation is only a part of it, but a very important part.
It is capable, when well handled, of producing a
sound with power and depth that are satisfying in
much the same way as the real thing. Moreover, as

14 already noted, a "dry" soun~, without adequate re-
11 verb, is almost sure to be highly unpleasing.

A good number of manufacturers and engineers
11 are serious about the importance of ~rti~cial reverb,
n and have produced devices for creaung it. 1 want to
tell about the principal available devices, trying to do
justice to all of them.

One of the most widely used reverb devices is the
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EMT model 140 metal plate (described in the fore
going), and the newer model 240 plate (not avail
able at the time this was written). These devices
have mechanical means of adjusting damping and
reverberation time. Model 240 will be a portable
unit, much less bulky than the model 140, which has
bee~ a favorite of permanently-set-up recording
studios. T know of no other plate units.

The spring unit category is the most competitive
one. There is the simple tube system of Fisher Ra
dio, sold for less than $80. There are a number of
un its made for car sound systems and other enter
tainment devices, but none would normally be cho
sen for professional applications.

In the pro groups are units by Sennheiser, using a
single spring with mechanical damping to adjust the
decay time; Quad Eight with a four-spring unit, also
with mechanical adjustment of the time constant;
Para Sound with a two-spring unit; and my own
company (Fairchild) with the Reverbertron, which
has six springs and is designed for broadcast as well
as recording use. It has variable equalization, elec
tronic control of decay time, and can be remotely
controlled.

All the pro units mentioned are available for rack
mounting, are small and light, use very little power.
What is more important, all sound at least fairly
decent. and choice can be made based on taste and
the budget for reverb.

I cannot close without mentioning another, newer,
but fast-maturing technology which can create artifi
cial reverberation: digital, all-electronic delay sys
tems. Audio signals, which are analog information,
are converted to digital form, with enough resolution
so quality will be nearly identical to that of the
original. Digital signals can be delayed in IC cir
cuits, with a multiplicity of such circuits capable of
producing a multiplicity of different delays. Then the
original signal, with the pattern of delayed "reflec
tions" added, is converted back to analog form.

Naturally without the development of LSI (large
scale integration), putting a very large number of
circuits in small space, digital delay reverb would
have been impractical. Obviously the complexity of
the design is high, but it is not insurmountable.
Likewise for the cost-it is high (in the few
thousand dollars range) but again that is not insur
mountable for applications in which artificial delay
is indispensable and is constantly used.

It is safe to say that the time will come when we
can make a recording, or originate a broadcast, in a
IO x IO foot room, and add digital-delay reverb that
will make the most perceptive listener swear he is
in Carnegie Hall. BM/E

A typical artificial
reverberation unit.

OUTPUT
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See II,Measure II
Latest generation of swept-band spectrum analyzers
for audio and low-radio frequencies quantifies accurately
enough for most standard engineering measurements

IN THE AUDIO /\NO LOW RADIO FREQUENCIES, swept
band CRT spectrum analysis long had its main utili
ty in giving a fast look at a whole band, to find the
ballpark locations and relative amplitudes of the
main features of the band. Metered instrumentation
would have to supplement the analyzer for measure
ments accurate enough to guide system design or
correction.

But there has been a strong trend in recent years,
as every engineer knows, toward higher stability and
calibration accuracy in all CRT analysis instru
ments. A family of spectrum analyzers covering the
IO Hz to 64 MHz range, developed by the Systron
Donner Corporation of Van Nuys, Calif., have ad-

vanced this trend far enough to put CRT sweep
analysis on a par in measurement accuracy with
commonly used metered instruments for a very wide f
variety of the measurements engineers need in this
range. This gives the engineer, in many cases, the 1

best of both worlds: he has the unique advantage of I'
seeing all the features in a band at once, plus the
ability to quantify the things he sees precisely
enough for most of his needs. I

Many refinements help put these analyzers on top i
of the job. A few of them: dial setting for the sweep I
center frequency is accurate to 1% ; the instruments
use a heterodyne system, with the IF bandwidth

continued on page37

A few typical patterns with their interpretations:

Harmonic Distortion-Distortion charac
teristics of an audio amplifier driven to full
output. Secondand third harmonics measure
38 dB (2%) and 55 dB (.2%) respectively.
At extreme left, power supply ripple at
120 Hz, 240 Hz and 360 Hz, all below 40 dB.

Audio Frequency Response-At left the
frequency responseof a low pass filter over
60 dB dynamic range. At the right, the
sidelobe of the same filter with input
sensitivity increased by 40 dB.

Sensitive EMI Receiver-50 kHz scan width
allows rapid evaluation and measurement of
EMI from an electric motor. Note peaksat
20 kHz and 43 kHz. Calibrated 50 dB
log display, 30 uv full scale.

Selective Nanovoltmeter-Linear display of
30 kHz sine wavewith 60 Hz power supply
modulation side bands. Sensitivity
setting: 30 nv/div.
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The on-the-spot spots.
With film it's so simple to give local advertisers o big

boost. Just toke o cornero, o power pock, some lights, o
few rolls of film -and shoot o commercial in the merchant's
local habitat.

Viewers get to see the place, the products, and the
personnel os they really ore. It's o lot more effective than
having o businessman come to o studio where he stands
on o fake set-or in front of o curtain.

Another thing to consider. Film equipment is mechani
cal so any optical repairs that might hove to be mode ore
normally inexpensive And there's no need for expensive
standby equipment os there is with tope.

On-location shooting is just one advantage of film.
Your Kodak Soles and Engineering Representative con tell
you about the others. In no time at all you con
be helping local merchants star 1ntheir own 30- ('G
or 60-second specials.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANYArLANTA Bob Boke: 404'351-6510
CHICAGO Dick Poller 312/654 5300/DALLAS Fronk Re1nkmg 214/351 3221/
HOLLYWOOD John Waner 213/464-6131/NEW YORK 8111Redd/Ck2121262-7100/
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DON'T MAKE A SOUND UNTIL YOU HAVE AUDIMAX AND VOLUMAX.

This is the team that quietly goes to work
to produce a perfect sounding program.
Audimax eliminates distortions like thump
ing, audio holes and the "swish-up" of
background noises. Volumax prevents
overmodulation and limits program peaks,
permitting broadcasters to achieve maxi
mum power from each watt of carrier
power. Together, Audimax and Volumax

produce a new excellence in sound con
trol, increase audience coverage and am
plify your station's profits.

CBS LABORATORIES
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
227High Ridge Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06905

l
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7106/8018

o oo

Model 711/801 B spectrum analyzer
combines storage display unit with
analyzer tracking BFO. Other models

r combine basic units in other pairings.

o

BFO
OUT MODEL

7136
ATTENUATOR

AMPLIFIER
UNDER
TEST

LOAD

Typical test set-up with analyzer using tracking BFOfor
frequency response check of audio amplifier.

1 adjustable to make the resolution match the sweep
~ range and speed; output can be either linear or
f logarithmic, with the graticule scale markings linear
on the left edge and in dB steps on the right; scan

I width is variable over a I 000-to- I range, in eight
:I calibrated settings, sweep time is variable in cali-
11 brated steps over a 3000-to- I range and input has
:::alibrated attenuator to change sensitivity in precise
20 dB steps-these features mean that a whole band

1 of interest can be covered, and then the user can
e zero in on a very small fraction of the band, for
r highly precise measurement.
( One model has a built-in BFO, with the analyzer
input automatically tracking the oscillator frequen-

cy. Since the analyzer reads only the fundamental
frequency, noise and distortion arc sharply reduced
in the reading.

Frequency response measurements can be made
over a 140 dB range on filters. amplifiers. transmis
sion lines, loudspeakers, ctc., with the high resolu
tion showing holes and spikes in response much
narrower than those uncovered with a 1/3-octave
analyzer. Also, harmonic and intermodulation dis
tortion; wave analysis; Fourier analysis of pulses;
ripple and noise in power supplies; broadcast band
field-strength RF measurements (a battery power
pack makes this convenient); EMI analysis and
measurement; many, many, others. BM/E

With This Spectrum Display, You Can See The
Frequency Content of Your Audio Program in Real Time
In recording, in open-reel and cassette duplication,
in disc mastering, in FM broadcasting, it is frequently
important to know the frequency-vs-amplitude charac
teristic of the program material. There may be peaks
in parts of the spectrum strong enough to cause trouble,
but not broad enough to show up on a VU meter. Extra
strength in the highs, in particular, often causes severe
distortion on tape and in FM broadcasting, without
pushing the average level, as read by the meters, into
a clear danger zone.

Clearly it would be handy for the operator to be able
to "see" the frequency-amplitude characteristic of pro·
gram material, at a glance, in real time. with enough
resolution to spot potential narrow-peak overload. That
is just what the Spectrum Display unit, made by Olive
Electro Dynamics of Montreal, does. It is not in·
tended to replace laboratory spectrum analyzers with
accurate measurement capability (Editor's note: see

' page 34), but to give the operating engineer an instant
approximate indication of the energy distribution with
frequency.

The display consists of ten vertical rows of light·
emitting diodes, each row consisting of nine diodes.
In one model, each vertical row represents an octave·
width band and the display covers the full audio spec·
trum. The peak amplitude in each octave at each
instant is indicated by the height of diodes lit. A
second model covers the spectrum from 2 kHz up,
in tenl/3-octave bands. Each unit also has two memory
banks which will store peaks, with later display avail·

·';

e,

L

able through a push button.
The Spectrum Display will, for example, let the

engineer in charge of high-speed duplication of open
reel or cassette tapes examine the master tape in
advance and uncover any of the high-frequency ievels
that so often cause serious trouble in these applica
tions. The FMbroadcaster has much the same incentive
to preview program material, whenever possible, to spot
high-frequency overload danger.

DECEMBER, 1972-BM/E
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''1.ive'' Rock Builds
an FM Audience
WLIR, Hempstead. Long Island, has won a host of
friends in the 18-34 age group with a "stereo rock"
format that also includes some jazz, folk, and even a
little classical. Key rock concerts are live, but
the recorded ones, too. have a "live" sound. WLIR
chose equipment specifically to achieve that.

Lr r's SAY YOL' llA\'E !\fA[)f A~ Fi\1 STEREO STATION
outvranding (and a commercial success) by em
phasizing a "stereo rock" format appealing to a large
youth audience (heavily in the 18-34 bracket) that
i~ highly sophisticated about sound quality, as well
as wry hep in its tastes for music.

There have to be two thrusts to your success: the
right choice of program material; and the right
technology for a clean. sparkling sound.

WLIR-F'.\I. Hempstead. Long Island, about 20
miles cast of Manhattan. has made such a success
and has a story to tell on both programming and
technology. First. "stereo rock" needs an explana
tion. In the \VI IR version it doesn't mean a total diet
of hard-beat music. In accordance with the demon
strated tastes of a large body of young listeners
today. it also includes some jazz, folk music, blues,
even a little classical material, in a rather free-form
mixture brewed up by Ken Kohl, young program
director at w: IR.

Sometimes mixed with the music arc public ser
vice and political announcements aimed at that
same audience. the college-age and next older seg
ment of the 15 million people in the New York
City-rind-environs megalopolis. That is a huge audi
ence. but it has a correspondingly large number of
radio and television stations from which to choose:
there arc more than 50 radio stations in the
arca.
wi.m's success. therefore. is a result of the quality

of its program mixture. and not of an "easy" market

38

situation: New York's broadcast scene is a bat
tlefield for any station.

An important element of the program mixture are
the live rock concerts, the only ones in the east at
the time this was written. These broadcasts have
stirred strong response, with their spontaneity and
excitement of a kind largely missing from studio
made recordings. Top recording stars have been glad
to take part, sometimes at nominal fees, because of
the expected stimulus to sales of their discs. An
audience of about 50 "live" listeners is invited to the
Ultra-Sonic Recording Studios in Hempstead, where
the weekly live show originates. One result
demonstrating the pull of the show is the crowd of
up to 300 or more who regularly turn up, unbidden,
to hear the music at its source.

A number of other concert-style shows picked up
remotely are put on tape (more on that in a mo
ment). And WLIR produces a certain number of
musical shows in its own studios. Jn addition, there
is a series of disc jockey shows, with each man
required only to mix in a certain number of station
specified recordings among his own choices.

The audience that WLIR is reaching with this
broadly-interpreted "rock" programming has a
strong attraction for a variety of advertisers. For
example, Dr Pepper, the soft drink, recently picked
up the tab for the weekly live rock concert. John
Rieger, president of WLIR, is happy with the number
and character of the station's advertisers.

WLJR started in 1959 as a classical music station,

DECEMBER,1972-BM/E
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Lriand its switch to the present format didn't take place
until early l 970. The station's management, which
hesitated for some time about giving up the classical
format, is now for "stereo rock" l 00 percent.

The management agrees on another point: with
u]out a top-quality sound, wt.m's impact would be

í u dulled. One center-pin of the sound since mid
J 1 summer of 1972 has been the Revox A77 tape

recorder. With the exception of the live concert
'1lseries, every concert-style show is recorded on one
' of WLIR's Revox machines, and broadcast from that
',, recording. Included are remotes as well as musical
·n shows produced in the WLIR studios. Mr. Rieger and

George Sullivan, chief engineer. both call the sound
1 rnquality they get from the A77 "superb."

Commercials, too, are produced on the Revox
machines, edited there, then dubbed onto carts for

' nbroadcast. The quality is just as though the original
recording had been made on the cart itself, ac
cording to Mr. Sullivan.

The microphones used for music pickup are also
• llobviously essential links in the quality chain. WuR

is satisfied with its Beyer mikes, which include both
omnis and cardioids.

Just as important as top equipment, says Mr.
ieger, is an engineering staff thoroughly committed

• oto keeping on the air the top quality of sound the
equipment can produce. "We have such a staff," he
says, "and I recommend that variety to any radio
station that wants its sound to be competitive today."

BM/E
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At WLIR, Ken Kohl, program
director, and Joel Moss, public
affairs director, plan a series of
information spots for the 18-to-34
audience who are the station's
main listeners.

WLIR's chief engineer, George Sullivan, cues up a disc for
recording on one of the Revox A77's used for origination
of most music programs at the Long Island FM station.
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Audio Engineers Hear
Quad Contestants, See
l'aacy Consoles and Tape
Machines al New York
Convention
MORE ELABORATIONin multi-channel audio consoles,
with automated mix-down from many channels to
two or four; more high-performance mastering tapes;
some beautiful new instrumentation; increasing atten
tion to problems of the broadcast cart; and a lively
rerun of the great quad donnybrook, were happen
ings of special interest to broadcasters at the 43rd
Convention of the Audio Engineering Society, Sep
tember 12 through 15 at the Waldorf-Astoria in
New York.

The quad discussions were covered in the October
issue, page 46. The November issue, page 34, in
cluclecl details on some of the new instruments un
veiled at the show.

The show itself was highly satisfying from the
Society's point of view. First day registration was the
largest for any clay in the Society's history. Exhibitors
liked the attention their products got, and everyone
liked the facilities of the hotel and layout of the
show. For officials of the Society, the move to the
Waldorf was a symbol, as well as a fact, of the
growth of the Society's influence and importance.

The technical sessions, while they did not produce
any blockbusters comparable to the Teldec disc demo
of two years back, were consistently of an extremely
high professional level.

Especially interesting were papers at the session on
quadrasonics, which continued the strong trend
toward establishment of a general theoretical basis
for matrixing systems. A review of the leadingmatrix
systems by John Eargle of Altee was discouraging in
a sense, showing the lack of compatibility among
them, and the failure of what he regarded as the
best, the UMK, to get use because of its late arrival.
A paper by Gibson of RCA threw new light on
discrete quad broadcasting, showing the basics for
producing "panoramic sound" with three channels
or more with the addition of a low-fidelity fourth.

The following is a brief rundown of the main
products exhibited at the show:

AKG-North American Philips: Microphones and
headphones, and Norelco electronic-drive turntables.

Allison Research: Voltage-controlled amplifier
modules.

Ampex: Emphasis on new low-noise, high-output
mastering tape, series 400, available with l 1/2-mil
and I-rnil base, and in all standard widths. Ampex

40

also showed its multi-channel recorder/reproducers
and film-lock units-the latter locks the AG-440 or
MM- I I00 of film, video, or other audio recorders. A
search-and-cue accessory for these units was also
shown.

Audio Devices: Pushed hard for a new low-noise,
high-output studio mastering tape, available in
11/z-mil (type 2506), and in 1-mil (type 3607), made
with a new oxide, new binder, and new dispersion
process; it has a backcoating with a controlled
amount of friction for positive drive, and low resis
tivity to reduce static build-up. Audio Devices also
showed some new broadcast tape cartridges, includ
ing the A-2SP, which has a close tolerance on inter
channel phase error to improve mono-stereo com
patibility.

Audiotronics, Inc.: Tape to telephone line adapt
or.

Automated Processes: Numerous units from their
comprehensive line of line amplifiers and signal proc
essing equipment; and also multi-channel consoles
with automated mix-down.

BASF: The entire line of tapes, strong attention
for a 20-times-enlarged model of their jam-proof
cassette.

Bruel and Kjaer: "Reverberation processor" gives
a direct reading of early decay time.*

Burwen Laboratories: Noise-reduction units, pre
viously described in the literature, including the
"noise eliminator" which is claimed to give a tape
machine a 1 IO dB dynamic range, and the "noise
filter" for reducing playback hiss with any program
material.

CCA Electronics: New 6- and 1O-channel stereo
and mono audio consoles, with plug-in modules in
terchangeable in seconds, and each channel switch
able to three inputs.

Columbia Records: Demonstrated recordings pro
duced by the SQ matrix system for quad playback; a
wide-range of program material in SQ form is on the
market and was available for sampling.

Crown: Their well-known power amplifiers, tape
machines; also introduced a line of loudspeakers
using electrostatic units for the highs, dynamics for
the lows. The speakers will be sold through regular
high-fidelity retailers. A new intermodulation meter
that approaches a 0.005 % residual.* I
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DEX: Noise reduction units; voltage-controlled
amplifiers.

Dolby: For the first time. their new 16-channel
noise reduction unit, the M 16, which at $8000 costs

11 about 25 per cent less than 16 separate Dolby A
units, and takes about 30 percent as much space.

Duncan Electronics: Introduced at the show a line
of plastic straight-line faders, using a new patented
material, Resolon, with a guaranteed life of 5 million

1i strokes.
Electro-Dyne Corporaton: A wide range of ampli

fying and signal processing equipment, audio control
consoles, mixing units, modular amplifier-equalizer

111 units.
Electro-Sound: High-speed tape duplication sys

:;¡ tern. which operates at 240 ips.
Electro-Voice: High fide Iity speakers, reproducing

matrixed quad material using the E-V encoding sys
'll tem; a universal matrix decoder, and also broadcast

and recording microphones.
Elpa Marketing: Ferrograph tape machines and

lA associated equipment: Ferrograph recorder test set
for many tape machine measurements.*

Epicure Products: Demonstrated their "linear"
'•I loudspeakers.

Fairchild Sound Equipment Corp.: Modular units
for audio consoles and processing; a new public ad
dress unit, the Ambicon 653 SP, which senses the

1q ambient noise level and adjusts the system output to
,A override the noise.

Infonics: High-speed tape and cassette duplica
tion.

JVC America: Demonstrated, in collaboration'j with RCA, the CD-4 discrete quad clise recording
, system.

MCI: New 24-input recording console with many
1,~automation features, including not only VU meters
1d but also light indicators that show signal peaks at all

times.
Maxell: Line of recording tapes for reel-to-reel and

cassettes, including a new studio mastering tape.
3M Company: Line of professional "Scotch"

Id brand tapes, including the new 200 series mastering
tapes, cassettes, and duplicating tapes; and introduc

'I ing the Series _79pro re.c~r?ers, including 24-ch~nnel
,1 recorders (Mincorn D1v1s10n), Also: new optional

synchronizer using SMPTE time code.
Nagra: Miniature and portable stereo tape record

ers.
Neve: New S24/8 automated console for 16-track

recording; also broadcast consoles.
Olive Electro Dynamics: Introduced the Series

2500 consoles, which provide up to 36 inputs, 16 +
4 outputs, adaptable to automated mix-clown; also
the automated remix programmer, usable with any de
programmable console and other specialty products.

QRK/Rek-0-Kut: Turntables, tone arms, mixers,
audio cart machines.

RCA: Microphones, tape machines, custom audio
consoles.

Recortec: Cassette tape loader with cue-tone op
tion; cassette tape duplicator, with automatic
features.

Revox: Dolby-equipped A 77 Mark III tape re
corder; FM tuner; stereo amplifier; the new Lamb
four-input, two-out mixer, with studio console fa
cilities (equalization, etc.); Beyer microphones.

Sansui: Demonstrations of QS matrix quad sys
tem.

Scully /Metrotech: Multi-channel recorders.
Sennheiser: Headphones; condenser and dynamic

microphones; introduced at the show the new
"Mikroport" wireless microphone operating in the
148 to 175 MHz band.

Shure Brothers: Microphones: mixers; phono
pickups.

Spectra Sonics: Line amplifiers, equalizers, filters,
power amplifiers for audio systems.

Stanton Magnetics: New dynamic headphones,
models Forty and Sixty.

Systron-Donner: A series of spectrum analyzers
of outstanding versatility and accuracy (see page 34
this issue).

TASCAM Corp. (TEAC): Mixing consoles; new
8-track Y2 -inch tape machines; TEAC alignment
tapes; 4-channel tape machines. A flutter meter with
flexible controls, and O. I% full-scale range.*

United Research Laboratory Corp.: Capstan as
semblies and other replacement assemblies for Am
pex, Scully, Magnecord, and other pro recorders;
AutoTec multi-channel recorders.

Xedit Company: Compact 16-track tape recorder.
Jn addition to exhibitors that were primarily man

ufacturers, a number of distributors of professional
audio equipment took space at the show, including
Audiotechniques, Inc., Stamford, Conn.; Harvey Ra
dio Co., New York; Martin Audio, New York;
Gotham Audio, New York. BM/E
•Note: These instruments were described in more detail in the
November issue.
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ELECTRODYNE

(

LANGEVIN

GAUSS

13035 Saticoy, North Hollywood, California t

INC. A subsidiary of Computer Equipment
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Ce•tec \Se-tek\ n: a new word meaning
Electrodyne, Langevin and Gauss.
1: a manufacturing facility where Electrodyne

!~~i~~~~~v~~aªG~~s~ºfat;~1·63@~-~;:¡i=li
duplicators are designed

d b •1t 2 1 Electrodyne consoles are predominantlyan Ul . a comp any custo~. units. made to individual engineering
specifications. They were the prototype for

h• h 11 h d t the modern audio control console. and

W le Se S t ese Pro Uc S remain among the finestconsoles
available at any price.

3 : an organization determined to maintain the
traditional quality and technical ~
excellence of these products.

If you really want to find out
all about us, don't look in the
dictionary.

Just call Don McLaughlin,
Bart Bingaman or Phil Hanson
at (213) 875-1900.

Ce•ac 130~5Saticoy. North Hollywood. California !1Hi051••••••
INC. A subsidiar)' of Computer Equipment Corp.

Circle 163 on Reader Service Card
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Sophisticated Audio
Processing is a Staple
ol Good Radio Today

CBSAudimax is a compressor with a "gain platform"
that reduces noise "pumping" in signal pauses;
the gain is held constant during short pauses.

Roh Model 219 is a combination gated compressor and
expander which maintains signal symmetrically around
O dBm, with a 10:1 input/output ratio on either side.

EMTModel 256 (Gotham)
is a very compact com
pressor designed for the
microphone channel in a
mixing console. It has
switchable expansion built
in to reduce noise pumping,
and a switch to keep bass
from operating the
compressor.
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IN OUROCTOBER1970 ISSUEwe presented a chart
much like that on the apposite page, showing the
then current audio processing units of most principal
manufacturers. When we came to update this infor
mation for the current issue, one main fact emerged:
sophisticated audio processing is now an accepted
fact of life in a substantial area of today's broad
casting. Many of the same units are still in the fore
front of their respective makers' marketing efforts
in this field, with perhaps a sharpening of character
istics here and there. But the main technical outline
is the same, indicating a mature, effective tech
nology. The major change, as noted, is in the broad
ening acceptance of this technology as an essential
of all FM and a great deal of AM broadcasting.

Jn the article that accompanied the 1970 chart,
we reviewed the main elements of the audio proc
essing art. The following is a very brief resummary:
The limiter reduces abnormal program peaks but
does not reduce the average program level. It needs
a very fast attack time for its change in gain. There
are several variations on the basic limiter design.
For AM, the asymmetrical limiter can treat negative •
peaks differently from positive peaks, to take advan
tage of the FCC's looser restriction on positive com
pared to negative. The frequency sensitive limiter
uses automatic frequency compensation to offset the
limiting errors or distortion that strong pre-emphasis
can inject into the process. Limiters ordinarily have
attack time in the few microsecond range, with re
lease time adjustable because of the varying demands
of different program material. Threshold is adjust
able.
The compressor reduces average program level,

with the input/output slope and threshold adjust
able to the needs of the program material and the
operator's quality decisions. Some compressors in
clude expansion which takes effect at low levels to
reduce the "pumping" of noise, the raising of the
noise level that may occur during short pauses.
Other units reduce pumping with a "gain platform"
inhibiting gain change in short pauses.

Many refinements on these basic functions can be
seen in a study of the accompanying chart. Jn par
ticular, the combination units testify to the fact that
in many applications both limit.ing and compression,
or all three-limiting, compression, expansion-are
useful acting in tandem or selectively. Also available
are units which adjust release time, for example,
automatically according to program characteristics.

BM/E
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Audio Processing Amplifiers
Brand Model

Compression Attack Release OtherRatio Time Time Attenuator Features Price
Conventional Limiters
RCA BA-43/46 40:1 200 µS 0.4-3.0 s MOSFET mono & $629 (m)

VVR stereo 1136 (s)
Wilkinson LA 2-C/S >35:1 5/4 radians, Instan- 495 (rn)

first cycle taneous 850 (S)
Asymmetrical Limiters (for AM use)

CBS Labs Volumax Infinite, <J µsand/ LF-.15 sec. Diode Auto peak4000A 7257:1 or <2 ms MF-.01 sec. phasing
HF-1 µsec.

Collins 26U-3 10:1 15 µs clip 0.1-0.2 s IC Peak clipper 765
2mslim

Gates 6543 30:1 <JO µs 3-7 s Var. Xstr. 695
Frequency-Sensitive Limiters (for FM, TV, recordinr; use)

CBS Labs FM Volumax Between 1 µs and 2 ms, Variable 50, 75-µs 8954100 (mono) (314) depending on pgm. "1'aveform reactance curves 1595
4110 (stereo) (315) Diode

Collins 26U-3 10:1 15 µs clip O.l-0.2s IC Peak clipper 765
2 ms lim

Gates 6631 >50:1 40 µS 0.2-10 s Diff. amp. HP Peak clipper 750 (m)
1550 (s)

RCA BA46/47 40:1 l µs 1 µS Zeners HP Peak clipper 1064 (m)
only 2254 (S)

Dual-Band Limiter

Altee Lansing 9473A 20:1, 12:1, 4:1 10 µs 0.4 s (HF) MOSFET Dual band. 735
3.6 s (LF) VVR f = 250 Hz

Compressors, Level Controllers
Altee Lansing 1591A 10:1, 5:1 30 ms 0.5, 1.5 s Mike, line 336

inputs

CBS Labs Audimax 10:1 12 ms Gated Diode Gated gain 765
4440A (m) stabilization 1360
4450A (s)

Collins 26J-3 15:1 5 ms 7-11 ms IC ' Gain platform 725

DuKane 2A80 10:1, 5:1 30 µS 0.5-3 s Noise gate

McMartin LR1004 30:1 5ms 15s 170

Roh 219 10:1 Comp. 10 ms comp 1-10 s (adj) EL/LOE 60 Hz Filter op. 130
10:1 Exo. 1-10 s exp (adj) 20 filter

Wilkinson GCA-1 variable. I variable variable responds to 475 m)
pgm. dep. average level 795 (s)

Limiter-Compressors (Rack mount)

Allison Gain Brain 50:1 lim <l µslim <l µSlim 313
Research 40:1 comp 7-40 ms comp 250 ms-5s comp

Fairchild 725ACT 3:1 150 µsec. 1-3 sec LED/LOR On Card 70

Philips 5752 20:1. 5:1, l ms lim 0.1-3.2 s PDM Noise gate 650
Broadcast 5753 3:1, 2:1 0.2 ms comp 650

Spectra Compilmiter 100:1- 0.1-2.0 µslim 90 ns FET/VVR 585
Sonics 610 1.1:l 0.1-1.2 µs comp 50 ms-10 s

Limiter-Compressors (Mike channel)---- 15 µs 0.1. 0.5. De-esser, 325Automated 525 20:1. 2:1
Processes 2.0, 2.5 s ceiling control

EMT 256 2:1-20:1 adj. app. 2.5 ms. .25 sec-I O-sec- Exp to prevent 666
(Gotham) adj. noise pump

Fairchild 663 2:1 3 ms 0.3-7 s Lamp/LOR De-es ser 156.50
available

Fairchild 692AGC 2:1 3 ms 0.3-7 s Lamp/LOR Remote control 115.50

Fairchild 725ALT 40:1 150 us, 1-3 s pgm LED/LOR On Card 70
dependent

Gately 1800 20:1 10 µS 0.1-5 s EL/LOR Rack-mount 299
accessory

MeIcor CL-20 20:1-1.2:1 10 ¡1S 0.1-2.5 s FET/VVR 272

Expander-Limiter-Compressors
Allison Kepex 2:10tol5dB <20 µs 50ms·6S Expander only 313

Research 4:1 at 60 dB
t:.MT 156 l: 1.5- Program PDM Stereo only 2990

(Gotham) l :2.5 exp dependent 1.5-7.5 s exp
>100:1 lim 100 µSlim 0.25-2.5 s lim
l.5:1-4:1 comp 1-4 ms comp 0.5-3.5 s comp

Gates 6629 1:2.5 exp 7.5-35 s exp 4-10 s exp Diff. amp. Attack/ recovery 725 (m)
timing control 1490 (S)

30:1 comp 100 µS· 12-53 s comp
30 ms comp

Marti CA-40/A >10:1 l µslim 800 ms, 2 sec. Sym-Asym 445
AGC 40 dB 5 sec (adj)

RCA BA-43/45 l :2 exp 4 s exp 6 s exp EL/LOR 640 (rn)

40:1 comp 15nscomp 3 s comp 1158 (s)

Loudness Controllers 900
CBS Labs 710 (mono) Loudness 100 ms 2.5 s LOR

711 (stereo) dependent
1800

Presence Equ•llzers
T25 ms I 1 s LOR I 715

CBS Labs 4500
Fairchild Dlnailzer _J73
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To Produce ''Custom
Commercials'' ror Radio
An Array 01 Advanced
Audio Equipment
Ralph Stachon and Associates, who built a
business on syndicated music packages, station
IDs, and custom commercials, put together in Dallas
a recording studio that shows how important state
of-the-art audio is in today's radio "sound."

WHAT PUT RADIO on the comeback trail the last
few years? There arc as many answers as there are
successful program formats, but in close support of
nearly every one of the good programming ideas is
excellent sound, particularly for FM stereo stations.

Just how serious knowledgeable radio program
producers arc about top-grade sound can be seen in
a new studio facility built in Dallas by Ralph
Siachon and Associates. Formerly based in Mem
phis, Tenn., RS&A produces: custom commercials,
taking the client's ideas or producing from scratch; a
large assortment of syndicated music packages for
programming and commercials; ID packages to the
client's specs, or using music or other programming
developed by RS&A.

Creativity is obviously an essential part of the

·<1'
Custom console has 20 inputs and up to 16 outputs.
It is capable of doing quadraphonic recordings. Note
16-track recorder. Studio was designed by Welton Jetton.

46

This studio can readily accommodate over twenty
musicians. AKG, Electro-Voice,Neuman, Sennheiser,
Shure and Sony mikes are used.

operation. But the general specifications of the new
studios show that top-grade sound is an essential
too. The studio itself is 31 ft. x 36 ft. x 14 ft. and has
sound-diffusing wall treatment to cut down room
resonances. From 20 to 30 musicians can work com
fortably in the space. Echo chambers are built in.
The Audiotronics console has 20 inputs, up to 16
outputs, with quadrasonic capability. The comple
ment of microphones is varied indeed, with top-of
the-line models from AKG, Electro-Voice, Neu
mann, Sennheiser, Shure, and Sony. There are
16-track, 8-track, 2-track and I-track Scully tape
machines. There are Dolby "A" units, Spectrasonic
and UA limiter amplifiers, Kepex Gain Brain, a ring
modulator, a VSO.

Remember, this equipment is used to make pro
grams for radio broadcast. Probably only a few ra
dio stations would want all the flexibility this com
plement of equipment supplies the program pro
ducer, but the quality of sound that equipment of
this kind can produce is something an FM station can
use to advantage today. BM/E
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MEET FCC SPECS ON RADIATION,
SPURIOUS, HARMONICS AND INTERMODS

with

VHF FIELD-STRENGTH METER
25 to 300 MHz

Fields of Application
Measurements of propagation and coverage
Radio monitoring
and radio interference measurements
Measurement of wanted-
and interfering-signal field strengths
Measurement of vision carriers, FM carriers,
AF carriers, system noise, radiation, hum level,
intermodulation, cross modulation, co-channel
interference
Selective microvoltmeter

• Continuous tuning without band switching
• Direct voltage calibration in dB (~LV)
• Measurementrange 100 dB (log. 130 dB)
• Internal calibration at any frequency with pulse

generator
• Available in 50 and 75 Q

Get The Extra Capability,
Greater Reliability, and
Longer Useful Life Of ...

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
111 LEXINGTON AVENUE, PASSAIC, N. J. 07055 • (201) 773-8010
Western Office: 510 S. Mathilda Avenue, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 (408) 736-1122

T ~

Circle 130 on Reader Service Card

DECEMBER,1972-BM/E

Higher accuracy± 2 dB as a selective
microvoltmeter, ± 4 dB in conjunction with
its easily attached antenna operating as A/2
dipole over range 60-300 MHz and shortened
dipole below 60 MHz.
Optional pulse weighting unit (only in
50 Q unit)
Higher sensitivity and improved selectivity
Lower RF leakage and higher (40 dB) linear
overdrive capability

• Linear (20 dB) and logarithmic (60 dB)
indication

• Peak·and average-valuemeasurements
• Rotatable and tiltable dipole
• AC supply and 8 hour Ni-Cadbattery

operation
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More and more people are discover
ing how significantly superior
Canon Zoom Lenses are for TV
broadcasting purposes. Their
outstanding color characteristics,
even in dim light, is one of the
many reasons why Canon was
chosen for telecasting the Munich
Olympics.
Canon's wide range of excellent
zoom lenses encompass three
types of operation control -
all-servorized, via flexible cables
and by effortless push-pull rod
control. And it can be attached to

fit and operate with any make of
TV camera.
Shown on this page are only a few
examples of the quality lenses
Canon has available to more than
meet your particular demands.
Specify Canon to stay ahead.

The following are Canon TV Zoom Lenses for the
Plumblcon® color cameras currently available on the
market:

Image f~~t- covered
17.1x12.Smm
(21.4mm?I

The Canon TV LensesNaming Sy"em
Pl OX 208

11 I Gtass Comnensatlon tor Beam Spliter
Minimum Focal Length
Zoom Ratio
Application

Size of image tube I Lens
i,v.• Plumbicon® PlO x 2084
cotar camera Pl7 x 3081

Pl7 X 3082
PVlO X 1681

I • Plumbicon® PVlO x 1582
color camera PV17x 2481

PV 6 x 1881--'-----
®Reg. TM N.V. Philips of Netherlands.

12.8x9.6mm
116mm?I

Applications ~ Image ± Pick-up Tubes
Format

-p -- 21.4mmp l}{iF'fÜñíbiC'O"n
-PV - t6mm? __ l" Plumbi~

Apart from the above, Canon has
available TV zoom lenses for 3" or
4-1/2" image orthicon cameras
and can also build special lenses
to fit your requirements.

Canon
e CANON U 5.A., INC. 10 Nevada On ve, Lake Success, Long Island, New York 11040, U.S.A. (Phone] 516·488·6700 e CANON U.S.A., INC.: 457 Fullerton Ave., Elmhurst, Illinois
60126. U.S.A !Phone! 312-833-3070 e CANON OPTICS & BU51NE3S MACHINES CO.• INC.: 3113Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles. California 90005, U.S.A. e CANON AMSTERDAM
N V Gebouw 70, Scrupho! Oost , Holland e CANON LATIN AMERICA, INC.: Apartado 7022, Panama 5. Panama e CANON INC.: 9·9, Gin za e-cnome. Cttuo-ku , Tokyo 104, Japan
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Programming
The Munich Olympics
By Donna & Joseph Roizen

THE TELEVISION COVERAGE of the Munich Olympics
was by all accounts a superb technological feat in
which the quality and uniformity of the color pic
tures seen in almost every corner of the globe was
exceptionally good. One could hardly expect any
thing less from a host country that prides itself on
Teutonic thoroughness and attention to detail in ev-
ery aspect. Part of the credit for good pictures was
the use of the most modern cameras and videotape
recorders, all interconnected in a web of carefully
phase-matched color sources.

Another significant factor was the emphasis
placed on good lighting, both through the use of a
translucent acrylic roof costing $63 million in the
main stadium (so afternoon shadows wouldn't affect

II the television pictures) and high-intensity color
corrected lighting, which achieved an excellent bal
ance with solar radiation. Over 3600 people, under
the direction of the DOZ, manipulated, measured,
and maintained approximately $30-million worth of
color video equipment at its optimum level of per
formance for the 17 days that global attention was
focused on Munich.

The uniform high quality on the technical side
was not matched, however, by the production effort
of the various different television networks that took
their feed from DOZ. This was quite evident from
watching the encl product of such diverse television
services as ABC, BBC, the DOZ home service, the
ORFT programming, and the OIRT transmission to

Ms. Roizen is a free-lance journalist; Mr. Roizen is
president of Telegen Inc., and was technical con
sultant at the Olympics.

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.
The first factor accounting for the differences is

the relative value of air time, which is vastly differ
ent in our highly commercialized television system,
and the virtually non-commercial nature of most of
European broadcasting. Second is the differential
interest of viewers in specific sports. Obviously,
there is no point in using up air time to satisfy the
14 viewers in a given country who are aficionados of
archery. The third factor was the difference in pro
gram format that is acceptable to the viewer and the
producer and director. As an example. it was not
unusual, while watching the color set in our apart
ment in Munich, to see the announcer query the
control room while on the air and receive a response
over the talk back system in the studio. which also
went out to the German public, something one rare
ly secs or hears on the slick and glossy American
net work s.

European television in general has a somewhat
more relaxed attitude with regard to time and the
use of technical innovations, such as instant replay,
slow motion. traveling titles. and chroma keying.
and is somewhat less "razzlc dazzle" than we have
learned to accept from our sophisticated coverage of
"Wide World of Sports" or NFL football. The de
scription of the different types of programming that
follows here will outline the methods used by the dif
ferent networks to accommodate their home viewers.

American Broadcasting Company's approach

ABC's fast-paced coverage. which warranted a
presidential phone call to congratulate the network
on a job well done, was mainly the result of a

Opening and closing pageants
and most significant athletic
events took place in this main
Olympic Stadium. Translucent
acrylic roof eliminated
shadows thus enhancing color
TV. Electronic display panels
and clock by Conrac posted
events and scores. (See
box for more details.)

' .< /__/ 7í1..~.;,/ ::_/-
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combination of typical ABC sports expertise and
some rather unique conditions they were able to
negotiate with their German host.

The original position of the DOZ was that no
unilateral coverage would be permitted to any of the
more than 60 television networks that were applying
for origination rights. In order to maintain total con
trol, all origination would be the responsibility of
the DOZ, and the participating networks would be
given access to all feeds and facilities for recording,
editing, and commentary in relation to the size of
the network and a complex fee structure.

Since ABC must cater to a highly critical audi
ence, whose attention span is as narrow as the chan
nel spacing on the tuner (a condition not yet preva
lent in Europe), it was important that a continuity
of images of events of interest to the American
public be obtained and those images needed to
reflect the loyalty of American viewers to their own
competing athletes. If one adds to these facts the
value of prime time on a major network and FCC
restriction on the amount of network time that can
be allocated to a sponsored major event (ABC had
planned 67 hours of coverage and later was re
duced to 46 hours by an FCC edict). it becomes
imperative that some unilateral control of the orig
ination be achieved.

As a commercial network, without similar bilater
al pool privileges in the EBU that European broad
casters had, ABC paid the highest single sum ($13.5
million) for the exclusive rights to games coverage
for the United States. Its technical staff headed
by the Vice President of Engineering, Jules Baran-

Acroynym Glossary
The intricate complexities of any international activity
is often reflected by an endless string of acronyms
that serve to brevitize reportorial work by requiring
only the repetition of the initials representing the
bewildering array of endless entities. The Munich
Olympics were no exception. Here is a short glossary
that will clarify the terms used.
DOZ Deutsches Olympia Zentrum, the organization

specifically set up jointly by the two German
networks to handle the TV and radio cover·
age of the games.
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Der Offentlich Recht·
lichen Rundfunkanstalten Der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland/German National Television Net·
work.
Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen/German second
network which is commercial.
Radio Televisione Italiano
Osterreichisher Rundfunk, Austria
Office Radiodiffusion Television Francaise
Independent Television Association. U.K.
American Broadcasting Company
British Broadcasting Corp.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Nippon I-loso Kyokai, Japan
East European Network
European Broadcasting Union
Phase Alternation Line
Sequential and Memory
National Television Systems Committee

ARD

ZDF

RAI
ORF
ORTF
ITA
ABC
BBC
CBC
NHK
OIRT
EBU
PAL
SECAM
NTSC
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than, and aided by Phil Levens from New York,
and Jacques Lesgards, ABC's European manager
all veterans of the Mexican and Grenoble games
recognized several years ago that some special ar
rangements would have to be made to fully satisfy
ABC requirements in a costly and competitive situa
tion.

The DOZ was quite adarncnt about their position
in which they justifiably felt they did not want to
complicate an already intricate technical problem.
However, ABC was just as insistent and in the end
prevailed in obtaining a singular exception to the
non-origination rule in which they were given per
mission to install additional cameras at the major
venues of interest to the American viewers. This
combined with several origination studios, a few mo
bile vans under their own control, and a host of
VTRs, slow motion machines, and titling facilities,
gave ABC the means to do the excellent job they
did. It was no small undertaking. ABC employed a
large staff of over 400 people to produce, out of the
1200 hours of available sports events, a condensa
tion of less than 50 hours that, even when inter
spersed with the usual commercials, kept domestic
viewers glued to the local ABC outlet.

When Mark Spitz won his medals, ABC-directed
cameras could follow the action; when the U.S. bas
ketball team lost, unilateral ABC cameras could
maintain an American posture; and when Wottle
ran, Ryan stumbled, and Shorter won, an ABC-in
stalled camera down al the edge of the track could
bring those crucial video moments in breathtaking
close-ups into every United States home.

The combination of careful planning and elegant
electronics produced for the viewer interesting images
that may have looked easy, but required facilities
and skills that stagger the imagination. The simple
overlay of a familiar sports announcer on the
backdrop of a full view of the main stadium, with
inserted titles, required a chroma keyed studio shot
from a color camera that could have been in the
upper stands of the stadium or at the DOZ center a
mile away. The full shot of the stadium came from
the world's highest camera unipod, a Fcrnseh KCU-
40, 750 feel above the ground on a platform located
just below the rotating restaurant of Munich's tallest
landmark. the "Fcrnschturrn." Character generators
or graphic cameras added the legend that went with
the picture.

Somewhere in the bowels of the DOZ, or under
the grandstand of the stadium, millions of magnetic
wiggles were being stored in Ampex AVR-1 s or
VR-2000s, later lo be edited together into the short
informative condensation of the day's major events
(with room for the commercials), which were routed
to the Raisting ground station by microwave. There
they were transcoded to NTSC and bounced off the
North Atlantic satellite and picked up at Andover,
then relayed to New York where ABC spread it on
the net. Satellite time is expensive and every minute
had to count. With the time difference adding to the
problem, it was virtually a round-the-clock process
to hit the Jiome viewers with the highlights. Midnight
to 3 a.m. was the peak period at ABC's DOZ studios.

There is more to the Olympics than what happen
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at the scene. ABC rounded out its coverage with
excellent pre-game film and tape recordings of ath
letes working out in their own home towns, histori
cal reviews such as the Jesse Owens story, and local
color about Bavaria and its Herculean efforts to turn
Munich into a modern Olympia.

While understandable nationalist pride kept most
of the ABC cameras zoomed in on the American
athletes competing for the gold, silver. or bronze.
there was enough flexibility built into the system to
accommodate any sudden change that would attract
viewers to the human interest side. When Olga Kor
but, the petite Russian gymnast, suddenly became
the ballerina of the balance beam and captured the
hearts of the spectators with her pert performances

when she won and torrents of tears when she lost,
ABC shifted into high to concentrate on ¡1 sport in
which America usually fares poorly and for which
little air time had been allocated. Instead, U.S.
viewers not only saw the joy and pathos of a little
J 7-year-olcl Russian girl competing in her first Olym
pics, but Cliso learned a good deal more about this
graceful sport from the expanded coverage and in
terviews that were hastily rescheduled when this
event took on significant news value. The tragic
events of the latte¡ days of the games also under
scored ABC's rapid reaction time. shifting the pace
and the pictures to properly project a news story
that required a totally different format than what
they had been programmed for. If Enunys arc given

Mobile vans were brought in from all over
Germany to help cover games.

Central control switching room included 48 monitors displaying
input and output signals from the venues.

-Editing the swimming event with the use
of the SMPTE 80 bit code and an RA4000
controlling a pair of AVR-1 recorders.

Up to 45 languages that might accompany
a single picture could be accommodated rn
synchronism with the image by the 16 trad.
Ampex MM-1000 audio recorders adjacent
to the Ampex AVR-1 in the background.www.americanradiohistory.com
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BBCswitching and VTR room containing four VR-2000's equipped with
¡Conrac monitors and a portable VR-3000 for field work.

Off air monitors on top fed by
RF cable system gave access to
12 potential feeds. Identifica
tion of feed is shown on monitor
to the left of Snoopy.

Monitor wall showing part of the monitors used to indicate VTR feed in the
VTRcontrol room. Up to 13 simultaneous programs could be handled.

A little "gemutlictikeit" in the VTRcenter, left. Local
German technicians, often of the female variety,
have a beer break while on the job. At the right,
the HS-100 slow motion disc in the CBCVTR room
at the DOZcenter keeps the eternal flame
of the Olympics.

BBCcommentary studio and adjacent control room
showing the British announcer doing his overlay

commentary at the medal ceremony of
Japanese gymnast.
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for program coverage or technical achievement in
sports, ABC certainly deserves one this year.

Local German coverage

By far the most extensive coverage in terms of
hours was the local coverage in Munich and the rest
of Germany. Between the two German networks,
ARD and ZDF, they put over 220 hours of sports
programming. A special combination of the two net
works (one national and one commercial) was
formed under a common direction and called the
DOZ. Its studios in the main television center and
some of the venues were the originating points for
interviews, sports round-ups, local commentary, etc.
Banks of VTRs, slow-motion machines. and other
audio and video recording equipment were pooled
for editing and production purposes. Central control
and switching rooms gave the DOZ access to their
own camera positions at all the venues. Studio 5.
DOZ's main operating studio, functioned in a rather
unique manner.

The crew of 231 people maintained and operated
the four-camera studio which had access to six si
multaneous feeds as well as their own production.
The cameras were Fernseh KCU-40s all equipped
with 1O:1 zooms. A boom microphone on a Vin ten
dolly and individual lavaliers took care of sound.
The studio also had a chroma key backdrop and a
display bank of six color monitors showing the in
coming selected feeds. In the control room, the di
rector had access to an HS-100 slow motion unit.
Adjacent to the control room were two VR-2000s
where programming editing was done.

Watching the output in our apartment in Munich
was a rather unusual experience, until we became
accustomed to German program production techni
ques. Studio television cameras were almost con
stantly in the picture as was the boom microphone
and the studio crew. Apparently this isn't considered
a deterrent to pictorial content. When the announcer
or commentator ran out of something to say or
wondered what was coming next, he inquired, while
on camera, and was usually told by the director over
the talkback system (studio P.A.) which also went
out over the air for the information of the viewers.
When titling or character generator overlays were
used, the background image was attenuated so that
the titles were more visible over a relatively dark
video image. Slow-motion utilization started out
being rather simplistic. It appeared as though the
last ten or 20 seconds of each event were being
replayed at about half speed with no stopped
images at the critical point. As the games continued,
the manipulation of the slow-mo equipment obvious
ly improved, but was never used to the degree
American viewers are accustomed to. (It was, how
rever, pleasant to view programs in their entirety
without being interrupted by incessant corr mercials.
German commercials on ZDF are grouped into a

1 120-minute block, sometime between six and eight
o'clock, and can be easily avoided by shutting the
set off. Interestingly enough, because of this factor
commercials are surprisingly entertaining.)

While the program format may have not been
:ttailored to American taste, there was no denying the
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Conrac Electronic Display Panels
The two scoreboards for the main Olympic stadium.
one at each end of the huge structure, were built
by Conrac. Each had 24,000 bulbs which could
be lit selectively under manual or computer con·
trol. Letters and numbers were formed on 5-x-7
bulb rectangles. or up to four times that size for
emphasis. The whole board would accommodate
10 lines of 34 characters each. and the message
could be rolled if more space were needed. Char·
acters or words could be underscored. or mate·
rial could flash on and off at a selected rate.
Not only alphanumerics. but also drawings,

emblems, and maps were shown. The operator
could preview any material for correctness on a
monitor at the control position and edit out errors.

The boards not only gave the "score" irnrnedi
ately for each event. but also showed stylized
graphics illustrating the event. or in some cases
"illustrated" its progress. For example. the boards
showed a map of the marathon run with the posi
tions of contestants indicated by arrows throughout
the race.

superb quality and uniformity of the color pictures,
whether we saw them on the studio monitors, the
RF-distributed press monitors, or off-the-air recep
tion from the Baycrischcr-Rundfunk in our apart
ment on a standard home receiver.

Eastern Europe and Soviet Union coverage

There isn't much doubt that Communist countries
tend to look at the Olympic games as more than just
an athletic contest. Since their athletes arc state
supported, the sponsoring governments tend to view
their accumulation of Olympic medals as an endorse
ment of their social system. Against the backdrop
of the major confrontation between the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R., even smaller nations such as East Germa
ny participated in the games with the avowed intent
of surpassing their western counterparts. It was an
open secret that East German athletes arc given
handsome bonuses and extra privileges for bringing
home the gold. Evidence that this incentive worked
was East Germany's disproportionately high stand
ing at the end of the games in relation to its size.

Television, of course, also served to publicize the
athletic achievements of socialistic nations and was
used extensively for that purpose. The Eastern Bloc
countries have a television network of their own
called Inter-vision which operates between OIRT
nations. A switching center in Prague relays signals
to the rest of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.
Since most of these countries, including East Germa
ny. use the SECAM process for color, the pictures
had to be transcoded in Munich before relaying
them eastward. A special 01RT studio was set up by
Sudwestfunk (the ARD station in Baden-Baden) at
the DOZ center. The studio was equipped with two
Fernseh KCU-40 cameras and one graphics camera.
Adjacent to the studio was a control room which was
in turn connected to a telecine and VTR center
containing two Fcrnseh BCM-40 recorders and a
film and slide chain. The studio was used for inter
views with athletes and overlay commentary of an
nouncers representing countries such as Poland,
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Roumania, and the

continued on page 68
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Sharpening Vertical
Resolution In TV With
Video Delay 1.ines
By R. l. Carrington-Smith

By comparing one scan line with the next
to be displayed, and generating a correction
signal, vertical resolution can be sharp
ened. Solid-glass delay lines do the
trick.

VERTICAL RESOLUTION IN TELEVISION CAMERA SYS
TEllIS is lost primarily because of the size of the
electron beam that scans the face of the camera
tube. As the beam scans a horizontal edge between
all-dark and all-light arcas, the resulting voltage is
proportional to the percentage of the beam that
covers the dark region. Thus, the vertical transition
between dark and light arcas becomes softened as
viewed on a TY receiver.

The apparent vertical resolution in color TY pic
tures (black-and-white, too) can be improved with
a video delay system using modules consisting of
solid glass delay lines with associated input/output
circuitry. This is done by comparing the previous
scan line displayed with the next line to be dis
played and generating a correction signal, which is
then subtracted from the line currently on display.
This technique sharpens the horizontal edges by
darkening the dark arcas and lightening the light
arcas. The familiar term for this process is vertical
contour enhancement.

Systemoperation is quite simple
A block diagram of a vertical contour enhancer,

Vertical Contour Enhancement
For Everybody
Vertical contour enhancement systems have been
around in the broadcast television industry for at
least six years-either built into the camera or as
part of the camera chain. Many early color cameras
were not equipped with an image enhancement sys
tem and must be modified to bring them up to ac
ceptable standards. This can be accomplished
either by purchasing a complete image enhancer,
if a suitable one is available, or by designing one
yourself to fit your system's needs.

Designing a vertical contour enhancement sys
tem has been vastly simplified since the develop
ment of broadcast quality video delay lines. These
elements-available in module form- represent
the heart of any vertical contour enhancement sys
tem and have specifications that far exceed those
previously available.

Mr. Carrington-Smith is supervisor of Circuit De
sign & Development, Corning Glass Works.
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Fig. I, shows two unity gain delay modules, two
summing circuits, one variable attenuator (or divi
sion circuit), and one subtraction circuit (or one
additional adder preceded by an inverter). The
main signal entering the system is a normal video
signal (Yt+ I), and the signal leaving is the cor
rected video signal (output), which occurs at about
the same time as Yo. Line Yo is the "line presently
being displayed," Yt+ I is the "next line to be
displayed," and Yt-1 is the "line previously dis
played."

Fig. 2 allows one to follow the signals. The pic
ture being taken consists of adjacent dark horizontal
and vertical rectangles against a light gray back
ground, lying between lines 19 I and 197 on the
camera pickup tube. For this demonstration, all
lines arc in one field, i.e., successive in time, not
space. The interlaced field is processed similarly.
Also, voltage polarities were chosen to simplify this
illustration.

As the beam scans line 191, only a signal for the
gray background is generated. See column Yt+ 1.
On line 192, the signal voltage is increased when it
encounters the horizontal rectangle. The signal for
line 193 is identical, since the picture content is the
same. The remaining signals are similarly described
in column Yt+ l.

Considering the lines as horizontal sweep periods,
the signal Yo out of the first delay module is identi
cal to the input, but shifted down one "line." Simi
larly, the output Yt-1 from the second delay mod
ule is shifted down one additional time period from
Yo, or a total of two time periods from Yt+ l.
Considering Yo to be the main signal, Yt+ l is the
"next line" and Yt-1 is the "previous line." To do
this, the unity gain delay modules should each have
a delay time of exactly 63.556 microseconds for
color and 63.492 µ.sec for black-and-white.

Adding Yt + 1 and Yt-1 produces signal Yw in
Figs. I and 2. The divider that follows is variable,
to allow best enhancement under different operating
conditions. Typically, the value of gain used is one
half.

The signal from the divider is Yx. The correction
or contour enhancement signal .is derived by subtrac
ting Yx from Yo. In transition from light to dark,
the correction is positive; from dark to light, it is
negative. When this signal Yz is added back to the
main signal Yo to produce the output, the line just
prior to the first line in the dark horizontal rectangle
is made slightly "whiter" than the rest of the back
ground. Compare 192 at the output to 191 at the

,¡l
l(~J
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put, and the first dark line in the rectangle is
de darker. Compare 193 output to 192 input.
For the next output line, 194, only the dark area
ing above the gray is made darker; the transition
m dark to dark is not enhanced. In line 195, the

!ªY area under the horizontal rectangle is made
~hter than the normal background gray; again, the
irk portion from the vertical rectangle remains
rehanged, From 195 to 197, there are no vertical
nsitions from light to dark or dark to light, so 196

; not enhanced. It remains identical to Yo; note
at the correction signal Yz for 196 is zero. In lines
7, 198, and 199, respectively, the dark area is
irkened, the light area is lightened, and finally no
irrection is made.

lay line is the key

The delay line is the critical component. Its func
n is best realized with a glass acoustic delay line
' the type supplied in video delay models to the
.S. television industry the past five years. The spe
al glass as a nominal temperature coefficient of

time delay of zero.
The unity gain module, Fig. 3, contains the cir

cuitry for interfacing video signals with the ultrason
ic delay lines. Since the delay line is a bandpass
device, the video frequencies must be shifted into a
spectrum that allows storage with minimum attenua
tion and phase distortion. A radio frequency carrier
is modulated at the video rate and the appropriate
frequencies arc selected by a high-pass filter. After
storage, the modulated carrier is demodulated and
the delayed video is amplified for unity gain. Figure
4 shows typical implementation.

For a two-horizontal line (2H) delay module, the
second delay line does not require an additional
oscillator modulator, since it can be driven by the
modulated RF voltage from the output RF amplifier
of the first delay line. The time delays of the glass
lines might be different, however, because of the
different circuitry used in each channel. Thus the
delay lines must be cut to the exact time delay
dictated by TV standards and the specific circuitry
used. BM/E

Yo

I UNE DELAY 1 UNE DELAY

ig~. Block diagram for vertical contour
nhhcement system for television camera.

m~ID--
y, ~191

192

= __¡----e_ 193

~194

=>..LLc. 195

~196

~197

198

~

o
-.::I _J\_ ~ ,_., e=; -----.......... 199

1'1. Contour enhancement signals as camera looks
acent horizontal and,vertical rectangles,

rotsented at top.

( -~('....

Fig. 3. Video delay module, with cover
removed, in front of monitors.

CR't'STAl
OSCIUATOR

Fig. 4. Typical implementation to interface video
signals with glass delay line. ___ __]
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Gates~ new Touch-Control
Program Automation is custom-tailored
to improve your operating efficiency.
And profits.

I

•
•o • •o

Using advanced digital technology with MOS memory,
Gates has developed a flexible program automation
system. Custom-tailored to your needs.

The Gates system features keyset controls and
numerical readouts for fast, easyoperation and immediate
verification of upcoming events. A new KSP-1O
programmer that allows expansion of the number of
possible events. And a touch-control system that is
easy to use and understand (no special computer
language is required). And
that enables you to change
programming, or correct entry
errors, without reprogram
ming the entire memory.

These are just a few of
the advantages. Write us for
more details. Gates Division,
Harris-lntertype Corporation,
Quincy, Illinois 62301.

HARRIS
Oo~~~~~of!~Vj,SJ.<¿tJ
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EQ
Audio console has nine channels.
ix of them high-level stereo, two
low-level mono, one high-level

mono. Model T AC-2C uses identi
cal monitor and cue amplifiers for
interchangeability. Rated noise is
-130 dBm weighted. and harmonic
distortion less than 0.25%. $3195.
WILKINSON. 300

Redesigned turntable has start-up
time of 11h seconds at 331/J rpm;
matching arm has non-friction mag
netic anti-skating control. Thoren
TD-125AB Mark II turntable ha

new electronic circuitry and motor
pulley for fast start, low speed (250
rpm) motor for low rumble (- 68d8
weighted). Thorens TP-16 arm has
tracking error of less than 0.2 % per
centimeter, honed ball bearings.
ELPA MARKETING. 275

Digital tape cassette has rigid metal
frame. Norelco Model DC300 is
certified 100% free of dropouts
after assembly, meets the standards
of ANSI, ECMA, and ISO, and is
compatible with all cassette trans
ports used in digital data processing
equipment. Tape is tensilized poly
ester certified for 1600 flux reversals
per inch, 282 feet long. AMPEREX
ELECTRONIC CORP. 276

High-speed tape copier makes five
copies from a master reel. Model
1056 has a single capstan driving
the master and all five copy tapes.
is a compact unit, 42112 in. wide x

_I in. high x 17 in. deep; usable on
desk or table. GARNER ELEC rnnN
res. 277

Quarter-inch videotape is issued in
new two-hour lengths. Irish 1/.i-in.
tape is available in >O-. 60-. and
120-minute reels. Prices $9.95 to
39.95. IRISI! ELECTRONIC ENTER-

PRISES. 278

Moderately-priced Fl\l/SCA receiv
er has crystal-controlled oscillator.
high-Q input circuits for low cross
talk. Model TR-E2 is completely
elf contained, is certified to com
ply with Part 15 of the FCC rules
for educational and services-to-the
blind broadcasting. McMARTIN.

280

Photometer measures light to very
low levels (for example the lumi
nance of a dime in moonlight at

I000 feet l. The Model 1980 Spec
tra Pritchard system can be powered
in the field or aceCS\Ory battery
pack that run' five hours without
rccharuinu. Other accessories in
clude J 2X Casscgrnin telescope ob
jective that puts angular measure
ment ª' low as 0.17 arc minutes.
PllOTO RESEl\RCll. 281

Cartridge for continuous I6mm
projection controls the projector.
instead of the other way around.
<o tension i' autornaticully cased.
"Eterna" cm triduc has oversized
center roller and~ friction-less recd.
can be used with most I6mm pro
jcctors. Br1tGEN EXPO SvsTHtS.
ÍNC. 282

Two substances which reduce cable
deterioration arc: a spray inhibitor
against moisture, salt. acid. and

continued on page 58

Use this unique, complete
test facility free for 30 days!

Versatile all-In-one precl1lon test unit
• Sine wave generator
• Miiiivoitmeter
• Wow & Flutter bridge
• Harmonic distortion analyzer

Simple to operate
• Learn to use In minutes
•Minimum set up time
• Only two leads necessary
• Pushbutton activation

Use It anywhere
• Recording & broadcasting studios
•Testing laboratories
• Service shops
•Compact, portable, lightweight
All this for only $1200.
Sturdy carrying case optional

FERROGRAPH RTS-1

r-------RETURN COUPONBELOWFORFREETRIALOFFER·------:--,
I BM/E-12 I
I

ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC., New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040 I
OYesI'm InterestedI In the Ferrograph NAM II RTS·ltest facility. I

I Senddetails and TITL I
qualification form.

I O I am Interested COMPANY I
I In a distributorship.I Pleasesenddetails. ADDRESS CITY/STAT ZIP
L-----------------------------------·~
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Circle 132 on Reader Service Card

PRODUCTS

other chemicals in soil or air; and
an instant cold galvanizer, which
puts a zinc coating on metal. The
first, LPS-3, also penetrates and
lubricates metal parts without harm
ing non-metallic components. The
cold galvanizer, LPS, is in aerosol
spray form and fuses the zinc to the
metal. AMECO. 283

Cable carrier holds extension cable
in coil, allows any length to be
pulled out for use. "Cablesafe"
allows connection through cable
with any length pulled out; re
mainder is protected within carrier.
TENASTIC, INC. 284

Phono pickup cartridges for CD-4
discrete four-channel discs claim
substantially flat response to 45
KHz. Models AT-14S, AT-15S, and
AT-20SL have Shibata stylus, and
dual magnet design. $69.95, $ 100,
and $150. respectively. Aumo
TECHNICA U.S. INC. 285

Cradle gear head for cameras up to
50 pounds weight has fingertip-con
trolled 2-speed pan-and-tilt. Model

CGH has tefton-coatcd cradle slides,
large-diameter hand wheels, and low
center of gravity to improve maneu
verability and stability. NATIONAL
CINE EQUIPMENT, INC. 286

Adjacent channel bandpass filters
for TV channels 2 through 13 pro
vide 40 dB of adjacent-channel iso
lation. Units have Type F, 75-ohm
connectors and are factory-tuned to
designated channel, with no field
adjustment. $150. R F SYSTEMS,
INC. 287

Tape digital numbering system puts
identifying code on each frame of
video recording, allowing any part
of tape to be located to within one
tenth of a second. "Tapecode" can
put on the tape elapsed time, 24-
hour time, digital counts to 99,999,-
999 or binary coded output, with
out alteration of the recorder or in-

Sound pressure
levels up
to137dB.

Sony's new condenser micro
phones; ECM-64P (Uni) and
ECM-65P (Omni) handle sound
pressure levels up to 137 dB,
with less than 1% distortion.

Both microphones shield the
capsule with a unique double
windscreen .to reduce pop sus
ceptibility when close miking is
employed. In addition, they're
designed to filter out unwanted
extreme low frequencies, all but
eliminating the proximity effect
that can severely impair the per
formance 'of a hand-held micro
phone. Primarily designed for
Phantom power the ECM 64P/
65P operates equally well from a
self contained battery.

@e)§ilf SUPEf#OPE®'
Cl:>l972Superscope, lnc., 8215 Vineland Ave.•
Sun Valley, Calif. 91352. Send •or free literature.
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beautifully
ngineered!

I - . ...;. ,.,...._.
rtunately RUSSCO engineering is more than
in-deep. RUSSCO's STUDIO-PRO and
UE-MASTER turntables offer the ultimate in

,.png-wearing dependability and ease of operation
.. only 3 moving parts! No-slip starting and
liable Bodine synchronous motors (optional l .
beautiful models starting at only $152!

Circle 134 on Reader Service Card

;_,
USSCO"s MONITOR MASTER amplifier gives
ou clean sound in a trim standard 19" rack
ize ... Quick installation & easy service with
lug-in P.C. boards. A trouble-free Power·
ousel only $210.00

DECEMBER.197?-RM/I'

PRODUCTS

terference with the signal. Digital
readout unit reads the code, or an
additional unit can be added to
operate external switches at pre
settable points. VIDEO ELECTRONICS
LIMITED (UK): (U.S. Agent: ÜEN
LEN ELECTRONICS CORP.) 279

New computer program for broad
cast stations gives quick access to
operating information, from sales to
air scheduling. IBM System for tele
vision and radio uses an IBM Sys
tem/3 computer, can also do ac
counting and sales analysis, reports
on audience characteristics, com
mercial costs analysis and other
accounting. Monthly charge, $375.
IBM CORP. 288

Compact fill light for studios has a
650-watt quartz lamp. "Minibroad"
weighs only 20 ounces, has a pan

and tilt handle, with full 180-degree
vertical tilt, is easily carried any
where. $36. BERKEY-COLORTRAN.

289
Coaxial cable with expanded poly
styrene dielectric has less attenuation
than standard aluminum sheathed
cable, allows trunk line amplifiers to
be 20% further apart than standard
cable does. "Styrafoam" cable is
made by computer-controlled manu
facturing process which automati
cally adjusts cable parameters for
uniform quality. CERRO WIRE AND
CABLE Co. 290

Cartridge tape system for data proc
essing and process control reads or
writes up to 18,000 bits per second.
Cartrifile 20 uses two endless-loop
tape cartridges in a player unit. Sig-

continued on page 60
Circle 136 º" i'eader Service Ca
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M~r~Video Delay Lines
Infinitely variable range of 10-165 ns. in 5
ns. steps, selectable by switches, with fine
trim of ± 4 ns. by screw adjustment. Cas
cade with fixed delay boxes of 50, 200, 500
and 1,000 ns. 75 fl-fully-equalized-inser
tion loss .1 dB. In service at all three net
works, numerous stations.

Price $80.00. Try one at no obligation.

Complete literature and prices on video de
lays (boxed and PCB modules)-pulse delays
-pulse cleaners for under- and over-shoot
low-pass video filters from

Bill Pegler 'phone (516) 628-8068

Television Equipment Associates
BOX 1381 BAYVILLE, N. Y. 11108

Circle 137 on Reader Service Car

FM monaural
FREQUENCY

andMODULATION

TBM-3700
$1350

built in calibration
sea/stereo add on

am Im s/n and
remote metering

or complete information
please contact

the Director of Sales
Dept. 8-37

monitor

MC"llK.art,;n .MCMARTIN INDUSTRIES INC .. 605 NORTH THIRTEENTH STREET
:JJ'.14 I- OMAHA. NEBRASKA, 68102 TELEPHONE (402) 342-2753.

Circle 138 on Reader Service Card

TAPE
SOUND

TAB ERASER
WIPES OUT sound from all magnetic tapes, cartridges, cas

settes, magnetic film stock too. Up to 2".
WIPES OUT sound with minimum residual noise because the

field automatically diminishes at the end of each 30-second
cycle.

NO OVERHEAT because internal blower activates automatically
to keep unit below 71ºC.

BUDGET PRICED at only $395.00.

For the distributor
in your area -

Call or Wnte:

TABER
MANUFACTURING &
ENGINEERING co. 2081 EDISON AVE .• SAN LEANDRO, CALIF. 94577. PHONE: (415)635-3831

Circle 139 on Reader Service Card
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nals can come from most popular
minicomputers; two 150-foot car
tridges will store nearly 6.5 million
bits. $3650 with computer inter- IOI
face. TRI-DATACORPORATION.291

New scope series has 100-MHz per
formance at moderate cost. Cabinet
model 7603 and rack model R7603
accommodate 26 different plug-ins
for different measurement purposes.
Included are new plug-ins, the 7011
digital delay unit and 7015 counter
timer, which measure features dis
played with digital accuracy. TEK
TRONIX. 292

VHF field strength meter covers 25
to 300 MHz; reads to -+- 2 dB as a
selective microvoltmeter. Model
HFV has linear and logarithmic in-

dication, peak and average value in
dication, 40 dB linear overdrive
capability. It is available with 50-
ohm input for transmitters and with
75-ohm input for CATV. ROHDE
ANDSCHWARZ. 293

Two-way distribution amplifiers use
hybrid integrated circuits. Series
6500 amplifiers send downstream

signals in 54-300 MHz band and
upstream in 5-108 MHz band.
Single housing holds all circuit mod
ules. SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA. 294

Maintenance kits for each type of
tape recorder include equipment
for preventive maintenance of open
reel cassette, or cartridge tape ma·
chines. "Totekit" kits have the
proper maintenance materials for
each type of recorder selected for
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AND GIVES YOU ALL YOU NEED
for location T.V., Movie
and Photo lighting.
2 600WQuartz FocusingSpots

with barndoors & scrims
1 600WQuartz Focusing Board

with barndoors & scrims
3 600WQuartz Lamps
3 Stainless Steel Adjustable Stands

with extendable legs
1 Heavy-dutyGaffer Grip
3 1O ft. 3·wire cord & switch,

and 3-15 ft. extension cables
Aluminum Carrying Case- it stows
under an aircraft seat

A COMPANY WITHIN THE RANK ORGANISATION

3411 w. El Segundo Blvd.
Hawthorne, Ca. 90250

20 Bushes Lane, East Paterson
New Jersey 07407

CENTURY STRAND LIMITED
6334 Viscount Road,
Malton, Ontario, Canada

Circle 140 on Reader Service Card
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the user, including all cleaning, de
magnetizing and splicing equipment.
$20.50 to $24.50. NORTRONICS.

295
Directional wattmeter measures pulsed
RF systems, reading peak or average
(CW) power. Model 4314 samples
forward or reflected power in a pre
cision 50-ohm line section. Frequency
ranges (selectable by plug-ins) are 0.45
to 2300 MHz. Power gauges, I watt
to 10 kw. $625. Extra plug-ins, $32 to
$75. BIRDELECTRONIC. 322

Digital clock system puts time on a
video signal for display in studios,
CCTV, on tape or on the air. Series
60,000 includes the clock, plus one
insert/ keyer for each video source,
puts time band anywhere on screen,
in white numerals on black band.
System also has BCD output and
is TIL/DTL compatible in parallel
or character serial form. $3200.
CHRONO-LOGCORP. 323

Automated mixing console handles
up to 24 inputs, records original gain
control settings for all inputs in digi
tal form on an audio track, which
op er at es voltage-controlled attenu
ators in play-back to recreate original
mixing pattern. Digilog Mixdown
Programmer is marketed as a self
contained unit or can be retrofitted
into existing multi-track mixdown
systems. AUTOMATED PROCESSES.

324

Clean-air unit puts strong downflow
of laminar filtered air on VTR equip
ment. Isolair hangs from ceilings (no
floor space), reduces dust in contact
with heads, to extend head life.
Particles O. 3 microns and larger are
99.97% removed; air flow is 100
ft/ minute. LIBERTYINDUSTRIES. 325

Series of medium-priced receivers
uses replaceable modules to cover
range of applications, including hf/
mf communications, high-quality
broadcast with stereo FM, maritime
applications, and others. 1000 Series
has a basic chassis unit common to
all, uses integrated circuits whenever
possible. Approximately $550 to
$1500. MARCONICOMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS. 326

Contact cleaner can be sprayed onto
electrical contacts continuously dur
ing life of contacts. Electro Contact
Cleaner leaves no residue, will not
cause sparking or arcing during op
eration, repels dirt and dust as well
as cleans. A. w. CHESTERTONCo.

327

UP TO
65 X

SA"INGS
Plus performance that is creating
excitement in Engineers around the
country! "Fantastic sound" ... "Very
Clean" ... "Superb! . . Send two
more. "

Proof? Our standard 1O day evalua
tion period lets you see and hear
the performance and the full serv
ice. 2 year warranty demonstrates
the reliability.

Place your order today. Then pre
pare yourself for a very satisfying
experience'

TURNTABLE

PREAMPLIFIERS

MP-8 (Mono) $60
SP· 8 (Stereo) $90

Outstanding sensitivity and near per
fect reproduction. RIAA/NAB equal
ized 0.5 mv sensitivity @ 1 KHz
for .e 4 dbm out - Balanced 600
ohm out - minus 65 db S/N ratio -
-20 dbm out max - -1 db freq.
response - Internal power supply
- Table top/bracket mount. Ship
ping weight. 31/2 lbs.

MIC/ LINE AMPS

MLA ·I (Mono} S68
MLA · 2 (Dual) S96

Dual function utility amp. Inputs for
mic and/or line - 600 ohm bal
anced outputs - mic input. 65 db
for . 4 dbm out - ·-20 dbm out
max. - · 0.5 db response. 10 Hz-20
Khz - 0.1% or less dist. - Internal
power supply - Tabletop/bracket
mount. MLA-2. Stereo/Dual Mono.
MLA-1. Mono. Shipping weight. 4 lbs.

•

DISTRIBUTION AMP

6 BALANCED OUT

oA·6 595

One third the cost ot comparable
units. Six 600 ohm balanced outputs
- Balanced bridging input - 26 db
gain - , 20 dbm out max. - Input
level control - 0.1% or less dist. -
• 0.5 db response. t O Hz-20 Khz -
Internal power supply - Tabletop/
bracket mount - Shipping weight.
4 lbs.

PE CARTRIDGE

" - iAOER (AUTOMATIC)

ACL. 25 5159

Precision winding without guess
work. Dial in the minute and/or sec
onds desired. throw switch to run.
That's it' The exact amount of tape
is led onto the cartridge hub to the
second. and shuts off automatically.
No waiting around. no guesswork
and t sec. accuracy. Also has ex
clusive torsion control for proper
tape pack and winding of various
cart hub sizes. TTL digital control
circuitry. Shipping weight. 30 lbs.

l~
RAMKO RESEARCH

2552 ·E· Albatross/ P.o. Bo• 6031
Sacramento, Calif. 95860 (916) 489-6695

Circle 141 on Reader Service Card
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.-A.PECA.S.-e:::~ PRICE LIST
HOT LINE 40 SEC $.80

70 SEC .85

100 SEC .90

2'/2 MIN 1.15

3'/2 MIN 1.25

5'/2 MIN 1.50

10'/2 MIN 2.25

MINIMUM ORDER
(ASSORTED) $10.00

TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER

aoo 6JB-09n
PLEASE USE OUR REGULAR NUMBER

FOR SERVICE ANO TECHNICAL

INFORMATION

REPLACEMENT TAPE

AND HUB IN MOST

NAB CARTRIDGES

Bo11662 • 12326 Wilkins Avenue, Roch1lle Maryland 20851 Area Code 301 881·8888

Circle 142 on Reader Service Card

Before you buy an audio console ...
look inside the GATESWAY 80.
One look will convince you that the Gatesway 80 monaural
8-channel console is the best buy for your money. Here's why:

• Modular solid state plug-in amplifiers
• Program, cueing, and monitor amplifiers all interchangeable
• Step-type attenuators
• Leaf-type key switches throughout
• Excellent frequency response

20-20kHz ± 1dB
• 18 inputs into 8 mixing

channels provide versatility
These are a few advantages.
For more information, write
Gates Division, Harris-
lntertype Corporation,
Quincy, Illinois.

Circle 143 on Reader Service Card
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NEW

LIT
For copies of these literature offer·
ings, circle number for appropriate
items on Reader Service Card.

Comprehensive technical data bro
chures are issued on the Sivicon
family of TV camera tubes, with
detailed mechanical, electrical and
optical characteristics. Amperex.

200

"Sound System Design Calculator"
is a slide-rule device which solves
quickly a number of specialized
sound system problems, including
the computation of directivity fac
tor, directivity index, room con
stant, critical distance, average ab
sorption coefficient, etc. $2.50 each
from Altee, 1515 S. Manchester,
Anaheim, Cafü. 92803

"The IC Troubleshooter," 20-page
brochure, describes logic probes,
logic pulsers, logic clips and com
parators which are used for in·
circuit, in-operation testing of digi
tal ICs, with application notes for
typical operations. Hewlett-Packard.

201

Data sheet covers background mu·
sic master unit which holds up to
six special continuous-loop reels
running 10 hours each at l'Vs ips,
with automatic sequencing from reel
to reel. Rowe International. 202

Fundamentals of coaxial cable are
treated in 8-page application note
which answers such questions as,
what is characteristic impedance
and how is it related to cable para
meters? Included are tables show
ing electrical characteristics of
about 35 cable types. Tektronix.

203
Interface equipment, including co·
axial switching, patching, cables
and connectors are shown in detail
in 64-pagc catalogue, which in
cludes a general introduction on
cable applications in a number of
fields. Trompeter Electronics. 204

Two RFI and field intensity ana
lyzers, covering 1O KHz to 250
KHz, and 150 KHz to 32 MHz re·
spectively, are described, with char·
acteristics, and application notes,
in 8-page brochure. Singer Instru
mentation. 205

A new 16-page pamphlet includes
detailed specifications on a line of
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A single system to grow
with, the Roh 200 Series
can provide most of your
audio equipment require
ments. Choose from a dozen
popular audio modules;
also a variety of equip
ment enclosures and
accessories.

/

MODULES
Model Price

210 10Watt Monitor
Amplifier 70 00

211 1x5 DA Source
Terminated Output 70.00

212 1x5 DA
Transformer Output 11000

213 12 x 1 Active
Combining Network 6000

214 Line/Microphone
Preamplifier 7500

215 Line/Program Arnphtier
Balanced Output 70 00

2t6 4 Channel LOR
Attenuator/Switch 60 00

2t7 4x1 Solid State
Crosspoint Switch 90 00

218 Dual Chann~ Phono/
Tape Preamphüer 75 00

219 Audio Processing/
AGC Arnphüer 13000

220 25 Watt Monitor
Arnplrher 95 00

221 4 Stage Binary Logic
Tally/Lamp Driver 70 00

ENCLOSURES
20t 10 Module Card Tray 19000
202 9 Module Card Tray/

Accepts Model 205 21000
Pwr S1q1

203 3 Module Card Tray 11000
204 2 Module Card Tray

With lA 24V Supply 150.00

Please write
for complete

¡iroduct uüonu.inon

ROH CORPORATION
3161 Maple Drive, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

404 I 261-1429
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NEW LIT

electronic
Radio.

stroboscopes. General
206

Neumann stereo tape-to-disc transfer
equipment, including the computer
controlled lathe, stereo cutterhead, and
audio mixing console with tape deck
and preview head assembly, are sub
jects of a new technical brochure.
Gotham Audio. 211

Wide-range synchronizer for video and
audio tape, which maintains frame-to
frame lock between any two magnetic
tapes using SMPTE edit codes, is de
scribed in new four-page brochure .
Electronic Engineering Company of
California. 212

"Video Delay Line" is a new product
bulletin on a glass-delay-line system
which includes all interfacing elec
tronics, and usually provides one hori
zontal scan time of delay (other times
available). Corning-Glass Works. 213

CCTV accessories for commercial
and industrial security and surveillance
systems are listed in new catalog cov
ering more than 300 items. Vicon In
dustries. 214

CATV instrumentation, including an
open-match-short indicator, two-chan
nel signal level meter, broadband and
single channel RF level meter, etc., are
described in technical brochure. Mid
State Communications, Inc. 215

"Cinema Perspectives" is a new 16-
page color magazine covering technical
and esthetic aspects of motion pictures,
in comprehensive articles. Cinema
Products Corporation. 216

"Mastering the Microphone" is a new
brochure giving fundamentals of mi
crophone choice and use in various ap
plications; also available are detailed
catalogs on the complete microphone
line, and on professional microphones
and accessories. Shure Brothers. 217

Time code generators, with new fea
tures of nixie display and positive logic
BCD output, arc the subject of techni
cal data sheet. Ch ro no-Log Corpora
tion. 218

Hum stop coil for reducing hum and
other interference in video lines, in re
motes or in studio systems. is explained
in data sheets. Audio-Video Engineer-

219ing Co.

Electronics catnlog for 1973, showing
complete line of home entertainment
products, audio equipmenl, CB units,
antennas, test instruments, ctc., has
been issued. Radio Shack. 221

••
Stanto11.

Everywhere
you turn.

Hartford's 'Top 40"'
WDRC AM/FM (serv
ing the community for

- a half century') relies
on Stanton cartridges
in a variety of opera
tions.

< 11·"~1';1~11~·:,~.~·11.11,:~·:;,:.:'.:'\~).::~.~"'· Chi e f Engineer
,\\ull11<.1!1, ,IUÜlll•Hllllt" do\C\ Wayne Mulligan says.

..Stanton meets our stringent standards for
reliability and sound quality in on-air play
back and in the production of transfers."

Stanton's Model 681FF. cartridge is their
choice for auditioning original recording,
and making transfers. I ts incredible low
massmoving magnetic system ( 1.-, to 11,, that
of ordinary pickups) and its IOHz to
20.000Hz response. contribute to its excep
tional audio quality not only in professional
but in home stereo systems. aswell.

For on-the-air use. Stanton 500 Series
cartridges arc the choice for their ability to
withstand rugged handling without sacrifice
of audio quality. thus assurin]; high quality
sound with minimum maintenance.

The Stanton Dynaphasc headsets seen in
both photos. enjoy professional acceptance
for their true and full-bodied reproduction.
They arc lightweight and comfortable.

Whether it's recording. broadcasting or
home crucrtainmcnt. enjoy professional au
dio quality with Stanton products. IVrirc for
litcrnt urr ro S1t111ro111\/ag11e1irs. Jue .. Tcr111i
nal DriJ"C. Plt1i111·ic11·.N. r. 11803.

All Stanton
~·:1r1rid~1..·:-are

lk~i~111..·dfor u...1.·
with all

2 and -l channel
matrix dcrivvd

compnttblv -,y:-11.·111'.

ST<INTOn
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... for LPB's S-15, 8-Channel, Dual
Output Mono Signature Line Audio
Console with 19 inputs. In addition to

moderate price and excellent performance, the S-15
fea tu res:

• Step attenuator mixers.
• Plug-in fiberglass printed circuits.
• Telephone type switches.
• Individual plug-in program, 12-watt monitor,

cue and headphone amplifiers.
• Remote line talkback.
• Input transformers.

There are many other plus features you'd expect to
find in only higher priced units. LPB also offers the
S-14, 5-Channel, Dual-Output Console, with 15 in
puts, at only $1195. Other LPB consoles from $325.

LPBoffers a complete line of broadcast audio equip
ment. Call or write us for all your audio needs, from
tape recorders to frequency and modulation monitors.

LPB Inc.
520 Lincoln Highway, Frazer, Pa. 19355 (215) 644-1123
In Canada: P.O. Box 669, Orleans, Ontario (613) 824·3232
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~,_,::-.•. ~

_.;....a...-
510 Frequency Monitor $795

AM
BROADCAST
MONITORS

ALL SOLID STATE DESIGN
• AllmodelsFCCtypeapproved
• Compact- 51/4" highon a
standard19" rack
• Excellentstability
• Highestqualityworkmanship
andcomponentsused throughout
• Designedandmanufactured
for yearsof reliable
dependableservice
• Remotemeteringavailable-
models506B·l and510
• Lowcost - Fastdelivery

"' --' __. - 520 Frequency Monitor $995

LI ..,..,...._ •••••

c.: METRON INSTRUMENTS, INC.merron :::> 1051South Platte River Orive Denver, Colo. 80223
'"""n (303) 744-1781 • TELEX 04-5728
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CROSSTALK

l'urther l'eedback
on the Cart
Quality Problem
We continue to get letters and
articles from people in the industry
with advice, concern, or even
outrage on the stereo cart quality
problem. As articles in a number of
earlier issues have set forth, one of
the main problems is phase error
between the two channels, which
can have disastrous effects on qual
ity for mono listeners (still a large
majority of FM listeners), and
even cause erratic effects on fre
quency response in stereo.

A fair concensus on the cause is
inadequate tape guidance in the
NAB standard design as widely in
terpreted. The main focus of criti
cism is the corner post just ahead
of the playing head. The post, the
critics say, has to do too many
things: carry the tape around a
turn (at least 90 degrees), get its
plane parallel to the head, get it at
the right height for gap registration,
and stabilize the tape in both verti
cal and horizontal planes. The tape
reaches the head with a lot of skew
from being pulled off the center
and over the reel.

One approach to the problem,
the ad justable corner post, has ap
parently not established itself as a
good answer. Two other more re
cent designs, the IGM Aristocart
and the Audiopak cart, rely on
high-precision molding plus, in
each case, some elaboration of the
guidance system. These were de
scribed in the article and box in our
November issue, and early reports
suggest they have taken a promis
ing line.

A vigorous restatement of the
cart problem, from the point of
view of a maker of cart playing
machines, is in a letter sent us by
Paul L. Shore, president of Tape
caster TCM, of Rockville, Md.,
excerpts from which follow:
"Broadcasters depend upon car
tridge tape equipment to produce
much of today's programming ....
Unfortunately today's prevailing
cartridge design is antiquated ....
"The first cartridges were used in
the background music field and in
other less demanding fields. Their
first use in broadcasting occurred in
the late 'SO's, and the cartridge
concept grew at an exponential rate
in spite. of quality and reliability
problems. The early machines were
plagued with numerous problems

Ion
Thi
\fl
equ
1rij
~¡;
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both electronic and mechanical,
. 1J and, to a large extent, the cartridge

itself. The first machine on the
market suffered from erratic loss of
frequency response. This was pri

r¡marily caused by the unstable front
· left corner post in the cartridge,
and the decision to place the audio

11head on the left and the cue head
on the right. Some agencies and ad

.iivertisers gave instructions not to
1 dub their spots to cartridges. The
second manufacturer in the field

"had the good fortune of designing
its equipment with the audio head

non the right. This minimized the
problems and gave the broadcasters
a practical cartridge system.

"In 1961 a committee was
formed by NAB to set standards.
This committee compromised and
set standards around the existing
equipment and the existing car
tridges. While the standards were

. ,¡desperately needed, little was done
to perfect a better cartridge for
broadcast applications. Another

· ilcompromise by the committee was
to standardize recording on the left
head and playing back on the right

¡ .lhead. This reopened Pandora's
Box, and the cartridge deficiencies
raised their ugly heads again. In
most cartridge designs the tape

r¡changes its axis when traveling
• 1 around the front left corner post.

Because this post is located so close
to the left head, the tape is unable
to stabilize before it passes across
this head .... Solution to this prob
lem is to change the tape axis and

)!control the tape height inches be
fore the tape reaches the front left
corner post. Another problem is the
lack of rigidity in the cartridge.
This can be improved by the selec
tion of molding material and the
designing of ribs and braces within
the cartridge. Rigidity will also be
improved if the design incorporates
tongue and groove mating of the
base with the top. Also at least 2 or
3 screws should be used to firmly
secure the top to the base .... In
conclusion, most of the cartridges
now available are marginal in per
formance. A new cartridge has long
been needed, preferably one that
does not require the user to modify
his present equipment. . . . Once
the broadcaster becomes aware of
the problems with the cartridge, he
should demand a cartridge of high
er quality. As an equipment manu
facturer, this writer realizes that the
performance of today's cartridge
machines is limited by the cartridge

' land that any improvements in the
design of machines are nullified by
the limitations of the cartridge ....
If the cartridge manufacturers react

and improve their cartridges, the
state of the art of broadcasting will
be advanced."

Another letter, this one from
Kenneth B. Schneider, director of
marketing for Garron Electronics
of Sunnyvale, California, gives in
teresting detail on various ap
proaches made by that firm, anoth
er maker of cart players, to im
proving cart performances. Here
are excerpts:

"The problems fall into three ar
eas:
I. The phase stability of a single

cartridge in a single machine .....
Obviously the choice of a stable

cartridge, one which experience
shows introduces little or no phase
error, and correct head alignment
will minimize the problem.

2. The phase stability of different
cartridges in the same machine ....
If this problem exists, it is being
introduced by the cartridge. Again,
careful selection of cartridges will
alleviate, or tend to minimize, the
problem.

3. The phase stability of different
cartridges in more than one ma
chine .... This is the maximum
problem and is most often encoun
tered. Placing two or more ma-

continued on page 66

"8" CHANNEL consoleAUDIO CONTROL
B-800 series

the B-801 monaural
$2350

the B-802 stereo
$3200

B-803 dual channel
$2650

for complete information
please contact:

the Director of Sales
Dept. B-80 _

MCJIA: t • MCMARTIN INDUSTRIES INC. 605 NORTH THIRTEENTH STREET1r.iar in·oMAl-JA. NEBR.ASdKA. 68102 TELEPHONE (402) 342-2753
Circle 111 on Rea er Service Card

Twenty (20) days
of broadcasting* logged

~·on a sngle
:•- 10"" reel.

~
0o

º l·o··I··•
P e

:·...0 ')
~

This Tape-Athon model 900 Log
ger can operate at 15/32 ips the
way most loggers run at 15/ 16
and H's. Imagine fidelity to 2500
Hz at 15/32 ips! That extra slow
speed allows 409+ hours of
recording over 8 channels on V2
mil tape with a 10Vz" reel.
Twenty days of broadcasting on a
single reel. Doesn't that eliminate
a lot of problems-like tape
changing, tape storage, and even
the cost of tape? Write now for
details.
"Bas ed on a 20 hour broadcast dav

Tapi-AtJutti &tp.
502 S. Isis Ave .. lnglt-'Wvod. Calif. 90'
(213) 776-6333 _JCircle 112 on Reader Service Card
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CROSSTALK

chines in identical alignment is
more difficult than optimizing a sin
gle machine. Here at Garron, we
have conducted extensive investiga
tions into the phase problem and
have reached the following conclu
sions:

1. The NAB cartridge is, at best,
a compromise. It provides from 1/2

to 2,6 of the tape guiding. Due to
the poor quality of edge guiding,
phase problems are likely to occur.
In the cartridge portion of guiding,
the largest problem area appears to
be the guide between the head sta
tions. Investigation was conducted
using a behind-the-tape guide in
the machine at this point, and ex
perimentally it was shown that
phase stability would greatly in
crease. However, since cartridges
vary from manufacturer to manu
facturer, this idea was abandoned,
since it would force the customer to
use a particular brand of cartridge.
This is not desirable to the end
user or to us as a manufacturer.
Dynamic phase-shift (skew) char
acteriestics in a cartridge are a re
sult of changes in tape pack tension
and changes occurring at the guide
post. Here we must look to the car
tridge people to make further im
provements.

2. We investigated using a third
tape guide in the machine at the
head stations, but rejected the idea
because it increased edge wear on
the tape and also caused intolerable
increase in flutter.

3. In our own equipment we de
veloped a stable cast head mount
that sti11 offers complete adjust
ment. This prevents drift in head
alignment and assures phase stabil
ity limited only by variations intro
duced by the cartridge. When re
quested, we recommend certain
cartridges which we have found in
troduce minimal phase errors.
4. Many discs and disc reproduc

tion systems have mono-sum phase
problems of their own. If these
discs are used as source material
for cartridges, the problem is there
before the cartridge system even
enters into the situation.

"We have concluded that, after
precise mechanical engineering in
the machines and cartridges, the
next step must be to use electronic
methods to minimize cart phase
problems."

Next month a reply from Fidelipac who saya
stereo with J!OOd mono can be produced, and a
letter from D. P. Hebert who save the "Instant
Alignment" procedure, (BM/E, November,
page 24, is too complex for everyday use.

Circle 121 on Reader Service Cud
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PERFECT YOUR CCTV SYSTEM WITH COSMICAR®LENSES

TV-COSMICAR-EE16mm F/1.6

The TV-COSMICAR-EE 16mm f/1.6 is a high-speed
EE lens specially designed for 2/3" vidicon cameras.
It maintains image luminance 100 Ix against sub
ject brightness between LVll.3 -17 < 350 -18,000
cd/m2), about 1,800-96,000 Ix.

The automatic electric-eye diaphragm close down
completely provided that subject brightness exceeds
approx. LV20 (144,000 cd/m2), 768,000 Ix. In case
the camera is switched off and not in operation, the
automatic diaphragm closes down, completely shut
ting off the light for protection of the vidicon camera.

The "Change-over Switch" in front of the lens con
trolls the operation of the diaphragm.

When the switch lever is turned on to "EE", the lens
diaphragm operates as fully automatic electric-eye,
and is brought on to "OPEN", the diaphragm stays
fully opened condition.

Be sure to get the finest image recording results
with quality Cosmicar lenses.

Also available are scores of other lenses, ranging
from 8.5mm to l,OOOmm telephoto, zoom and those
motordriven among them, for immediate delivery,
after being tailored to your specifications.

COSMICAR OPTICAL CO., LTD.
424, Higashi-Oizumi, Nerima-ku, Tokyo, Japan Cable Address: "MOVIEKINO TOKYO"
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We will
thoroughly clean
and adjust your 400 or
500 series SPOTMASTER®
record /play unit for S45.00. Delay
model $5 extra. Playback unit $35.00. Any
malfunctions or defective parts noted during
preliminary testing will be corrected only after
customer notification and approval.
We are a franchised SPOTMASTER® dealer in new
equipment, used equipment. and parts .

••

COMMUNICATION MEDIAS
P.O.BOX54 /ALLENTOWN, PA. 18105
PHONE !2151437-0607

•• Ship all equipment freight prepaid.
New accounts must enclose check wit~ order.

Circle 151 on Reader Service Ca rd
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STUDIO CRANES

Rel· ~~.:tr
$11,000

NOW
$3,SOO

NOW! At a price every TV statio:>1
can afford! A $12,000 ACADEM'
CRANE in perfect condition j!
$3,500! Call (213) 466-8211 tt1,1 C

I~ •
BIRNS & SAWVErf1F.9oo38
1026 NO. HIGHLAND AVE.• LOSANGEU-:11

(213l 466-8211 • CABLE: Bl~'
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THE
DELTA
TRIO
tor optimum
monitoring
01 your
antenna
system

With this "Delta Trio", you can either "spot check",
or continuously and accurately monitor actual "on
the-air" operating impedance of transmission lines,
networks and antenna systems to maintain a "clean
signal" at peak operating efficiency.

If you're operating with a directional antenna,
there's real value in being able to keep the radiating
system in close adjustment at all times ...continuously
V(:-rifycommon point impedance to insure full power
out,,ut. ..plus locating and correcting any antenna
Prob ~ms-fast!

Coi -olete details and application data are avail
able wi,'lout obligation-just write or call Bill Cottles,
DELTA. -::LECTRONICS, INC., 5534 Port Royal
Road, S~ringfield, Va. 22151 (703) 321-9845.

~LTi ~lECTRDNICS~:_
'porter· D, TA ELECTRONICS, INC.

lnte.. ational Div 'on, 154 E Boston Post RD
Marnaronc-ik, N. Y. u.. 43, Telex 1 37327, Art Rocke

Circle 153 n Reader Service Card
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OLYMPICS continued from page 53 (8

U.S.S.R. In view of the athletic prowess displayed,
there was a constant stream of individual and team
winners parading through the studio and frequent
requests for replays of the final minutes of events
they won.

BBC coverage air
¡¡j

The BBC coverage was the second most ambi- er).
tious in terms of total time on the air, with over 150 cm.
hours of actual program time. While the BBC, and ·1
all other European networks, was limited from ' ~31

doing unilateral coverage, they were able to arrange kl
for two permanent links with the United Kingdom so Enc

that they could carry both the DOZ World Service
1
cri~

program and their own separate program production 0 ·¡
assembled in the studio assigned to them at the DOZ ;~
center. The BBC also sent to Munich a rather exten
sive collection of mobile vans, cameras, VTRs, and
studio equipment, which was leased to the DOZ,
assigned to ABC control, and provided access for
the BBC to coverage beyond that of the DOZ 0,cameras themselves. The BBC studio center was 1'e

divided into three cubicles. A very small studio with cam
IIDJ

two color cameras and a chroma key backdrop fu
provided the commentator position for interviews or e
overlays. A small control room adjacent to the ge~
studio with access to six external venue feeds .

id d h d. . h I fl ibili · l'!lliprovi e t e irector wit tie same exi 1 ity as m
Studio 5. Next to the control room there was a VTR
center with four VR-2000s, one VR-3000, editing
facilities, and video and audio switching. A nearby II\
graphics room provided insertion of camera graphics
in color or slides. The BBC also brought with them a
small mobile unit which they call the Minicam, but
which was generally referred to as the "Safari" wag-
on. This mobile unit in a Citroen vehicle with pneu
matic levelers was capable of following such events
as cycling with amazing smoothness due to the
steadiness of the camera platform. The vehicle had
a VR-3000 whose tapes were then relayed to the
BBC control center for editing. It was also possible
to connect the vehicle via a microwave relay using
a helicopter as the intermediate link.

Jn watching BBC coverage in London, we imme
diately noticed the different character of the cover
age as compared to what we had been seeing in
Munich. BBC coverage approximates the pace of
U.S. coverage with the greater use of slow motion
and other video production techniques. However,
there appeared to be a higher element of reportorial
fairness, with less emphasis on national heroes, and
good background information about the events and
the athletes from knowledgeable reporters. The in
terviews with some of the foreign athletes, such as
the Russian gymnast, Ms. Korbut, were good in
depth interrogations without leading or dominating
the guests and allowing their personalities and view
points to come through.

Careful planning was also an element in the suc
cess of the operation and an 80-page manual, outlin
ing both the technical and programming details, was
prepared in advance of the games arid served as the
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main guide for the operation.

CBC coverage

Canada could probably have :irr:rnged to tic into
the ABC coverage of its southern neighbor or
allow Canadian viewers. the bulk of whom live
within range of television transmitters in northern
U.S. cities. to watch ABC outlets. Instead. the Cana
dian Broadcasting Corporation. which is the nation
al network in Canada (und like the Bl3C is support
ed by television receiver licenses paid by the view
er), chose to send its own coverage tL·a111and a
small mobile van to Munich for the g:1mes.

The CBC was faced with yet another problem in
that Canada is a bi-lingual country. requiring paral
lel and equal coverage for both the French and
English viewers so as not to arouse :111y partisan
criticism at home. The CBC center in the DOZ
building consisted of four AVR-1 recorders and one
HS-100 slow-motion unit. which were used to as
semble and edit 37 hours of programming that \\'a
sent by satellite to Canada. for about one hour a
day with extended periods during weekends and
opening and closing ceremonies. The Canadian mo
bile unit (Editcl ) consisted of a portable color
camera and a backpack: VR-3000 recorder in a
small vehicle. While this unit did not have access to
the contest areas at the venues. it did serve as a
general coverage unit for local color. interviews. cte.

The CBC center also included a video :111claudio
switching room, with access to 30 venues. and an

adjacent commentary room equipped with two sepa
r.uc audio studios for the French and the English
announcers to do their sound overlays. When ncccs
s:1ry. the CBC muid book live studio time from the
DOZ if they wanted tu do unilutcrnl pictorial cover
:1ge. Satcllirc t ru nxmisxinn between Munich and
C:111:1d:1curried the picture with two acco111p:1nying
sound tr:1l'ks tu s:1tisfy the bi-lingual requirements.
Since C:1nad:1 is tu be the host country for the next
summer Olympics in 1976. the technical staff from
the CBC' w;1, .ilvo :1cti\'ely \lUd) ing the entire cover
:1ge problem in nnticip.uion of the lo.id they will be
c:1rrying in Montreal four vcars from now.
Summary

Every major television network had both rep
re,ent:1tion and space .il loc.rt inn al the DOZ center.
In sorne ca,es. it was simrly limited tu "off tube"
conuucntury in one of the 61 voice-over cubicles
provided. The larger networks had assigned com
mL'nl:1ry positions at the venues and v:1rying levels
of studio installations to accommodate their needs.
1n addition to the networks themselves. the two
companies pro' iding the major portion of the origi
n.uion and recording equipment. Fcrnsch CimbH of
Durmstadt and Ampex Corporation of Redwood
City. California. maintained teams of service per
sonnel to make sure that all of the equipment func
tioned tu DOZ specifications. Some of the rooms
within the DOZ complex contained collections of

continued on page 70

What they dollt hear ...
can do wonders for your ratings!
Reducing noise pollution with the Burwen
dynamic noise filter may prove to be the most
profitable aspect of your programming ...

Burwen l.aborawries is dedi-
caled /U engineering and
manufacturing equipment and
modular componen ls having
absolute perfection in perform
ance and craftsmanship. Burwen
Laboratories warrants ifs productsNow you can broadcast discs.

cartridges, and tapes with little
or no distortion, full dynamic
range and very low noise.
The Dynamic Noise Filter is an
automatically variable bandpass
filter whose bandwidth changes
rapidly with each musical note
and whose high and low fre
quency cutoffs are independent
ly con trolled by the spectral
content of the input signal.
No signal encoding is required.
When installed in your broadcast
chain, the Dynamic Noise Filter
will reduce the cumulative noise
from all sources preceding it
10-11 dB with no audible effect
on the music or speech. This is

accomplished with no less than
40 operational amplifiers and
other precision components
which provide 100 d B dynamic
range with high accuracy. flat
response over the entire range.
You won't believe what Burwen
Laboratories' equipment can
do ... until you don't hear it1
For complete details, call or wrue.

/U be free from defects in maten.
and workmanship for a period
two years from dale uf shipm.
10 the original purchaser.

~Burwt:{!
LABORATOR!' ,;.

209 MIDDLESEX TURNPIKE, BURLINGTON, MA. 01803/TE• ,.;i7) 273-1488
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Ol YMPICS continued from page69

equipment in quantities never before assembled in a
single location. The VTR central room housed 18
AVR- I videotape recorders, three RA-4000 address
code editing uints, and three MM-1000 16-track
audio recorders. The central switching room for vi7
deo and sound had a wall of 48 color monitors
displaying virtually every possible input available to
the DOZ. Up to I I separate studios could be oper
ating at the same time within the building and at
least five large mobile units were constantly parked
next to the VTR center and Studio 5. Since some of
the mobiles also contained quadruplex VTRs and

backpack YR-3000 units, which moved in and out
of the building, it was difficult to get an accurate
count. There were more than 60 VTRs in use for
direct recording. editing, and subsequent transmis
sion in the DOZ center itself, with close to 40 more
spread around the rest of the venues. To feed all of
this, more than I50 cameras were required. BM/E

Credits

The authors wish 10 acknowledge the help of the follow
ing individuals in assembling the material and photographs
for this article: Dr. W. Schwarz and Messrs. K. H. Mandi,
K. H. Shulte, M. Grape. DOZ; :'vi. Riedel. NDR; E. Alter
& H. Wolff, SFB; M. Daigneault & D. Brown, CBC; K.
Eichstadt, Ampex Corp; M. Poehl, Fernseh GmbH; N.
Taylor, BBC.
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CUSTOM FIDELITY proudly presents the first audio contrj ~
console designed specifically for the CATV broadcast ~~

LÚIAlthough modestly priced, the CA1OV represents tt ¡¡,,
ultimate in control flexibility and convenience feature ~

Some of the features of the Model CA-10V:
-8 active inputs for up to 32 input sources
-2 independent program outputs
-Illuminated push button assign switches
-Illuminated V.U. meters
-Professional straight-line slide level controls
-Plus channel muting, separate monitor circuits
-Talkback, audio following, etc.

'!1
tu,,
ht

For more information call or wr1~ \~
CUSTOM FIDELITY COMPANY, Inc., 7925 Santa Monica Bl \~
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WORLD VIDEO, INC.
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES

"THE UN MONITOR"

Un-Excelled in Performance
Un-Complicated to Operate and Maintain
Un-Equalled in Quality
Un-Costly in Price and Maintenance
Un-Demanding of your Technician's

Time

The Most Advanced Development in the
Field of Color Monitoring

THE CR6700 17" ONE-GUN
COLOR BROADCAST MONITOR

C()r,tact your World Video regional sales
offo-,, for immediate price and delivery in
forme. •01i.

WORL_!2VIDEO, INC.
Box 117

•rowN, PA. 19512 (215) 367-6055

-, H:L:wla\.. ...----------~Circle ISb on oder ServiceCard
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BM/E CLASSIFIED MARl(ETPLACE
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $22.50 per inch lx; $22.00 per inch 3x; $21.00 per inch Gx; $20.00
per inch 12x. ALL OTHER CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 25¢ per word: minimum $3.00. BLIND BOX NUMBER:
No extra charge. Replies sent to address berow will be forwarded to you. PAYABLE IN ADVANCE; send
check with order. CLOSING DATE: 5th of 2nd month preceding issue date.

BM/E, Monterey and Pinola Avenues, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 Phone 717 /794/2191

HELP WANTED
TELEVISION ENGINEER. Midwest Univer
sity. Large Instrucuonal Television Department.
Must have at least 3 years experience in main
tenance, operation and installation of broadcast
level equipment. Color experience preferred.
Michigan Stale University is an Equal Oppor
tunity Employer. Personnel Center, M.S.U.,
East Lansing, Michigan 48823.

TECHNICIAN-CUSTOMER SERVICE-Check
out and installation of broadcast automation
systems. Must have experience in radio engi
neering and programming. Considerable nation
wide travel, expenses paid. Send resume and
salary requirements to Glenn Shaw. Schafer
Electronics Corp., Santa Barbara Research
Park, 75 Castilian Dr., Goleta, Calif. 93017.

POSITIONS WANTED
DJ third phone looking for first break into
broadcasting, tight board, good news. and
commercials. Ready now. Larry Fertitta, 12
Lawrence Circle, Middletown, N .J. 07748.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
END OF YEAR SALE

St art 1~7:1 with ~01111 retinble euuiument . f'r•n
ulet clv rebuilt r-art rldee t nne nln vtnu-ks 1111 salí'
only until December 31 and read.Y fur lnuncdlut e
dtdirC'ry.

Spotmaster SOS
Tanecaster GOOP
Sootmaster 40SA
Sootmaster SOSA
g notumster 5058
Tapf'caster 700P
Sootr.:aster 505R (rack mount)
Tapecaster 700PS (stercol

$200 00
200.00
225.00
225.00
7óO on
250.00
275.00
375.00

:rn da.Y unr-ondltlunn l mnrwy-hacl; ¡.:11ar;111tf'1'. !"Ill da'
wnrrmuv. Terms : chock with order: Jo'OB Hn1'1;:1 ilh-.
7\ld.

AUTODYNE
P.O. BOX 1004

Rockville. Muyland. 20850
1·110110: r:rn11 7fi2-n211

IGM 630-15 COMPLETE AUTOMATED
BROADCAST SYSTEM. Includes random
select control unit complete with card reader.
typewriter. remote manual entry, controls. and
verified log~ing system. Source equipment as
follows: 4 Scully tape playbacks. 4 IGM insto
carts, I IGM single ca i tridgc playback. I time
announcer and external studio input. System
also includes 3 remote control units with di~d
tal clocks. 3 encoding systems. l end of me -,-
sage tone generator <111cl 6 IGM matching rack
enc losurcs. System ¡, monophonic, but music
sources could be converted to stereophonic for
about $1,000. Ted Boyd, WHBC. Canton. Ohio.
(216) 456-7166.
------
SEC CUSTOM AUDIO CONSOLES at price'
comparable to manufacturers· standard units.
Modern stylin~ with vertical slide potcntlomc tcrv
and "sort" audio switching. Completely :1s-,c mblcd
or •..ave e ven more on cou-ole kit. Call tu \\lltl'
for cus10111 quotation. Also. plug-in :1udiu mod
ules, distr ibutiuu amplificrx, preamplifier". activr
combining. uctwo: ks. monitor amplifict v. \\'11tc:
or call for brochure." S. F. Cornpanv. P.O. Bnx
49224, Atlanta, Ga. 30329. 404 631-3586.

GATES FM5B-5 kw FM xrntr, good cond.
tuned lo 100.J 111111.$2,5011. 210' Andrews llJ 7
50 ohm 1.625 coax. Will cut 10 il'n~t Ii, ~2.00
per f001. lxolutiou xf'rmr t1111cd to JOO.) ml 11,

füi~\:\\g: cf°i~i,~;~tl-1'>1,~~·"r,¡6u~I0c1urni,~~:~r ';~:',~:¡:
meter. #J351JR, tuned lo IOIU 111111. A.ll .,,,_
cratin~ mnno. Also, Gates Gain Set $185.00.
B & W Divrortiun meter $185.00. Nu colh-ct
calls. Tom Conner, Kl'ET. Box JO. Lnmcsa.
Tex. 79331. Phone: #806+ 872=2404.

MO íORS FOR Sl'OTMASTERS
NE\V Pupst hystcrvsi« synchronous motor 1IS'l.
20.50-4-47111) as uvcd i11 series 41111and 5011 111:1-
chtncs. Prkc $19.00 each prepaid while they
1nst. 90 duy wurrnnty. Terms check with
order only, no COD's. Nol rccomrnendcd for
Tupccnvtcr serles 61111or 7110.

Ti\PECASTER TCM. INC., Box 662
1\ockvllle, Mnrylnru! cOR5 I

ULl.Y Ti\PE RECORDERS: Mono. 2, 4. 8.
12, & 16 truck model' pl11' 270 1111to111n1kplay
ers. Some 111odcl~ in stock now. \V.A.L n1.;;to111
nudlo control console t..~ console modules.
Solid stnte 120 Wnll rower Amr«, We hu v anti
rebulld Scully lathes. WIEGAND /\LIDIO '1 /\ll
ORATORIES, INC. R.O. 3, Middleburg, l'n.
17842, 717-N37-1444.- ·--- --- ---
4-650 n. towers $6500.00 ench. Mony more.
9.ro~nd wl.~~ 8~~ _PC!_.!<:': I~ Bill Anule, Bo.•

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (cont'd)
Solid-vt a te audio modules-console k its. power
amplifier k it s, power supplies. Oct al plup-ins-c
mic. eq. line. disc. tape play. tape record. am
pfifie rv. Audio & tape bias oscíuniors. Over 50
audio products. Send for free catalog and a p
plicaror s. Opamp Lobs. Inc.. 172 So. Aha
Vist a Blvd .. Los Angeles. Calif. 90036. (213)
9'4-:1566.
General Elect·ric Camera Equipment-A large
sm-k of boards. hardware, sub-asse mblics in
cluding encoders. pr occssors. camera head".
and update kits for General Electric PE 240.
PE 25f: and P8 >50 camera chains in new and
like-new condition. Also will consider trade
Ior microwave equipment. Contact J. Devine.
3151797-5220.
GATES "Gateswav" 8 channel monophonic
full size console. Presently in use. Tube type
but run" better proof than most tr anvistor
t ypcs. Complete with power sunply. warning
liuht relay deck. monitor amplifier. etc. Rea
son for sefling-c-going stereo. Bryan Dnvidson.
WJBD-RADIO. Salem. Ill. 62881. (618) 548-
2000. - ·- - -
FIELD STRENGTH ~IETER. 540 KHz to
5rvtHz. Ten microvolts to 10 vous per meter.
New solid state design. long battery life. Stable
accurate calibration. Free literature. Solar Elec
tronics. 901 No. Highland Ave .. Hollywood.
Cal. 90038.
Mobile Unit 24 ft. International Custom Van.
4 RC A TK-30 Cameras. 2 RC A sync genera
tors. RC A TS-30 switcher. 6 input audio mix
ers. intercom. adjustnble power transformer.
Chief Encinccr. WTíVIJ-TV. Mítwaukcc. Wisc.
(414) 332-9611.
USED TF.ST EQUIP~IENT: 1 arpe select ion.
low nrice s. General Radio RF bridge" 916A I .
proof of ncrf0rmancc equipment. dutumv loads
20\V to "25K\V. Daven video pots. !\1ntorola
~IRR-4 microwave re lnv. write for list. Fred
erick Ch:1'\'\CV. Rox 257. I nf'a vc ttc Hill. Penn
s~lv:111ia 19444. ·
/\~IERIC/\'S I /\llGFST STOCK /\ND CON
SIGN!\IFNT l ISTING of new and used nrond
ca ...t and rer-or diu e r-uuiruucnt , \\'e trac\r-'\Cll :ind
buv. TllE ~l/\7E COl(POl(/\TION. P.O. Box
6(1\(í. Hi r minuh.uu. Ala. >5~ 10.
Rn vthcon jrn ncrnitt c r parts for RA-:!50. Rt\
lOOOA. and RA-5A At\1 1ra11,.mitlt..'r". Havtheon
tr:rn,.íormer rcnair ser vive nvuflablc. Writc for
nrice« :rnd lnrormntion. CA Service. Spring
field, Vt. 05156.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

TECHNICAL SERVICES
CUSTO~t CARTRIDGE RELOADING and re
fur bi-,hing . Fide ltpac rcplacerncru ran" and
cart r idgvs. w'r ue us today for price«. PROFES
SIONAL AUJ)IO SER\'ICES. BOX 195>. FT.
\\'ORTll. TEX. 76101.

One stop f<"r all your profevsional audio re
qnircrncnts. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brew
er. Box 80:'7. Pensncoia. Fla. ~2505.

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC FIRST CLASS RADIOTELEPHONE LI
CENSE IN SIX WEEKS. Ctassc« in Fl Paso,
Dallas. At larna. Chicago, Cincinn ati. Denver.
Ft. w'orth. Hartford. Houston, ~lenrnhis. Miami
Bench, Milwaukee. Minneapolis. Nnshville. New
Orleans. Ok la ho ma Citv, St. Louis. San
A1110ni0, San Frnncisco. and Seattle. For iníor
nuuion contact Elkins l nst it ntc. "!.727 Inwood
Rd. Dallas. Tex. 75235 214 -157-4001.

ATTENTION VETERANS! First class license
in five week" with complete theory and R.C.A.
equipped laborntory tra ining. Approved for
veter ans Tuition SJ3J.00. Houving cost $16.00
per week. American Institute oí Radío. 26-:~
Old Lebanon Road. Nashville , Tenn. 37~ 14.
61 ~-889-0469.

Firvt phone through t a pe recorded le ssons at
home p\u..; one week pcrsona l in ...iruction in
\\'ashington. D.C.. At lantn, Bo..;.1011. Detroit.
New Orle ans. vt inncnnolis. Seattle. Denver.
Portland. l 01\ Anue le s. Proven rcvult s , Our 171h
ve ar teachine FCC lil'Cl1"e coui ...e v. Bob .tohnsou
'nro:ldCJ"t i icc n se Training. JO(iOI) 11ulllº.'.111.
~bnha11:1n Beach. Calif 90~66. ~1.1--179-4461.

PROGRAM SERVICES

"Free" Cat:ilo!! . . Evcr ythine for the dee
jay'. Comcdv, book s, ni tchcckc. wild track". o!J
radio ...110"<. a nd more '. wrírc : Command, Bo.'<
2(1 l.St-'-A. Sau Frnnc¡ ...co 9~ 126.:.i ""''°" '"'º~"º"

~

TH E Sp~;~ !sto~~~.~~i~c~

3415 IEIHSFOll:O AVENUE
BELMONT,CAtlFORNIA9.4002
-415 I 592·61-'9

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

B~OADCAST STUDIO DESIGN

Co11rr11l \1\ft111\, lac1/1f1t'\º /1/1111m11g.

l'lunt / 11111111 ,( ,\fc11111111d1iri11i:

DYMA ENGINEERING, INC.
Route I, Box 51, Taos. New Mexico 87571

Phone: 505 758·2686

COHEN & DI PPELL
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Formerly GEO. C. DAVIS
527 Munsey Bldg.
12021 783-0111

Washington, D. C. 20004
M.-rnh·r .·IFCCE

McCLANATHAN & ASSOCIATES
CoH/1/4/(11/t! 1'fli,!/l/1'1'f\

Aooli<'ílt1uns &. Field £nqinocrlnu
Turnkry lnslí\llntiuns-Riutio &. TV

/)o,,11•1t1C ,(. 1-·,,,,·1t!ll
P.O. Bo• 750

Portland. Orcuon lJ7JU7
Phono: SCiJ/l-16·8080

continued ,,n pélg~ _
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CLASSIFIED continued

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
TeleCommunications Consulting

Department
CATV & CCTV

Phone 703/354-2400
Shirley Hwy. at Edsall Rd.
Alexandria. Virginia 22314

Atlantic Research Corporation

VIR JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field En9ineerin9
Computerized Frequency Surveys

345 Colorado Blvd.-80206
ilC3J 333·5~62

DENYER, COLORADO
Member AFCCE

THE

T
"Qua/itv-Service

and Price/"

Yes, quality, servlce and price
on CATV systems are the rea
sons for Fort Worth Tower's po
sition as the industry's leading
supplier. Experience gained as
a pioneer supplier of CATV en
ables Fort Worth Tower to pro
vide you with a quality product
at a price that is reasonable
and attractive.

Take advantage of our experi
ence. For assistance in systems
planning, engineering and com
plete systems quotations

CUL O« WRrrE TODAY

COMPANY, INCORPORATED

P.O. Box 8597, f.ort Worth, Tex11
(817) JE 6-5676

-Associated Compenies
Tommy Moore, Inc.

Big State Engineering, Inc.
Tower Construction Finance, Inc.

Circle 158 on Reader Service Card
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX

Amperex Electronic Corporation ... CM/ E·ll
Audio Devices, Inc. . . . . . 25
Automated Procesaes, Inc. 15

Belar Electronics Laboratory Inc. 23
Birns & Sawyer, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . 67
Broadcast Electronics Ine. . ... 14, 72
Burwen Laboratories Inc. . . . . • . . . . . . . . 69

. . . . . . . . . . . 36
.............. 8, 66

48
22
61

CBS Laboratories Inc.
CCA Electronics Corp.
Canon Inc •.......
Central Dynamics Ltd.
Century Strand Inc. . ....
Cetec Inc., A Sub. of Computer

Equipment Corp.
Cornrnu-uc ation Medias
Cosmicar Optical Co., Ltd.
Custom Fidelity Co., Inc.

Delta Electronics, Inc. . . . . 68
Dynair Electronics Corp. . . . . . 3

Eastman Kodak Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
Electronic Engineering Corp. 'of California 11
Electro-Voice, Inc. 13
Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc. 57

Flickinger & Associates Inc.,
Daniel N. . . . . . ....

Fort Worth Tower Co., Inc.

Gates Division,
Harris lntertype Corp. . ..

Grass Valley Group, lnc., The

International Tapetronics Corp. . . 58, 59, 66
International Telecomm, Inc. . . . 10

Jerrold Electronics Corp.
JOA Cartridge Service

LPB Inc.

McMartin Industries Inc. . 60, 65
Metron Instruments, Inc. . . . . . • . . . 64
Micro-Trak Corporation . . . . . . . . . 70

Neve, tnc., Rupert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
Norelco-Philips Broadcast

Equipment Corp. . ... 26, 27, CM/E-7

RCA ...........••........ 17, 18, 19, 20
RHA Audio Communications Corp. 8
Ramko Research . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
Revox Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Roh Corp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 63
Rohde & Schwarz . . . . . . • . . . . . . 47
Russco Electronics Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59

Sennheiser Electronic Corp.
Stanton Magnetics, Inc.
Superscope Inc. . •.
Sysfron-Dorme r, Concord

Instruments Div.

Taber Manufacturing & Engineering Co. 60
Tape-Athan Corp. 65
Tapecaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62
Television Equipment Associates 60
Telex Communications Division . . . . 12
Time & Frequency Technology Corp. ;¿4

U. S. Computer Systems, Inc. . ... CM/ E-12
Wilkinson flectronics Corp. . . . . . .. Cover 3
World Video Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70

SALES OFFICES

Broadband Information Services, Inc.
274 Madison Avenue

New York, New York 10016

EASTERN STATES
274 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
212-685-5320
Charles C. Horner

MIDWESTERN STATES
New York Office

WESTERN STATES
1111 Hearst Building
San Francisco, California 94130
415-362-854 7
William J. Healey
16400 Ventura Blvd.
Encino, California 91316
213-981-4721
Art Mandell

JAPAN
Nippon Keisoku Inc.
P.O. Box 410
Central Tokyo, Japan
536·6614
Yoshi Yamamoto

. ... 42, 43
67
67
70

. .. Cover 2
72

10,56,62
5

. .CM/E-2
72

64

. .Cover 4

9
63
58

JOA CARTRIDGE SERVICE
OFFERS DISTINCT ADVANTAGES

YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
Advantage ONE-NO MINIMUM

CARTRIDGE RECONDITIONING
AdvantageTWO-NO EXTRACHARGEfor

(a) foam teflon-faced pressure pads
(b) replacement of minor parts
(e) visible splice
(d) pretesting under actual broadcast conditions
(e) 48 hour processing
(f) Scotch heavy-duty lubricated tape

NEW CARTRIDGES
Advantage THREE

Shipment, from stock, of any standard size, or
... "prompt shipment" of CUSTOMSIZE Fideli·
cae precision manufactured NAB cartridges

Advantage FOUR-20 or more shipped prepaid
Authorized distributor for NORTRONICHEADS

Phone or Write

JOA Cartridge Service
P.O. Box 3087, Phila., Penna. 19150

Area Code 215, 886 7993

Circle 160 on Reader Service Card

•Compressor -Limiter
Amplifier

a:~

(The Great Leveler)

5445!
l.1You can stop riding gain now, even when

a shouter and whisperer are on the
same talk show. The Model CLA 20/40
Compressor-Limiter Amplifier does it
automatically ... instantaneously ...
for both AM and FM. Switchable controls
permit symmetrical (FM) or asymmetri
cal (AM) peak limiting; pre-emphasized
or flat response; compress/limit. com·
press only, or compress/limit off. Auto
matic gain control range is 40 dB dy
namic, and the compression ratio is
better than 10:1. All solid state, plug-in
modular construction assures trouble
free reliability. Write for complete de
tails.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, IJIC.
--- A ll'Umw•W"•Comp•ni ---
8810Brookville Ad.. Silver Spring. Md. 20910
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BM/E READER SERVICE CARD/ December, 1972 Issue
Use this FREE post-paid card for more

information on the products described.
TELL US WHAT YOU LIKE OR DISLIKE ABOUT THIS ISSUE:

NAM TITL.c._ _

STATIONORCOMPANY------------------------ WHAT ARTICLES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE?

ADDRESS/CITY--------------------------

STAT IP-------------

100-199:ADSI 200-274: LITI 275-440: EDITORIAL USEUNTILFEBRUARY28,197:

100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 13!
136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 17:
172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199

200 201 202 203 204 205 206 20
208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 24.
244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274

275 276 277 278 27~
280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 31!
316 317 318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 35
352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 38:
388 389 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419 420 421 422 42;
424 425 426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440

BM/E READERSERVICECARD/December, 1972 Issue
Use this FREE post-paid card for more

information on the products described..I
TELL US WHAT YOU LIKE OR DISLIKE ABOUT THIS ISSUE:

NAM TITLE------------

WHAT ARTICLES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE?STATIONORCOMPANY------------------------

ADDRESS/CITY-------------------------

100-199:ADSI 200-274: LITI 275-440: EDITORIAL

STAT IP·--------------

USE.UNTILFEBRUARY28,1973

100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135
136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171
172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199

200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207
208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243
244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274

' 275 276 277 278 279
280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315
316 317 318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351
352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387
388 389 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419 420 421 422 423
424 425 426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440

COMPLIMENTARY SUBSCRIPTION QUALIFICATION CARD
0 No
O No

l. I would like to receiveBM/E O Yes
I would llke i:nycopie&to IncludeCM/E O Yes

2. My companyIs: (PleasecheckALL Itemswhich pertain to
your firm.)

O Pro1111msources or
Recordin¡ Studios

O Government
O Consultant
O L1w1er
O Distributor/M1nut1cturer dealer
O Other (pleese speciflf) _

o AMStation(•)o FM Station(•)
O TV station(•)

•I ff O ln1truotlonal or Closed Circuit
TVor C1mpu1 Limited Radioo CATVFacilities

O Telephone Compan1

3. Are you responslblefor more thlln one station or faclllty?
O Yes O No
4. My primary area of responsibility is: (Pleasecheck one)

, •O Corpo•.•te Manapment O Station, Production or
O En¡lneertns a. En¡lneerlng Pro1ram Man11ement

Manapment O Other (ple11e describe) _
O Ope•.•t1on1 Manapm1nt

5. Yourstandu~'L...======-=====-::=================--

Name Title----------
Station or Co.-----------------------
Street _
Cit]f State Zip _

If this is an address change, affix label

Is this lfDUrbusiness ·address? O Yes O No
If not, please give us 1our business address below so that we can
avoid sending duplic1te copies.
Name _

Station orco.---------------------
Stre~et=-=============:::::::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;¡;¡¡;¡;¡¡;¡;¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡;¡¡;¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡.,.www.americanradiohistory.com
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BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

TAGE WILL BE PAID BY BM/E
CD/E

CABLE MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING

Broadband Information Services, Inc.

P.O. BOX 6058

Duluth, Minnesota 55806

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

"AGE WILL BE PAID BY

BM1E
CD/E

CABLE MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING

dband Information Services, Inc.Bro

P.O. BOX 6058

Duluth, Minnesota 55806

BUSINESS MAILREPLY
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

AGE WILL BE PAID BY BM/E
CD/E

CABLE MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING

Broadband Information Services, Inc.

P.O. BOX 6056
Duluth, Minnesota 55806

FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 665

Duluth, Minnesota

--- I

FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 665

Duluth, Minnesota

I

I
I
I

'

FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 665

Duluth, Minnesota
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WOULD YOU BELIEVE

WILKINSON ELECTRONICS LA2-C/S
STEREO OR MONO

·x· DISTORTION - Y4%for 6db of limiting.
1% or less to 20db of limiting.

;¡. ATTACK TIME - 5/4 Radians for gain control before
clip11ing.

·x· OVEl{LfMIT ATTACK TIME - Instantaneous .

.;,. COMPRESSION RATIO - More than .35:1.

* FREQUENCY RESPONSE - + ldb 50Hz to .3.'.iKHz
with full limiting.

A NOISE FREE AGC AMPLIFIER
WITH A DYNAMIC RANGE PRESERVER

A PEAK LIMITER WITH INSTANTANEOUS
ATTACK AND DISTORTION SO LOW
YOU CAN MAKE PROOF THRU IT

NO ONE IN THE WORLD CAN MATCH THIS COMBINATION

WILKINSON ELECTRONICS GCA-1
STEREO OR MONO

Wíl~~íl~~©~
ELECTRONICS, INC.

* NOJSE - -75db even with loss of input. Automatically
"rides" gain without regard to peaks. Ex
clusive RMS Detector preserves dynamic
range. Will not adjust gain if signal rr movrd.

·x· DISTORTION - 0.1% all gain settings.

,,. FREQUENCY RESPONSE - ± Y<ldb50Hz lo :WKH~.
any gain selling.

1937 W. MacDADE BLVD.

WOODLYN, PA. 19094

TELEPHONE (215) 874-5236/874-5237
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You're looking at the only self-contained single
instrument capable of measuring virtua~
any microwave signal from 20 Hz to
18 GHz. It's Systron-Donner's 6057
frequency counter, which combines
S-D's Automatic Computing Transfer
Oscillator (ACTO•) with an advanced I
manual T.O. system.

CW and AM measurements am folly L.....-~·-----···--
automatic from 20 Hz to 18GHz-simplyl . ·"·~'"~'.:1·..~
connect the input and read the final e<>'"·
answer. FM and pulse modulated car- ~
riers are measured using a simple -----.. -
3-step operation which yields direct ~
readout answers, even with pulse widths as short as 0.1 usec. --..-

A full nine digit readout with automatic decimal point and annunciator
is standard. Resolution down to 1 Hz is selectable from front panel
pushbuttons. Options include digital outputs, remote programming, and
a complete selection of extended stability time base oscillators.

The 6057 is priced at only $5,450,which is just about what you'd expect to pay for
comparable instruments without FM and pulsed RF capability. However, with
S-D you pay for only what you need. If it's CW only you need to measure, then choose
our Model 6016 at $4,575,or for only $3,695you get a Model 6092 manual T.O.
measuring system.

Ask your local Scientific Devices offices for technical data or contact: Concord
Instruments Division, 888 Galindo St., Concord, CA 94520. Phone (415) 682-6161.

For only 85,450
you ean get the
one l8GI-Iz box
that measures

everything: FM
pulsed RF

and CW.

SVSTRON E 11 - DONNER
The Systron-Donner Instruments Group:
Alpha Scientific D Computer Systems o Concord Instruments D Datapulse D Kruse Electronics o Microwave O Trygon Electronics
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